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The author in Pueblo, Colorado, with Lon Cahill at left. Perhaps the main hero of the 
entire period, Lon went from total stranger, to landlord, to devoted friend, ardent believer 

and finally as warrior who single-handedly thwarted the goal of the last pig assault in the 

autumn of 1998. 



Introduction 
The Universal Order website was established in the summer 

of 1997 while this author was still incarcerated in the Colorado 
prison system. It ended in the autumn of 1999 when the original 

provider was bought out by a firm which had a so-called "“anti- 

racist policy". Consider: In the beginning I was confined in 
maximum security solely due to my political beliefs. In the end, 
it was plain unconstitutionality - suppression of freedom of 

speech - which was used as pretext to terminate our website. 

The issue here is dissemination of the truth. The lower 

things sink in general, the hotter the truth itself will become. 
The more degenerate a society, the more vicious its attacks 

against what is right will become. All most elemental. And only 
what is to be expected. 

Even amidst the worst confusion then, this dynamic may be 

taken as the great distiller of what is what. 
At the very bottom, the issue is RACE. 

Naturally, the System goes all-out to not only deny the 
fundamental importance of race, it uses its State authority to 

formulate laws by which to stamp out any vestigial lingering of 

former civilization and society which had been predicated upon 

race. 
And a marvellous job they're doing, to be sure. The only 

problem is that it is all a LIE and lies do not pan out in the 

long run. So what we have then is all State and media authority 
harnessed to the service of a lie. If you have ever had cause 
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to wonder about why things are the way they are and cannot 

ever seem to be "fixed", then wonder no more. You now know 

the reason why. 

That's the basics of it. 
Some people will want the details of it. That was the 

purpose of our website. Detractors can and will call me any 

name they choose. I am no scholar. I only tell the truth. 

Scholars only deal in facts. I deal in principles. I use the 
facts to determine these principles. Scholars have reputations 

to protect. Their works often are boring and end inconclusively. 
With no reputation to worry about, I can live up to my style 
of "rock 'em and shock 'em" and deliver the most outrageous 

and "irresponsible" - but accurate - conclusions. f 
This series of articles done for the website was designed 

to catch as much interest as possible for those topics dealing 
with suppressed truth utilizing the popular guise of the 

para-normal. As part of this premise, I always stoutly maintained 
that the reality of CONSPIRACY was certainly a part of this. 

But beyond even that, it is a conspiracy that had been FORETOLD 

in the pages of the Bible, the book most misrepresented in all 

the world. 
Then to the nuts-and-bolts workings of all that. From 

UFO's to the Jews to pre-history, we delved into those areas 

that, taken together, would yield up the broader picture of the 

human experience upon this planet and thereby define that very 

principle of race that we began with. 

I've gathered these articles - which I re-edited myself on 
a primitive computer in the summer ot 1998 while on parole in 

Pueblo, Colorado - that first appeared on the website in just 

that kind of order. The first here being the first on the web- 
site also, having drawn from the headlines of that day. 

In any case, contained here is what somebody wanted 

removed from the Internet, removed from your access. Read it 
and judge what its message is. By so doing you'll also come to 

an understanding of just who the enemies of truth are. 

The time is late. 

to James Mason 

"Robert Burns" 



THE FALLACY OF HEAVEN'S GATE 5 

by Robert Burns 
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WHY NO CONTACT? 9 
by Rabert Burns 

Of all othe questions that can be asked pertaining ta 

the matter of extraterrestrial presence close to Earth. the 
mosh important one tf to be: Why no ceontact? It is because 

if vou can answer that one question, vou'’ve answered it all. 

Whe dao we anvway? We have only our own reasoning toa 

rely ugar. 

We Cari ip over any question of the existence of other 

inteliliaent life forms in the universe as the mathematical 

i its favor are overwhelming. And we can dismiss the 

Earth as the renar 
oo long for the matter far t 

to be written off as a complete hoax. 

Though there are countless descriptions. drawings amd 

lear phoategraphs of their appearances, it is not a 
any of them may look like. Though it may 

tir. it does nat matter whether they have green 

It’s both futile and risky toa put forward 
they may be from and in the end that 

While our own understanding may be 
vcing to where we can entertain faint glimpses of haw 

their craft may work, that. far these purposes, also is 

wand msc th ait « 
th urprise of many, it doesn’t even matter whether 

\ friendly or hostile as, in any event, we would be 

powerless toa doa anvthing about it one way or the other. 
However, th question of friend ar foe is one relating 

@ assure ourselves that if they were 

in or annihilation thev’d have made their 

by now. The would be no reason for them to wait. 

nce seems to proceed on this assumotions Anv 

intelligent beings out there ought to be trying to contact us 
on relatively equal footing, utilizing means which are 
Familiar iS, verhaps via same recognizable mathematical 

so huge radio receivers have been constructed far 

: listening to the cosmos. This assumes two 
ey" are somewhere extremely distant to Earth 

and "they" perceive us the way we S@8 ourselves and relative 

to how we imagine them. 
Science therefore imagines that these extraterrestrials 

might. one, deign to stoop to mades of communication that. to 

them, would geen on a par with two tin cans tied together by 

§ ing and, two, that they’d have anything to say to or would 

be interested in hearing anything from anyone who would be on 

such a level, 

“Respectable” science doesn’t allow for them being 

here. literally riaht on top of wus now. Conceited and 

overblown human thinking cannot allow for certain critical 
considerations such as: Is there anything in anyone's heart 
or mind that thev don’t knaw or couldrn’t know if they wanted? 

Can anyone be ga stupid as to believe that language could 

possibly present a barrier toa them? Mostly, what could we 

conceivably have to offer them apart from our own darkness 

@VEN C 

be fagcina 

bleed not. 
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demand childish people. And even then the 
: on of man’s condition, whenever left to his own 

devices, has continued basically uninterrupted until now when 

the prophesied moment of truth is waon us. 
Thev outlined how thev would make their reappearance 

and gave what signs to look for as the day drew near. A copy 

this. albeit in much-altered form, rests in nearly every 
Joan and Eurapean home. It's the Book of Revelation at 

close af the Bible. 

But who makes the connection? That's all "fairy tale". 

or “spiritual”. Or, if it was true. then that was then and 

this is naw, right? 
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The world they left then has since sunk inta these 

modern “religions”, held among what amount to suoerstitious 
savages. When they again reveal themselves to man, it‘ll be 
ato a manent of supreme crisis for Earth and thev will come to 
salvage that which is salvageable from among the beings that 

they planted here fram their own seed back before time even 

began. 

To them this has been a biological experiment and they 
will only be interested in culling the most successful and 
Valuable results. Jesus himself plainly stated that no one 

having originated in Heaven will have any chance of 

rnina to Heaven. This will disappoint and even shatter 

er than ning aut of ten peaple on this planet as it 
simply does not jibe with the dogma of these garbade 

religions. 
To them. this will be no more and no less than the 

promised fulfillment of their word. To most on Earth, just as 

it ais pointed out in the Bible, it will be a time of oreat 

mourning and terror because they were aware just how off base 

the truth of their word would have become. More like a 

scenario from out of a Hollywood horror film than “divine 

intervention". 

Their only advice to the astute was to be constantly 
ready. That would translate to being aware. That is what this 

series is intended to produce: Awareness. 
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gs it was g the time of these writin 
the oldest operational jail in the state. It was here where the author was confined during 

Colorado. Durin > The Bent County Jail in Las Animas 

1994 and again during 1997. 



16 NAZI UFO's 
by Rebert Burns 
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him as a iteral "savior", a "Pat." SaviGr, 
nting ev and twisted ideal that the New World 

itself To call the Anti-Christ the Anti- 

t would be «a "hate crime" ar an act of "terrorism". He 

will be hailed all over the world. His word will be all- 

“ful. He will be ain the mould of one of these smiling, 

meal yomouthect three-piece-suited, sold-out, tin-horn 

politicians. Furthermore, all the petty little sell-out 
bureaucrats and police in the camminities will serve him 

willingly because it is the “law”, because it is their "joh” 
to da sa. 

Can't you see it’s just about here? 

Then, according to Revelation, Satan will step forward 

to claim open rulership minus all the “democratic” and 
“parliamentary” deception of the past. Not some harned red 
Devil but thase for whem Satan is allegorical. And if Satan's 

form can be real, why nat that of God? 
The UFOs are mot Hitler's, though they dramatic ly 

their visibility at around the time af his d he 

are they the New World Order’s. They are here, 

and waiting far that moment "known only to God" when 

the final words of Revelation are to be enacted. That moment 

became imminent ~ “candition red” - when the New World Order 

@liminated its last oppositian in 1945 and full darkness and 

the power af lies gripped the whole Earth. 
At that moment, evil will sit in full cantrol. Is that 

nat what is said in Revelation? Could this mean anything 

gather than the New World Order? 
At the time that it raises its head, dropping its mask 

to make its grandstand play ~ just as the legendary pride af 
Satan will demand that it does ~ thase hovering and elusive 

UFOs will be commanded to move into action, fulfilling the 

prophecy af St. John, crushing the Satanic System. 

The Hitler connection? Same enemy. Same victory. 
The myth will suddenly become real. That is anly,after 

all ,the definition of what Revelation means. 

pow 



20 FOURTH OF JULY 
by Robert Burns 
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have never come right out and said 

curity", this is the apology and 

rally attributed to them by me bream 

neering" extraterrestrial technelagy far 

military appli chien mr ary other rationale to spread the 

a ings are of Earthly machines th 

Though ¢ well have in their 

arre Ll craft and may well have 

nm fielding th the cope for fifty years, there 

ne evidence at oat AS any use ta them. The ma 

of Earth’ ¥ remains yet quite 

jonal, if a str pant pa slaw development , 

3 "leap" show anywhere 

The fact any such ET technology would be af 

Buch a diffe kind that it would be worthless to these 

= PEs ta the Sudane who "reverse 

ter S sunk by tne British inte 

the Brit sh had departed. Th would not 

in sterol here today 

ET technology as it would 
these pea 
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oniyv facili rantral and domination. 
‘ity" by whose definition? Security 

ronment whase alien and dictatorial 

event panic" in a society so scared already by an 

artificially and deliberately brought about crime wave that 
it is prepared ta welcame legally a police state to keep it 
safe in its own homes? If it is a matter of security, then it 

can only be the security of the regime, not af the people. 

Now it begins to make sense. 

Hence the reason why they .still go all-out for a 
national holiday that has became obsolete and na more than a 

bad : It is a lie to promote the idea that this is still 
a f nd indegendent nation. But it well suits the purpose 

or s@ in control. 

In exactly the same sense does it suit their purposes 

te deny and to ridicule the idea of extraterrestrials 

mead ing "th. That 1% of the evidence would still be mare 

than sufficient to tumble all their preconceived and "safe 
notions of politics, science and religion which they have 

bent and harnessed to serve themselves and to hold peaple in 

veritable slavery and perpetual darkness. 

In the summer of 1997 in the U.S. southwest, many 

citizens observed a craft hovering in the night sky for a 

very long interval, AF tise which, careful calculations 
established that the craft had toa have been more than a mile 

Wide. "Secrat U.S. military weapon"? Area Fifty-OQne an its 
best day couldn't conceive or handle anything like that. But 
if one thinks that is large, they need to cansult the 
Revelation of St. John for his in-depth description of a 
space vehicle measuring over fourteen hundred miles square. 

If knowledge like that existed that long ago, that a 

craft of that size from deep in space would come to Earth to 
carry aut a mission in the closing days of this age, then wha 

really area we talking about when we speak of such things as 

ETs and UFOs? 

If the power which cantrols the Earth at present - "Rex 

Mundi" ~- so hates and fears this force that it is absolutely 

committed ta cancealing it from the masses of people and, 

failing that, to imbuing its idea full of ridicule or, 

alternately, of terror, we may assume it is because this 
power refuses to admit the existence of any greater than 

itself, What then are we actually talking about when we speak 

of this "New World Order"? 
And who is branded as the "Father of the Lie" in the 

Gospel af dohn? 

Pose the right questions and they, by their vary 

Nature, will answer themselves. 

Or, if this is too troubling for you oar toa 
"controversial", then you are free to wave your Fourth of 

July flag and simply go back to sleep. 
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by Robert Burns 
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of all to human @ndeavar. 
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rprise locked onto the 

ly as forth by John 
2a the entire Earth will 

ast System. Any wha are unable ta 

» the current world system, the "New 

“se astride nat only this country but 

blind. Worse, by that blindness thay 

criminal ante 

moire 

daminated 

gnize the 

part of 

Because - if this dgsn’t the 5 

which we live and suf under, then ther 

the whole thing is monsense. 

But I dan’t & that. 

“Mho can agains the Be 2”, poses dohn in 
Revelation. From its nuclear arsenal to its local S.W.A.T. 

teanis, who can hope to go up against the power of the System 

on 

tem here and now 
is no Beast and T 

anywhere in the country or the world? Certainly no one 

A threat ta the security of the nation or ta the 

di orship of Satan? Tk is 3 ad in the pages af the 

Rible adain and in that none will repent of anything until 

ali, of ‘this been utterly smashed and destroyed. Li 

will not admit their lies nor criminals their crimes. 

will cling to their power and wealth until the bitter end. 

A tragedy for all the rest that these are the ones 

halding autharity everywhere. Many more will suffer for 

having been led astray by these types. But a final end ta the 

abomination will be made. 
"God" is watching and is very close. 

The government will never admit the existence of UFQ’s. 

It can’t. 

The government ig Satan's instrument af power over the 

Earth and, knowing the pride of Satan, one will know that 

cannot admit to the existence of any power higher than his 

OWN » 
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by Robert Burns 
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ge of mathematics and geometry, ince 
The only thing required i S 

find, read and comprehend. Na 

& 

to the Fyramnid Jate in 

Was during the Nineteenth Century 

decoded by these towering minds, 
anes wha had built them in 1@ first 

march af time from the beginning ta the end 
purpe ehind it all. That end is set to ue 
the) ne hundred years and in this, the Pyramid of 

concurs with similar timings gained from the Meso- 
ran pyranids and the Mayan calendars. 

“ . that message carresponds ta the m age 
al besk of the Bible, Revelation. Except that 

3 the account resting in the Pyramid would be 
far more clear and straightforward. 

If mast of have this information in our personal 
sion in the form of our King James Bible, why the 

fic significance of learning whether it is repeated 
thin the walls of the Pyramid? 

Very simply, because then it might be taken much more 
igusly. T Bible has been through so many translations 

its content has fallen inta question and, even to those 
whe da nat doubt its authenticity, endless interpretations 
can be made, mast of which are in grave error. The facts have 
deteriorated into myth and it is desperately required now to 
have a great clarification just in order to preserve 
Gurselves from succumbing to the effects of governing 
superstition. 

- €&S we move closer to unlocking the final secret of 
the Pyramid, events themselves draw nearer to the mament when 
the words contained in Revelation will become enacted as 
reality. 

Will the two converge? It’s a race against time. 
To find this message, free from millennia of 

distortion would mean being suddenly awakened and prepared to 
great a returning God, angry and exasperated, as he comes to 
Earth a-knocking personally, following mankind's having "hung 
up othe phone” an him and having subsequently gone totally 
stupid and degenerate. 

Unfortunately, we are able to read in Revelation 
Plainly enough that that is not to be the scenario. Instead, 
that return of God is toa be a day of "terror" and of 
"nourning" far the people of the Earth, 

The Pyramid will keep its secret. 

dant s 

The ent ire 



32 THE SECRET OF THE SFHINX 
by Robert Burns 
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by Rebert Burns 
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Returning to the Western Hemisphere, ther 

ancient Indian legends of ai tla homeland ralled 

“Atiaua”. We inherited the n "Atlantis’ fram 

it just outside 

coe 

yand the "Pillars af what 

the ait oF C 

pointing the way directly ta the 

and Madeira, (leur) aur * 
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ria ive thousand 
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1) Aro 
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GA 

was really 
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1400 B.C. Still offer a 
reall. P lomat in nerth- 

samissed as only a legend a 
Atlantis was located on 

Says that pert 

arini in the 

jtury ago. 

ca before the 

Why the reluctance te simply believe the account as it 

weitten by Plata? 

De. Robert Ballard, the man whoa found the 

ismarck, now has announced that the taechnaliag 
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much bigger 
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ively, 
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know in mer 

luge as to 
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whin 

diver 

that these 

ings 

ants 

nti 
Tt weiss. ated spot ; 

ak one 6 time | =6ohave 

: the ne science does an astounding ab 

regarding the native populations of these sca 

islands. Dark brown, practically Negroid, very primitiv 

Lio very listic. it is assumed that they 

ue re by boat. But from where? 

q ignore the overwhelming evidenc 

and civilization are far older than 

to an @qually 

: s civil 
rise 

tank five : . 

phenamenan of cycle 

sf mankind, and would certainly rul 

cause and effect of these cycles. 

it that those whe are ignarant 

re toit, ais well borne out 
ving whic 

hall be doomed 
bocday . 

in our history was already past its 

s decline. This doesn’t add up. The Cro- 

entially billed by scienc today as "cavenen", 

curately viewed as refugees fram a devas 

Wiowhich had borne a hich civilizat 

LE 

1k inte 1% 

and digeriented for the manent by this 

very own forebears off Atlantis had come hy 

to displace in Europe one more dark, primitive 

annibalistic race of human types the Neanderthal 

had already been long-esta in the more 

climat oF > Mediterranea 

on the other side of the globe, in the area 

upied by Lemuria, mo such racial disolacement 

occurred. Fron the dawn of time until well in 

ho Century, have remained 

what they be 

et only oan val of nature can be pin-painted by 
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The house on Harvard Avenue in Pueblo, Colorado, where the author lived from March 

through October of 1998. The front picture window marks the author’s room. 



THOSE WHO RETURN 41 
by Robert Burns 

age of empire was cert 

time Nanolean wan hie famous 

in the Elahteenth Cenbury. 

é the Twentis ath Dene y 

eri ing full 

ttle of the 

ALG ec veers 

ing dawns 

it had bee 
A tremendous cycle seen in an incredibly shert 

time. 

Samething hand-in-hand with this great pre 

and colonization. even canquest, had be 

fron the beg th Napolean and his SBS 

Beside mili ion was the cl 

ruins of & Jost a) 

in the sand. It was Napoleon ’s xoedit 

tha Stone, thus 
ipher the last 

Sibis for discovering the 

8 ta begin te 

d oF ‘the Eqyptians: Hieroglyphics. 

Always fram that point oanward., an the heels of the 

cor or explorer, came the archeslogist. To this day, 

familiar caricature of the usually British explorer~ 
: lives strangly on within the popular culture. x 

, the tiny island nation had, by (FOO, came 

le over fully one-fourth of the land surface of the world 

and daminating all ¥ ir 
The i 

* Always ther 

surrounding ar nearby and yet these ruins 

a mystery, a remnant of a literally 3 

mie Why w to left up ta outside - invaders fire 

pend and inve igate these f en monuments 

ihe globe? 
our omeadern canception of histary really sq narrow 

are unable to imagine previous cles to rival that 

if the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries? Nok only that but 

af infinitely greater duration. 

Sn image unknown i that of a Third World man of 

prabing Eurape t civilization signs. Is it a 

or could in the careful consideration of 

] canteradiction, open the door to the answer to 

ald these mysteries of past? 

If s tarrific of the cycle just st may serve 

ing, then it (id be as a lesson in a bottle for 
of how fleeting, how fragile greatness can be Hea 

ang Susceptible we are ta mM ur way, 

whe and what are, and ta ing completely, 

¥Y Giant we of stone behind as clues to 4 

a: it in the most meticuigus detail, 
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1, later was junk, and still 1 

fact. Tt‘s a poor tracker who can’t 

ig awn footprints. 
ade easier when one realizes that 

are represented by manumental teuctu 

: > of time, then it can anly be the 

Ives. 
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we may have happened 

in time? An “American” 

time might encompass anything and aio “European” of 

irty thougand years aga would have meank a Nea 7 ! 

All gubject Lo change. Inetead. leh ue know ours 
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what we are and what we doa rather than when or 

do it. 
4 T time at 

t q present cyci th history 

sowledge, came two migrations: One ng itself 

4d the other one Hebrew. The former one meaning Nobles 

- geaning Colenizers. That’s much mare like it 

well above time and place. Look for nobility, lok 

ation and you'll always find the same p aple. 

Forge » yes. But at the same time t intrinsic 

capabiljty to return. No other people on this planet has this 

trait. For the rest there are no cycles. If not far the 

Nobles, the Colonizers, and their influence one age would be 

na different than any other for the rest. Time itself would 

be meaningless. No history. No development. Ne destiny. 

To the Hebrews was handed a message by ane claimina ta 

th e then, 

be their Father from off Earth, who told them their whole 

past and wh future, lest they forget. They were even told 

in the message that they would forget but that it would not 

alter their destiny. And this Father, himself a ‘ 

colonizer, said that at the end of the long trail he himself 

would return. 
A strange people now vanished? Hardly. The message is 

the Bible and the Hebrews are ourselves. Don’t be fonled by 

shifts in time and place. The footprints dan‘t lie. 

Planted here untold millennia aga to compass the Earth 

until we at last came to meet ourselves. With super - 

technaloay almast worthy of the gads themselves. With the 

realization that these super-civilizations of the past are 

our own. And with the imminent, deadly danger of the light 

qoing cut cover all the Earth for the final time, it is time 

for the great instigator to make his reappearance. 

This science now is all but convinced that there has to 

exist somewhere on the plateau of Giza - perhaps hidden 

within the Great Fyramid, perhaps near the right paw of the 

Sphinx - a record, a compliment ta the Bible, that will 

unleck all the "seals" contained in Revelation. Technology 

equal to "magic" will make its discavery possible. My quess 

however: Ey the time such discovery is made, the events as 

described in Revelation will already be enacting themselves. 

All in a great cycle. 

“In that day shall there be an alter to the Lord in the 

aidst of the land of Egypt, and a pillar at the border there 

af to the Lord.” Isaiah 19:19. 



44 CONQUERED 
by Robert Burns 

AS €@ voung novice at this, all the way up inte middle 

age, Io had wondered and agonized whether there existed any 
historic parallel with these times we're in so as to be able 

to perhaps draw same lesson or hope from it. It was in vain 
until To first efully read the Old Testament. 

ge person will mat make the connectian which 

betwean ancient Israel in its dying days and 

~ indeed all of Western Civilization ~ in 

gns, the symaptams, all shockingly the same 

ny awareness. Unique were it not for each 
er. Uri 4 > Yet those equally agonized, painfully 

d lamentations are na more than one archaic word piled 

another for mast. Mainly, the message can’t make it off 

inte the minds af and far whom it was written. 

ides the ever-present “that was then and this 
thought, paerha the primary reason is the 

ly abvi s circumstances of Israel having 

Militarily nquered, averrcun by its outside enemies and 

population having been deported enmasse, Nothing like 

hh do here, carrect? Ne historic application, 

right? dh very kind of subtlety and intricacy, whether 

inounderstanding the Bible ar comprehending the present, is 

The ave 

ig in the Bible 

the Und 

oresent. 

those 

what in the way of the vast majority, keeping them 

fram ig any mes of value either from the Bible ar 

atory in genera 

niuet always be borne in mind ~ exactly 

archeology and anthropology confirm to us - 

ay Angla-Saxans, are Jsrael. A people i 
ari : i we ehudy the Bil! 

: elves inooan time and another place, by 

TE « Still, the same blood and because of this, the 

ey the te (8, the strengths and weaknesses are the 

And due to this, the fate and the destiny - the 

ies - concerning Israel are curs as well, mot aniy in 

but odin the present and future. Were ait not 
so, 4 ible for us would be no mare than one more volume of 

curiqus lore. 

These people did mot drag off the face of the planet 

nor weree they bred out of existence: We are thev/ 

cond, just as Our ald political movement taught, “our 

cur £ na", of “our pace is our nation". tsrael 

le still inside Egypt, centuries before 

its own geographic boundaries. After Terael went 

ity and subsequently migrated into Western Europe, 

the end «af the working concept of "Israel" just as 

from 

the indicated it would be. Same people but naw with a 

new CW, in €@ mew time, with a new name. Labels and 

ge, blead does not. The "Israel" now in the Middle 

nathing but a counterfeit as John in Revelation says, 

who say they are Jews but who are not." 

Third, people from Northwestern Europe - practically an 

‘Clugive concentration of Tribes of Israel - came to these 
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hores and established for themselves the United States 

Sal in ape y s Nana hd. Precisely as in the 

ing of the land of Canaan, these pioneers fought fierce 

battles with the darker natives to drive them aut of the land 

by little, God had commanded Israel ta leave nothing 

af the ariginal inhabitants, to have no dealings 

:ver with alien populations, to not give our daughters or 

i Tawigh a to not permit "strangers" ta be in 

to not warship other gods ~- lest he da to us 

ided ta da ta them, 

is all specific reference to racial and cultural 

noas now, the society and the government went multi-~ 

racial and multi-cultural. The very abomination God had 

warned us about, He was just as specific as to what the 

consequences of this kind of transgression would be. They 

were woos us then just as they are upon us now, 

Four hundred years in Egypt, four hundred vears under 

. four hundred years under kings. Then captivity. By 

rison, events have been proceeding hare at a lightening 
judas 

Crmpa 
pa 

So what a time-frame a little slower or a <Jittle 

faster? what a location in North America instead af the 

Middle East? So what any physical-political boundaries if the 

people who created them for themselves mow find them to 

camtain @ or al morass? So what any manner of government if 
it has fallen inte the hands of our enemies ~ exactly as 

warned of and described in the Bible? 
Evi strongly suggests that we founded Egypt in its 

i doit and guided it through its time of 
rgat ourselves, lost ntreoad and wonric 

and mutcastes ourselves, having to literally 

toof there and ta up new stations in a land 

ef ue Gali oo in, It has repeated and repeated right up tea 

the present time. 

Conauered? Sa what if a creeping, invading enemy sees 

tain the outward form of the nationhood he first 

nfiltrate and subvert for his own ends? If most 

or coanprehend this and instead imagine this “New 

to still be the nation of their fathers, daes it 

nake any difference as ta the working reality? Or does it 

a Be ok @ hidden subverters that much smoother? OF 

fie. Ce 

wa, & af t 

course, only if you can’t see it is it going to overtake you. 

That's the irony ~ the blindness and the helplessness ~- which 

is the thread constant throughout the Bible and it is the 
sane @lusive evil which has the same people by the throat 

“Committing whoredoms.” From the very first slippage, 

the very first compromise which has led to the making of a 
mockery of this nation and its government fram the previous 
century to the present, when practically the entire people 

embraces every literal abomination as their custom and way of 

life - brazonly - just as in the days of the Old Testament - 

the cvele is seen to be completed again, here and now. But sa 

what if na power within or without is capable of going up 
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against the Beast System which has made of the United 

States its citadel? 

Worse than conquered. Unconsciously enlisted into the 

army of Satan. Still awaiting to confront a Red Devil with 

pointed tail, hooves and horns that will never materialize. 

Vigilant far some foreign, Third World enemy -— some external 
"Anti-Christ" who'll never come to attack these shores. 

Confident in their “democratic” form of government. Froud and 
satisfied with their "Christian converts" from among the very 

oole God forbade having any cantact with. 
On guard against various farms of "witches" and 

assorted weirdoes that are but natural responses ta a society 
sick ta death and in decay. "Sorcery" as warned against in 
th Bible for the last days. They’d surely spot something 

like that if it made its appearance here in the modern age, 

wouldn’t they? OGne more slip in translation. It refers 

directly to a society overrun and consumed by narcotics. Five 

percent of the world’s population and vet the United States 

accaunts for over one half of the world’s drug use. 

The identifying marks not only af the people but of the 

place and the times are there. Take it or leave it. 
So it would then follow logically that should your 

conqueror himself be canquered, you might be liberated. Back 

ta Revelation, There is na earthly farce to go up against the 

Heast now in control. Read the words of it carefully and 

don't take it from me that this liberating power can only 
come from off Earth. And it is very real, very physical. 

Why any such intervention? For the best, most easily 
understood of reasons. As it reads, not because we number 

many but because we number fewest. Not because we deserve it. 

for the Bible chides us as being "stiff-necked people, hard 
of heart and with brows of solid brass" who have blown chance 

after chance, but for very personal reasons. God told Israel, 

“T hese yeu, yeu didn’t cheese me.” 
So much for the prevailing belief system. This is real, 

with a mind of its own. It is a persenal thing. An investment 
in care, a colonization from space, a matter of blood. 

Concerning a supreme insult which has gone too far for too 

long, about to receive its final answer. 

@ parent caming to rescue - and ta chastise - his 
delinquent child and to once and for all set the house in 

arder. 

p 



WHO GRDERED THE HOLOQGAUST? 47 
by Robert Burns 

The clash has been on for decades between revisionists 

and the Svstem media "keot" historians as to the nature and 

of those happeninos in Europe during the Second Warld 

Bar generically known as "The Holocaust”. 
Esnecialiv ice the collapse of the Soviet Union and 

the sudden availability of captured concentration camp 

records previously inmaccessable, scholars have bean able ta 

rifyv that the true scope of the concentration camp deaths 

igs but a fraction of what was previously claimed. 

For its part, the "F.C." Svetem and its branch offic 
represented by the respective governments of the nations 

arcund the world, has been busy passing more laws preventing 
research and discussian of the subject even while more and 

qare "Holocaust Museums" have been created. 

It if only Certain that semething hapoened there and 

then, that it focused upon Jews and that, apparentiyv, the 

Nazi Germans were responsible for it, Questions that have 

never been satisfactorily answered include why it happened. 

along with exactly whe gave the order for it, when, where and 

how? 

The troubling and frustrating thing about it is that 

aventhough the Third Reich seriod in Germany represents the 

eimoale well-documented e@raiin all of recorded history 

and that tually all of those archives were captured by the 

Allies at War, not a single clue has yet 

sed the identity of the person or persans who 

e order for the Holocaust to commen 

stain ld any dacum af this 

ra tour @ discovered at any time in the future, it 

would; musly hecane world news. That no such thing 

known of or has been revealed to date tends to fuel the 

toni aroument that no actual "Holocaust" ever took 

~ at least not in the way or according ta the scale we 

een told. 

And still. over fifty years after the conclusion of the 

BU Ac 

War, we have endless, even grewing numbers of "survivors" 
from the death cameos stepping forward with their first-person 

tales oF terror. Usually these stories involve that 
ind: Wal’s antire family having been sent to the gas 
chamk s. Most lately. we are hearing of how these survivors 

are demanding back the considerable fortunes previously 

ted by them in Swiss banks, presumably with interest. 

In teving to unravel and hopefully make sense of this 

vowe have the central character of Adolf Hitler. If we 

eve the history backs, Hitler was born a loser, are 

camming fran aio odysfunctional family, having no talent 

or ability, who deifted as a bum. who harbored an insane and 

totally illogical hatred of Jews and who was eventually 

appointed by the Fresident of Germany to head the government 

of the world’s most sophisticated and advanced nation, 
whereupon he attemoted ta conquer the world and annihilate 

all the Jews. 
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Yet. @ven with all that solid scholarshio, we are left 
witnoaut d evidence for a orima facie case of premeditated 

end of the issue we have the oeonle known 
Tews. Ont y tha they were present upon the scene. that 

ae somehow distinguishably different from the rest of 
iy and that Hitler hated them above all else is 

yt oof what the books tell us. Snunds crazy as hell. 
Same rev wisest investigation will shaw that if one 

Gan @levate their attention off the mass of little Jews 
languishing in these camps, they can see that their brethren, 
one big ‘lews. first were ain contral of the capital and the 

sof the advanced nations of the world and, second, that 
leo accounted for the leadership of the movement known 

as Comminism and made up the government of the then Soviet 
Union. 

That it was their control over the cavearnments of the 
ae that hosted them. that it was their Communist 
ihian inside Germany that cost that nation World War One 

and ca it inte the slavery of the Versailles Treaty. 
and that it was their creation - the Soviet Union - which was 

ting its menacing shadow over all of Europe may partially 
plain same of Hitler's attitudes toward the Jews. 

With regard to the camps themselves, the United States 
did precisely the same thing with its Japanese population 
after  Fearl Harber. Entire families were relocated - 
"concentrated" — in detention centers far inland, without 
regard for civil liberties or personal property. The reason 

8 national security. In the event of a Japanese invasion, 
it was felt these peoole might form ai "Fifth Column" behind 
th lines. With the hard J on oF World War One still 

if their memaries, and being at war now with the 
Union = "Jewish plantation". as some have called it — 
mans sSimely were taking no chances. 
But with all that we still have no “smoking gun” that 

it was Adolf Hitler who ordered the Holocaust. 
Le sane real investigation but it is possible ta 

document and pin-point the identity of the 
behind the idea of the Holocaust. 

Since the Nazi files have been combed out and 
thoroughly exhausted, we need to quit barking up that tree 

in loaking elsewhere, Obviously, a secand look at the 
\ple players is required. When regarding the Jews, one 

logical glace ta begin mioht be the Bible. 
The average person might be shocked toa learn that no 

mention at all oof Jews is made in the Bible until Second 
Kings. almost halfway through the entire text. In the Book of 
Exodus likewise, no mention is made of Jews. Only Egyptians 
versus Israelites. Later, after the Israelites have moved 
into Canaan, it becomes them versus Canaanites, i.@.» 
Amovites, Hittites, Perizzites, Hivites, Jebusites, ete. 

Tt is utterly critical to be aware that, one, these 
beaple were known in the Bible as Edemites and, two, that the 
people we recognize today as "Jews" - even as they themselves 
admit - are these self same Edomites. Furthermore, that the 

loce 

aut 
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ackual Tribes of Israel - Judah. Issachar. Zebulun, Reuben, 

imeon. Gad, Benjamin, Dan, Asher, Naphtali, Ephraim and 
seh - following their reverses in the area of the 

Middle East, migrated across the Caucasus Mouitains in the 

centuries B.C... becoming known as “Caucasions”, or today’s 

modern Celtics or Anglo-Saxons. 
The God of Israel, as quoted in Exodus, said, “My angel 

will @0 ahead ef yeu and bring you inte the land of the 

Amorites, Hittites, Perizzites, Canaanites, Hivites and 

Jebusites, and I will wipe them eut.” 

“Eo will hand over to you the people whe live in the 

Jand and you will drive them out before you. Do nat make a 

covenant with them or with their gods. Do not let them live 

in your land, or they will cause you to sin against me, 

because the worship ef their gods mill certainly be a snare 

unto vou.” 
God. as quoted in Deuteronomy, said, “.-.and when the 

Lerd your God has delivered them ever ta yeu and you have 

defeated then, then you must destroy them totally. Make no 

treaty mith them, and show them no mercy. Do net intermarry 
with them. De net @ive your daughters ta their sens ar take 

their daughters fer your sons, for they will turn your sans 

away from following me te serve other gods, and the Lord's 
anger wiIl burn against you and will quickly destroy you. 

This is what you are te da tea them: Break down their altars, 
smash thertr sacred stones. cut down their Asherah poles and 

burn their idols in the fire.” 
“ened not Jeave alive anything that breathes. 

Completely destroy them - the Hittites, Amorites, Canaanites, 
Perizzites. Hivites and Jebusites - as the Lard your God has 

commanded vou.” 

Hitler - whatever else he may have been - was the only 

man wha had the ability to awaken and unite the broken and 

scattered German states, or tribes, and lead them into 

retaking control of their land from the International Jews 

which had taken xt over. Quite an unprecedented 

accomplishment and the actual reason Hitler is most hated 

today by the Jewish media. They can’t tell you this and so it 

must be the "Holocaust". 
But as to who actually ordered the Holocaust... 

Look ta God. 



50 FROM EXODUS TO ESTHER: 
THE SUDDEN APPEARANCE OF THE JEWS 

by Robert Burns 

3 1 mVS 

ust ga through 

called “Anti-Semrt 

pointing out the deaqree of 

wh their perce mF 

: Seldom. if ever, is their 

origin effectively nailed dawn. Still. most would 

the Bible must hold the answer and in that they 

~ though in a way next to no one would suspe 

4a time-frame fram the period of the Exodus, 
the period immediately post Captivity, 

B.C. roughly one thousand years, and we are 

ho ge ring into being within the pages of 

te Ok - he mnmeressary to point out that an 
awe wil ‘Lot can within the span of & millennium, 

jialiy in turbulent as the Near East. But the 

appearance of an entire people, seemingly from out of 

rch ey 

nowhea ane 

KBey 

However, it might be well to emphasize that some things 

eo obvious and yet can be obscured, buried in a 
E of $ &8 ponderous as the Bible, to the point 

are averlooked. 
off this examination of possibly the 

told. it is essential to establish what 

vo is. especially regarding the Old Testamer 

poof othe le of Ts » WSebhdrie me 

Lrg jod of the Bible makes it plain that he : 

God of rael and of no one else. The laws set dawn in 

a Bible are intended for Israel and no one else. The 
prophecies given in the Bible cancern the nation af Israel 

ancl mone other. Very sorry aif this upsets or disillusions 

anvane but the Eible and its message are highly exclusive. 

That the modern perversion of it represents it as being a 

lub" anyone can join by merely “believing” has been 
angible far it lasing its relevance and potency. 

The full emphasis revolves around genealogy and how to 

conduct the lives and affairs of the nation so that it might 
on the Earth, not in some "hereafter". Matters from 

: free from alien oppression, to invading and 

conquering a land for itself, ta Goad‘’s own command to expel 

or slaughter the native inhabitants - "lest I do ta you what 
To intend ta do to them" - to unceasing wars with surrounding, 

ile mations, to a4 stringent set of laws governing 
ything fram ate affairs to perseanal conduct. Ancient 

tary, toa be sure. Religion, practically not at all. 
By the time of the Exodus the Hebrews were known as 

lerael., “Ruling With God". The term "Jews" is toa be found 

nowhere. Accarding to the Eiblical tale, it was easily 

apparent ta distinguish between Eqyptians and Israelites. 

This would indicate a racial difference. Relying upon the 

ev 

his 
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ance given to qenealogy and birth, the 

tha t Hebrews, or Israel, had not 

al admixture as had dane the broader masses 

Teraelites rmumbered in the range of three 

Egyot and made up the most valuable and 

of the pop. ion, the trends were such as 

tive that they extricatre themselves fram 

a1 for the sake of their ethnic and cultural 

However, as ait ais well-known, the Egyptian 

3 that day could not afford to Jet this 

gmeant for to do so would gnal the end of Egypt as any 

thing viable. i 
Nevertheless. equally li-known, the Israelites did, 

after much coanfrontatian, ceed in departing enmasse fram 

the mid of the Eayptians, going on to seize 

yoa land af their own - Canaan ~ which actually was 

astern province of Egypt. The Bible mantioans that, 

ith the camps of the Israelites, came ai “mixed 

» Would this not suggest that the bulk of the 

leraelites were indubitably unmixed? 

Th required forty years of wandering in the Sinai 

Desert for them to raise a fresh generation which was clean 

of the corrupting influence of their past Egyptian 

involvement before they were capable of taking their new 

land. And though God specifically instructed them to spare no 

one they found among the inhabitants sa that their 

Eqyptian experience would not repeat itself, they nonetheless 

did permit oreat many of these to exist among them. 

Aa ve rable natioane took place in the 

nation oF I 1, now Fr oO liming alien pr nce age 

wail J é a corrupt qavernment and values based in 

superekitian. 
The Twelve Tribes were combined in a United Finadam. 

waalth, military prowess and a great but little-known 

caloaniza oy Was centered upon tiny Palestine. However, hand- 

inv-hand with this SUCCESS was gradual corruption anew 

affecting politics, morals and the racial make-up of the 

Glace. Eventually resulting im division and civil war. 
Totally de@ebased, divided Against itself, making 

with former enemies, etc., ultimately all were 

ce deported by Assyrians and Babylonians. Now 

numbering some ten million individuals, the ten tribes that 

do comprised Israel in the north and the two tribes of Judah 

in the south became displaced. 
History tells us that the Assyrians were supplanted by 

the Babylonians who, in turn, were eclipsed by the Persians 

to the @ast. The Fersians looked favorably upon the 

leraelites and made it possible for as many of them as 

desired to return to Jerusalem. Fewer than fifty thousand 

did, moetiy of the tribes of Judah and Benjamin. 

The Book of Ezra places great stress upon the fact that 

cen "strange wives" during the many of those returning had t 
¢ aes af ptivity, same producing "strange children" as a 

al result. ASB a cornerstone of the national revival, an offi 



hing out and 

i (3 

ark oF 

ng of these "strange Was undertaken. 

od and acknowledged that this had be 

what had destraved the nodom in the first 

However, irreversible damage had been done not just 

through this but by the former conquereres having imported 

hee aliens into the lands that were vacated by Israelites. 

outsiders wha ow there ta gq et the ara rig 

re more of those wham Gad had iven the cammanc to 

» collectively known as Edomites. 

For such a thing to eccur within a nation’s bounde 
a”06Uto effectively cease to exist. or at 

ag something other than what it formerly 

had been. far do and general conversion toa ¢t 

yailing c within the area once roughly called 

"Judah" and you get "Jews". Sameone who might be of pure 

elie blood or ~ just as likely - one containing a 

centage of the blood of Judah, ane living an the parcel af 

land now known as Judea, ane professing the belief then 

anerging as "Judaisa", or ary cambinatian thereof. 
At @, a thoroughiy mixed lot. Similar im many 
to what has befallen American society in the present 

. No longer the "land of their fathers". 
one thoughts logically turn ta the balance of that 

original ten nillion that entered captivity and their 

eventual fate because this is just as key as understanding 

how Jaws first came about. 
We also know that as the scattered tribes of Israel 

Were pass! out of history about 7OO B.C. the "barbarians" 

were ri iq history. Having mainly foargetten wha and 

what, but at the same time b iq purified of the 

alien pre F ign Glieod and foreign ideas, they 

fought of the Near East, up and aver the 

Caucasus (whence they goat ta be kriwri aS 

fan”) and into Europe, evolving new names and new 

idiuaqges for themselves as Celts, dJutes, Gauls, Gaths and 

Anglo-é ns. etc. 
but nok all left captivity by these two means. AS 

evidenced ty the Book of Esther, a great many "Jews" had by 

naw settled in Persia. The J@wish Festival of Furim 

celebrates the events as contained in Esther. 
One hearkens back to the stary in Exodus and is struck 

by the almost complete cantrast. Having infiltrated Persian 

society, the Jews have monopolized power and wealth to such 

an extent as to alarm good and patriotic Persians. An attempt 

was made ta break this grip over their national workings but 

it was foiled by "Gueen Esther” who had seduced the Persian 

king and turned him against his own loyal ministers, 

resulting in a great slaughter. 

Remember that the Israelites would not remain ain an 
alien land under any circumstances and fought to achieve 

independence. Jew on the other hand, were quite willing to 

resort to subversion and mass murder in order to maintain 

their agreip over a bost sorcietv, to assume the form of 

internal parasites. There the differance has been achieved. 

least toa 

WAYS 
@ 
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Total and complete. An entirely different people. 

After the aig Cain ve Greeks and then the Romans. 

Then the Dias @ Dispersion mainly into Europe and. in 

short, the tal ther is repeated again and again for the 

oe: Except not Fersians but the actual 

being preyed upon now. Finding na 

ed, they each one founded a modern 

often in spite of one another, also as in 

carn & ilization and conquered the 

were within. 

tory known as the Renaissance Ss when 

were mainly banished from the nations of the West 

purt ain art. science and social PrOQress was 

wore led. 

aM cer dere 

The ja of Germany, Adolf Hitler, the Third Reich and 

the Second World War is but the most recent playing-out of 

th seemingly never-ending cycle. A "neo-biblical" myth has 

AC built by the Jews around those events, known as 

the "Holocaust". No six million Jews died but at least that 

many Germans did for trying to free themselves and their 

country from alien. Jewish domination. 

Those in control of the governments of those countries 

surrounding Germany - themselves Jews, partially Jewish or 

tarried to Jews as with Roosevelt. Churchill and Stalin - 

arranged to precipitate a general war,to invade and destroy 

Germany, to deport many af its people, to divide its lands 

bekween themselves and to murder by hanging those German 

leaders as they could capture - exactly the way the Persian 

patriot, Haman, along with his sons, was hanged. And it was 

scheduled to coincide with the Festival of Purim. 

"AALS ‘harbariangs". we - being Israel ~- not 

anlv left behind our garbage, we left behind our former 

"Seromigead Land” a6 well as the truths of our former Temple 

Religion. All this was solidly in the hands of racial aliens, 

of "Jews". @ remnant of Israel remained in Falestine, some of 

Judah sone of Benjamin, and suffered in the midst of an 

alien re al majority and under an alien racial rule, with 

the belief system utterly perverted. 

Then the New Testament and the appearance of Jesus of 

Nazareth. A man of the Tribe of Judahi whase bloodline had not 

beer comranised as emphasized in the Gospels by the 

presentation of his genealogy both frantwards and backwards. 

He made it pl he was came to reenforce the Law of the Old 

Testament. he said he was “not sent but unto the Lost Sheep 

of the House of Israel". and he confronted the Jews of his 

dav. telling them that they were “of their father. the 

Devil". 
The Jews succeeded in getting the occupying Romans to 

furder Jes far them but not before he had enlightened 

anough followers so as to be able to get his purified version 

of the Law up into the hands of the "Lost Tribes". Whatever 

else anyone may attach toa his significance, this much is 

i do provides all the basis needed for the enduring 

ed af this man. 

Cire thousand Years following his death, Tsrael 
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temporarily was able to retake the Holy Land, by now occupied 

by Maslem Turks. That military effort failed after anly a 

century and now even the faith itself imparted to us so long 

ago has once again become debased as we find ourselves again 

overrun by these and other aliens. 

Not a bit of this is "religious". It is all racial. 
Ferhaps by knowing this you might be prepared to take your 
part in the upcoming resolution of the final cycle. 



ROOTS OF RACISM 55: 
by Rabert Burns 

announced that a study was doing ta be 

caver whether there i gence i launched in order ta di 

é behind racieam. Apparently the motiva 

is the failur of ate integration 

cr Aric me a to bring about a 

ate right naw that, yes. there 

thi tl SUA eS 

genekic cau for racism and we will take time 
here. 

ane musk st back and consider what differant 

race and haw they originated before any real 
wuricl ars of racism ar its cure can be reached. 

Obviously, aif something is genetic then it is going to be 

ech. 
ice differs oan races of man appeared. 

The in fayar 5 that we all evolved from 

ore tor, assuming cure distinct Ipearanckes and 

cudtu » having developed in widely div it locales. A 
second theory has ait that each of the primary races aro 

: independently. Of the two, the eviden of both 

religion supports the 1 er. 

certain diseases affect different races, either 
weeeas or exclusively, strangly tends to indicate 

mare than the celoar of 3 to racial 

ally governec, 
we @f a multhi- 

rveliing op arientatioan. 

ong & Ly amang the minarity groups, 

and mishandled, being viewed Veoped me 
activity". Entire ethnic grau SUF f gay 

due to this. 
x ta ina j slements, anytime the 

t strong ethnic identity emerges from out af the 

"ld milieu, a rigidly “integrationist" System sees it 

inectioang, themselves gen 
hmergec even the pr 

wor 

As gymphomat "hate". 
T nporary cansiderations plus others can all 

stood and summed up by consulting the ancient best be w 
1 can be interpreted in the light of today’s tes as 

vantage poink. 
The samewhat cryptic prase found in Genesi and iriodeec 

all of the Bible, pertaining to the creation of mankind now 
been unravelled and clarified through the discovery and 

of even older material, carrying greater 

Sumerian cuneiform tablets and cylinders are what 

\ginatars of Genes drew from ag their source of 

information. Though, in the process, their translatian and 
abridging led to the great confusion that still : g today. 

The story as related in the first pearson ~- which would 

God - has it that an exploration team from a 
to Earth half a million y - aga, The 

Hedition was ta find a source gold with 

abttemgt to stabili the diminishing 



the ground. 

me travel, they aleo 

ne DNA and gene 

n Giter ang oth 

them pedi ah 

WY) 

le of 

tently in mining 

anyone hams LA SF with the tale of "Dr, Moreau" and the 

1 will recall the "laws" given by the 

af beast-men which he had created by 

evolution. "Da not spill blood," 

the eel Ww much the same on Earth eons 

Fi nen. There was th aa 

of Life". Unkil very lately, the 

lost. 

Ey idantly, accarding to the text, there was a mutiny 
phrakerirce ial crew. Rather Li the "Muckiny oon 

ne oF those crew men of two hundred years 
ananoread of the South Seas islanders and broke 

Genesis states that the "sans of gods" found 

af men" than as wiv 

5 mutiny Enki im the t 
as Satan ~ taught people how 

independently of God's test tubes 
4 f the "Tree af Enews adqe'. 

i af “ce 

1is8 Jmss of c 

ainment of the fruit of 

Ipareant immortality of the gq 
. toa human kind. 

AS punishm Sod condemned Enki/Satan ta a life her 

rth working alongside his creations in the mines "an his 

@ating dust". As ai portent of the strife ahead as a 
of this rebellia Genesig makes reference ta 

going, eternal enmity between different s s. Here then 
the oe sin as well as the birth of racism. 

traces all its genealogy fram the line of Sica 

ne time i plain that there were other 

of human dlife in the world already. Wha was it in the 
of Nod" to where Cain took refuge after killi ing his brother, 

Abel, and where he took a wife? Wha were the "giants in the 
eth! then? 

extratenrestrials 

naw bo ous hod 

duce themsel v 
ang Be ene 

CH 

ished their gold mines ald 
th, wherever gold could be found. It would aniy 
they would use the resources most readily at hand 

If they were working with mutated apes, 

of Globe would indicate differant 
birth of races: A chimpanzee for Whites: 

an Grandutan far Oriental 

ence has revealed that chimpanzees and 

sane DNA and that chimpanzee DNA is 

Sa 
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than that of gorillas, Ta my 

ther fh nat made camparisan between 

and sepa Faces ar ether apes ane 

af humans. That or they have to conceal their 

in the 

CHAE Gy 

» Hin 

they 

that oof hum 

they 

t obviously have come from 

imi ity, more i share a 2h Ss 

a °R% difference. 

ce is the me difference that 

lion and a tiger, bet moa moose and 

and a hawk, Species in mature ~ ev 

will never mix or croags-breed. Indeed, 

upon the territary of another will 

ad, "Raciem' in nature? 

lity. Animal societies are 

political. The wor cl is 

form of wolf - dogs ~ will 

: 5 eed. ticated form of ape - humans - 

alsa prone to cra ‘-hreeding evan while their 

in othe wild never would. Imperfect, artificial , 
thrawing t a differant breeds together for economic reasons 

h given ¢ to the phenamenan labelled "racism" 
Artificial domasticatian via mutation has canfused or 

chilled many of the natural imatinets but, again, thease same 

are very rudimentary and deep-seated. Even at that, 

rants OF Our ancestry ill very evident 

are instinct ce and racism. 

becomes whether it is even possible 

without eliminating all 

nly be driv 

The ward 

Th 

the 

physi Li vu 

qu ions we 

where human hybridigation has 

4lled "Third World" countries 

~ the most abject af human 
ar that 

than 

aturation = 

contine cross 

sneee is what reigns. It would af 
en prac ne better result 

among canines: Confusion. Loc at what 

2 dag pounds awaiting to be euthanized and look 

these 3 imminently facing mass death 

starvation. 
of Enewledge", "Tree of Life", revalt against 

the work of Satan, lust and the wages of sin, These 
have been taken over by the religioni 7 

gd o"“mystified" and thus have los ali their 

gant state of things certainly 

whe 

moralized" a 

practical meaning. The pre 

“equality” and integration are State polic 

madern yvernments and their sa ties. Forced 

distinct and snarate human species, ar 

breeds. The argument that they can interbreed is offered as 

the en why they sheuld interbreed. However, exam are 
oF "Sul esful" mati hetween human and 

* Hen irable ais the result of that then 
Whiat 7 the m effect be upon ¥ 
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J from our ind a 

tian, they. alsa ind laws 

would guide us = fely until the 

wn. Toa W Civilization the 

the Bible. 

sined in 

of the ma 

) definiti 

make imo inferior by 

3 To corrupt or debase. 

the stories of the Bible oo an 

Neral y pure in his g fionme", whic would 

out oof aoworld gone carrup birthright 

Ts Ls whose a slave, an 

tsaac's wif 

himgelf,; The "twa 
and Esau o~ of whom 

nety Afterward the 

to con hd 

but: 

womb of Rebe 

true while 

war (Genesi 

cus stahes further law: "Do nok mate different 

", "de not plant your field with two kinds of 

wear clothing waven from two kinds of 

ant against t 
is with Moaabite ee 

describes the plague 4 

for their having sexual relatior 

women ard fF i 

Y bing up a new nation, "Wher 

land th God is giving you and hav 

iit and taken possession of it, be sure to appoint 

oo from ameng your own brothers. Do not place a 

hare over you..." 
gains "Ne one barn of a forbidden marria 

in some translations) mor any of his 

nher the embly of the Lord, even dawn to 

who lives among you will 

c] and higt r toyou will sink Jower and 

will lend toa you, but you will not lend to him. He 

the head, bub you will be the tail.” 
Joshua "seed f you ally yourself with these 

i iq you and if you intermarry with them 

them, then you may be sure that the Lard 

your © i] no longer drive out these nations before you. 

In ; traps unto you, whips will become snares and t 

therns ain your eyes, until you perish 

pod land which the Lord your Gael i 

ra 9 and iO: "The peaple of Tsr 

é fran the r ng peopl with +t 

They h me af their daug 



have mingled +t 
them. And the leaders 

unfaithfulness 

riage to their sons ar 

wives for 

with 

t 

dad 
Pils 

are: 
en 

ign women: 

zelle 

te 

14 + 15: 
each will re 

m ive land. ar is 

whe are caught will fall by the sword." 

being 

without 

wild 

thrust 

ve "When they go with their floc ariel 
the Lord, they will mot find hims he has 

unfaithful toe the Lords 
ldren." 

3 qd, "To was 

nat right to take 
" 

Fron 

4:17: "Therefore come out from them 

he Lord." 

» "Now you brothers, like Isaac, 
time the san bern in 

the son born by the pawer of 
now, But what does the Scripture 

Slave woman ido her san, for th 

aver shar inheritance with & 
hi we are nok ohildr 

d, ald ¢ boned? 

it right ~ these modern pries and mind 
> are the 

gogse the nice and 

for long? 

anyway? At least we know 

el. 

ad) here taday 

ta Satan and then 

Q away 

ll fable and 

rreoyed ancd 

parts 

that 

AS dealt fir 
Che we are samehaw "“imune" 

alo evil mot be with ather p 

act af mixing and cr ing people? That does 

message implicit within the Bible. 

The laws of nature and biology, firat having b 

devolved into myth and then having been discarded altogether 
by an oarragant and conceited humanity. “Enlightened"? When 

ical and inevitable results of this transoressi 

up with them, mot only doa th fail to make the 
correlation, they only indulge their sins tha 

Bi 4 

harder. 

Neo repentance? Tempting Gad? 
ig the mindset and the "law af the land”. 

breadcast G every child and adult 

Such has become the pooular 



ber the Gelden Rule: "Thi with the 

-called "evil" and “wreng” is whatever 

tion to the ruling power and its 

s the ability to make ait so through 
which serves them and punishing 

iteelf. Ramen 
rule," 

be in oppe 

ith orily 

th does mot. 

Tt would tend toa fallow then that we h : 
ant races are artificially thrown And 

only the volatile problem that it is these 
enments attempt toa force upon the people that which they 

tively not wa In shart, there sits in power a 
ronment which has not only declared war upon its oan 

upon God himself. 

Whose governmank would that be? 

And whe will win this war? At what cost? 

Whose de will you be found on? 
The State policy racial integration will - if 

allowed to ago on - result in the destruction of all 
identifiable races and. yes, and end ta "racism". However, to 
espouse the destruction af ai race, or ’ is called 

de. What does rer the means ar me-table? 

The concept of ‘racism" must be reexamined and 

redefined. Obviously, the intrinsic evil lies elsewhere, 

within an unnatural System whose programs have given rise to 

all] the hatred, violence and misery in order to promote its 
own power and wealth. But will they launch a study inta this? 

Don't bank on that. 

“racism” only 



The Pueblo County Jail where the author was confined during the summer of 1995 and 
again during the winter of 1997-1998. The large, square building situated in the center of 
the picture, this was the view from the front porch of the Harvard Avenue address. 



62 FANTHEONS QUT OF SYNCH 
by Robert Burns 

on the 

2 ino mind when 
whether Atlant 

these peo 

Aryan stock. 
i bine, anather place, 

uk basic y what today is known as Angla- 
i European. Second, we know whoely oth 

and the story of our tion goes 
er than the mere five or six thousand 

to in the Bible. 

we know that the Croa-Magnons af thi 
aga were hasically mo different than 

important to asks How lor would we expect 4 

to remain stupid and backward, witha 

even if suddenly dropped, cald, inte 
wildern 

these Io stress throughout at Goad him 
xteaterrestrials who arrived here from 

if a million years ago, terraformed E ard 

inte being out of the creatures found here 

mingling th i ET's own DNA, 
= wh lived por tue i 

way thea 

goes, it 

cy eat a migrations out of Egypt, 

en the famous Exodus, whith 

Aside fram the mythology of the Hebrews 

te ta ‘Ehra Bene ity, there’ w 

af Aryan India as we 

A conan memnary with «& 

te Atlantis? Eqypt had 

ated calany and, for 

anhkis’ werld empire 

of the homeland, prabably 
ical Flood oF Noah. 

the religion of the Hebrew Temple and 
Egyptians which they fought to remove 

c ere likewise present and evident. 

Jehovah and Set ta Satan. Could a major 

have represanted a cleansing of belie 

'S, with t dir ing of the haw 5 
and a culling «ef the truth? Wouldn’t that be 

ief is all about? 

and Romane? These were other, earlier 

all 

aod m 

held 

widing wi 

_The 

te 
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mi ge ati heading fram sauth as 
with them own t 

an pantheon is the Gree 

same minor evolution of its own t 

and distance b aetill clearly recogni 

do oancd cultural thread. Are we in any 

tanh ancester z cial for 
bitdeus ida whio whipped their most 

wb of whole cloth? 

son to be learned - one of than ~- i6 how truth 

beca jased, carrupt, devoid af meanin 

: time. God doesn’t change mor da the 

» only man’s perception of them. Like the 
eof the “rumor mill" experiment: A steary told 

Seated thraugh unhil arriving 

of arigin, no longer even resembling 

c ent tald the people through the 
1 he no longer wanted ta see them gathered or 

supplicakions. Why? their understanding 
of him had become perverted that he, in 

not othe god being addressed. Soa he "turned his 
them and they perished together with their 
is that very spot, by the way, where thig 
finds itself. 

i pertaining ta the viability of th 

f time-frame. Plenty of time for 
fact to fable b Atlantis 

But if Abraham, Ts 
they 

hear 

and pe 

Jacab we 

we aliree ad that 
soleny of Aryans placed an this 

ady by thirty thousand years ago, 

chranalagy and even displacing 
by my ning, tea Atlanti 

1) more common threads running 
Lone. Notably the Twelve Signs of 

Twelve Tribes af Is 1, the Tweed ve 

Symboalagy employed hy 

» coincid (2, or something mare? 
, tablished, e@ach own right, are all three. 

y before man even a full year contain 

it was reality. The Twelve Tribes are all 
genealogical record. The Zodiac is 

for the Bible toa have warned us against its 

divination. In other words, ane could 

of it whatever he will. 

Bn some remar ble numerology attached toa 

Third Re t. Mo @x tin the area of sacred 
MumMbers my q y refer to everything fram 

ing any 

af Eden" 

point 

tient relig through these 
the Zoi 4 

Mant 

my thn 

af Hit first Munich headquarters, ta 

of his assumoti power, etc. Genri Lincoln 
oint ta refer ta 

at Nuremberg 

eli himself made it a 

t 



tatus which can 

only Til it be 

in these old 

"robkken" gads t 3 ? hate ta the day would 
ever came when Hitler's image and memory would became sa 
degenerated even amang his followers ta the point where he 
would "turn his fa ‘ from us. 

But if one can have some solid appreciation of what the 

uth he is sure to keep encountering it a 
history, turning back the pages to alternating pe 
greatness and of ruin. I’ve also pointed out elsewhere 

lot of this i physics - what "works" and what doesn 
That for thing toa repeat itself among the 

People over and over, despite the moment or the vent 

certain elements have to be present each time. Perhaps with 
the Greco-Roman gads as that civilization was rising, pe 

i@ Bible and the Western Civiliza 
Adalf Hitler jew era is 

hoand pure. ba dawn we 

The ‘ ssonm is toa hold the meaning af 
firmly and cl i s and to not allow it to la 

irike ¢ int sccentric tedtime story material, much less 

inte one more toal by which a State power - always found to 

be on the side of untruth - may deceive and cantrol us. 



HOW NARROW THE GATE 65 
bv Robert Burns 

When the Bible states that it is a narrow aate which 

leads to the teuth and. thereby. salvation. just exactiv how 

are we to sunpose that gate to be? The best clue to 

wer if oroavided at the same time when it is stated 

so is it @ wide aate which leads toa falsehood and 

OM « 
Qne mav be sure the situation has become honelesslv bad 

when oo truth may even be expected ta be forthcoming from the 
Church itself. However. that should come as no surprise as 

the body of the Church in the world is exceptionally wide 

indeed. The inspired ones who wrote the books of the Bible 

knew what it would finaliv come down to. 

The truth is practically impossible to find and. where 

ito ais found, ait a8 ain ono wav influential in practical 

atfairs, Tt wan't be found in the course of conventional 

searching and, wher ait is encountered by chance. it will be 

officially condemned as "evil". The truth is not even a 

sought-after commodity, nok really. because of a "strange 

god" these people today are worshipping whose material 
ings" and the "morality" that breeds are the antithesis 

of truth, thus rendering the truth unprofitable. 

What these peonie really are after is something which 
dagen “t ate 0 Their) 6ohape and idea of “truth” would be some 

c combination of words toa explain the purpase and the 

riohtness of their apparently meaningless and futile lives. 
ch formula e@xists. The Bible also challenges these 

ing theie filthy proagnmsticatars 

ars for the so e what they end and t 

up wit 

Writ-alls", They and their society are pulling 

nia mad. 

Chance » to "repent". This first calls for the 

ability to see and know one’s errar and, secand, toa passess 

e strenoth of character toa admit it at least to oneself. 
“jinaliv. the carrect path must be visible if it is to be 

taken. This is triple jeopardy and a practical guarantee no 

such remedial action is going to be undertaken... Hercause it 
can’t. 

"The truth has flown fram them." All the best brains. 

the best intentions and the best efforts - it seems - and 

thinas only deteriorate, It could only mean that all of it is 

off base, on the wrong track. Established upon alie, it is 

foredoomed, na matter what. 

Inversion of perception and of values, Friorityv ta 
details and neglect of the governing principle. "Seek first 

the Lord." This was to me and probably will be ta you also 
meaningless. Of course, if one has mo wav of knowing the 

Lord. ais prevented from knowing the Lord, af what possible 

good would any such “search” be? One wouldn’t know him if he 
bumped right into him. 

Tonearly laughed out loud when — first read the story 

of Moses and the burning bush when the Lord spoke to Moses. 
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muklining the plans he had in stare for him. That exc 

jan’: germane here, only ite conclusion when Moses asked +t 

of whe it was that was addressing him from out of the 

‘ tell the people had sent him? “Yahweh”. 
was the name given. In Hebrew. “YHHH“, and we aren't certain 

oF hee actual pronunciation. The meaning however c 

translated as. “2 Am What I An”. or “I Hill Be What Io wild 

2”, One could very well take that another pb ta hecoame, 

fniv Is What There Is”, and instantly they have the 

finition of what truth is. 
Boundless interpretations but only one reality, One can 

now begin to get a glimpse of just how the gate could become 

Tar OW o 

Tame: 

bush. Bho 

Isaac Newton, etc., long Ag re-discovered what 

actually governed the universe: Fhvs » ANd within that 

is mo roan for "interpretation". There only is what 

Man's totally illogical attachment. or 

: ition (defined as "any belief, 

ce ar rite oningly upheld by faith in magic, 

e@oor dogma") is the direct enemy of truth. 

How about these for untrathss That money, its quest aric 

all that it can buy is life@’s ogreater purpose? That 

j if @f widely divergent humanity, if anly whelped on a 

cannen piece of geo-political real estate, are equal? That 

the destiny of a great nation may be entrusted every few 

rs to a poepular choice, when all contenders are awned by 

same clique wha also owns the opinion-forming media? 
Each ane a vielation of God's laws: “Worship no other 

3." Hanpen, the god of materialism, is what these people 

actually hailing when they enter their church 

whic Der wes s all 

‘ whe have given up or 

"De nok cammit adultery." Just as with the name of 

there can be more than ane very J itimate take 

of course, dealing with wedlock. But the 
way. "To make impure or inferior by adding 

or ee ingredients." Finally. "Let there be 

in power over you, " 

git ging then are these, multi-culturalismw. multi- 

ism and all af it deminated by a Jewish overlordship. 

And aut af this. in the words of the Bible itself, you 

may only expect hypocrisy. iniquity and folly... unto deathe 

The "wide gat then? The rich blessinas of demacracy 

provide you with endle ¢ ices to choose from, just as lana 

they @ach one embrace those three mortal sins cited above. 

3 which direction you take. it will 
infected with these germs of decay. In 

choice you have is in the many disguises the 

re itself with. You have no real choice. 

The "narrow gate"? What would stand in diametric 

ooposition to multinculturalism., multi-racialism and Jewish 
{ Quessec that right away but the important 

Lf it is roundly condemned and even criminalized 

society and this world, This to the extent that, 

number one, mo one ain their right mind would even be 

ireduds 

disque 

Gad 

Pec 

fH 

arly 
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it and. number two, all those wha may have 

e through the lies of misrepresentation 

the truth find themselves literal cutcastes all to 

are 
how narrow the gate is. 

Only partially. 
t happen throwch aur own carelessness. God gave 

us the warning of what would happen if we 

to stray from them. The enemy in our midst is 

God said he would da if given the chance. Now 
ae pass for truth, truth for lies, light for dark, dark far 

frierne and enemies for friends... until 

ig no hope for all practical purposes. 

The ga in reality more narrow than vou can even 

imaging. When said that where two ar more are gathered 
he will be among them, it might have been 

of how incredibly narrow, then at the beginning 

and today at the end, the gateway to the truth is. 
But the hope lies in the fact that they knew this and 

tagk pains to spell it out in the Bible. They knew. How many 

millions of Bibles in circulation throughout the world and 

how few cat this message? In the hands of the multitudes of 

all shades and colors, officially tolerated if not smiled 

aoon by the power in control of the world... where could 

there possibly exist any element of truth in that? Only 

anding and migsrepresentatian. “Ye shall know them 

fruits.” 

gO many seede scattered to the winds, 
lity is absolutely terrific. But 

anky ce 

new this 

curly what are is. Hawever few ¢ 

ali oth matter, are all that count 

AUS@® we were manv but because we were few did 

choose us as his people, sa he says. If diamonds were 

é y falling out of the sky to where great machinery was 

rad to remave them like snow, they'd hardly cantain any 

Value. Rather, they'd be a burden anda glut. So it is far 

well aver ninety pe nt of Earth’s humanity. The truth, for 

thems i i@ worst news possible. 
The deadly and imminent danger then posed by this to 

the neople of Gad. so few in their number and so completely 

unaware of their purpose and identity - and their peril ~ 

lies in the numbers of mathematics. the workings of biology, 

the equally certain dynamics of human lust in tandem with 

time and proximity. Finding this truth equates with basic 

survival as a species, in perfect keeping with the law of the 

jungle, Nothing "“religiqus" about it. 
Two other dynamics that one shouldn’t overlack: The 

determination on the part of those governing the world to 

hide or to defame the truth and ta deliberately proceed on 

the sis of the worst of lies. despite the ever-growing 

obviousness of where it is leading; And, again, the fact that 
everv bit of it was foreseen by the authors of the Bible, all 

the way out to and beyond its conclusion. 

The name of God - not even a "name" but a description - 

roc 

req 

requ 
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plus the fact that all of this world scenario was mapped out 

in its entirety within the pages of the Bible hy two thousand 

years ago, are cause once again to make a person Jaugh. 

Laugh because we tiny few are privy to a great joke. 

The super-seriousness of the arch-villains who have 

supplanted true authority, the grim and deathlike quality of 

their hirelings and their minions who execute their bidding 

in exchange far pay and prestige, the "“hamster-wheel”" aspect 

of the lives these emancipated fools lead while in harness to 

the darkness. And ali of it hurtling, fuli-throttle toward 

the precipice. 

They knew. And because they knew, those words from the 

Sermon an the Mount, so seemingly inconaruous and 

tantradictory when viewed in any "“narmal" context, may be 

taken to have been aimed directly at ourselves in this 

current time who are finding ourselves on the dead bottom of 

the structure of the world’s society. 

Thev knew and now we know. 

For us then, the awakening will not be a rude one as it 

will be for the rest. 

It’s God’s "wink". 



MORMONISM 69 
DELIBERATE HOAX: UNWITTING TRUTH 

by Robert Burns 

with all organized. formal religions is 

: ised upon myth instead of the reality that 

ired the myth. This at ¢ stroke removes the belief 

$5 am from the mu and bolt of the working of othe 

eoment id the ty and throws it all to the mercy of 

husiness and finance and those wha control them. 

Worse, @ven the attention to the myth is secondary toa 

the discipline given over to the form established which 
rounds and perpetuates it. Church. Truly it has become 

befare function. The Church is but one more big 
nes ing a tax exempt status for carefully towing 

i government and madia line. 

Tf ait disn’t obvious already that should the belie 

system rest on a foundation of sand so does all the rest, 

then it should be. The object rightly should be ta isolate 
the core of truth and be instructed by it. Then no evil can 

touch you. This is only true in an individual sense, 

unfortunately. Forever there have been those cammitted ta 
unearthing the truth and disseminating it ta the best of 
their ability, often at great personal cost. And still every 
world system in every age has been found ta be in the service 

af lies. 
That would indicate on its face that truth and power 

not complimentary. “Haw can they canceal thiary i" rt 

ta z ke Ory “DF chly ther ca 

z liy change." There’s 
ation currently wailable with the title, “The 

t/” Wote always that nothing changes. Change I 

@ genuine and profound divergence fram the 

nt trend. ng@ is not meant by only more predictable 

jioration as & consequence of the present course. 

Tt is rather that power will do as power will do, 

regardless, That is determined accarding ta whatever the 

power in control deams ta be good for it. A certain order 

serving the position and wealth of some and implimenting the 

“ret agenda of the most high up. Truth be damned if it is 

found to be dincanvenient toa this plan (and it usually is.) 
The controlled madia can make "truth" aut ta be anything it 

The 

that thev 

fd 

knows « 
“al publi 

Tryath At Lae 

would describe 

& 

wants. Those whe hold power simply don’t care and, in order 

to in this crowd, you must be willing to embrace and share 

in the lie. 
Most common people likewise dan’t care and are willing 

ta be led around by the power. They know, consciously ar 

unconsciously, ta go along with it or else... Or else exist 
in poverty or perhaps even prison. Of what use then in an 

arrangement of this sort is truth anyway? It simply is not 

al, much less profitable. No ane wants it. Trouble 

however because truth will not be denied forever, not 

even by petty fools who've wrangled and wrested “authority” 

inte their unfit hands and whoa doa nothing but fly in its 



quences catch un inevitably and when they do under 

&, the innocent fall along with the quilty. 
Found, comes around. 

4 preamble out of the way, I'll qutline the 

an af my awn search for truth. 

&@ life-long backgraund of atheism and reliance 

antific method, plus a good grasp of history, 1 

ero oupean layer of myth and falsehood until q 

tood what it was that animated and contrailled 
affairs of the world. That was well and qacd - if 

ing ~ but it failed to previde much of an answer. In 
shark, all of that ultimately aniy delivered one out in the 
middle of an open field, where it left him. However, learning 
the nature of what was in control did finally point the way 
toward finding the answer. 

Realizing that what held power in the world was 
semething very huge and very wrong, which sought to keap it 
r wei hidden, which was possessed of an unclean drive and, 
mostly,  knewing that final Success spells death far 

aryane dnocluding , One can See that the answer defies 
vianality just as does the problem. Sa it was there that 
@ Quest for what lay behind the great myths began. 

And so it was also that just as I had approached the 
Bible in mid-life, armed with insights to bust every 
prejudice and superstition, I examined the Book of Mormon. 
The joy of both was in that my hard-won ba reaund allowed 
the critical aspects to jumo out at me through all the 
wordiness whith canfuses and turns away most people, leaving 
it in the hands of others to do their thinking and 
interoarekis for them. (An arrangement which literally beds 
arc di er to happen. ) 

2 fully @lsewhere, the Bible is quit 
legitimate in that it descends from cosmic truth and actual 
hi wey despite having suffered from tampering and = error 
during editing and translation. The Book of Morman, however, 
does appear to be one of the most @laborate hoaxes ever. Yet, 
despite that conclusion, it cantains much that is 
instructional and, for the most part, that could hare taker 
Place and does impart some valuable cades of belief. Similar 
in that sense to the pagan beliefs of ancient Europe but 
also, in the end, unable to withstand onslaught from without. 

In reading the lengthy text the first thing to become 
obvious is the great effort that went inte mimicking the King 
dames style of prose. An “angel” interested solely in 
conveying ideas and meaning as he caused an indecipherable 
script toe be understood by ai human would hardly cancern 
himself with holding ta what we already by then an archaic 
literary fashion. This if a lot more along the line of a 
trick that a skilled hoaxer would employ in order to better 
"eselil" ti: product ta a gullible public. 

In direct line with that. certain references are 
injected which date the origin of the work to the time of its 

i.@., the early Nineteenth Century. To those 
"i iy Columbus was the discoverer of a totally new 

land, Had it inspired by an "angel", we must suppose he 
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would have imbued in it at least what we have since found out 
an our Gwe That very ancient man was well-acquainted with 
all of the land masses of the globe. The pr nce of Whit 
or "Hebrews". here then would not have been anything 

nha 

Even more in keeping with the popular sentiments of the 
United States are the repeated references ta 

i concept of individual liberty which are as 
lien te the actual Bible as wthing could he. Tt if a 

ani reference and for it te have been included in anv 
ranslation of an ancient text via an angel would have to 

that the angel placed importance upon what would be 
“politically carrect". Angels don’t da that. Onlv human 
crafters of bogus documents. 

The mast glaring thing is the frustrating omission of 
wits of confrantations with what the Vikings would later 

r rota é¢ PXraelings, variously translated to mean either 
"the weaklings"” oar "the ugly men” but representing American 
Indians. Having mo real awareness of what the Indians were or 
haw they got here, the ory was invented that ait had been 
1 division amangst these very same "Latter Day" so journers, 
together with the moral backsliding of one branch and the 

ricide of both which accounted for the presence of 
savages and the absence of civilization by the arrival of 
Cel wil us. 

Finally, the great cities of stone that supposedly were 
built by t & people, That the Lord caused them all to be 
either swallowed up by water or earth is simply too 
convenien the trace remains of the nuked anid 
partially Soden have been located an the north 

Ge 

eh Sea. Is it even possible far th ruins 
have es detection in the eastern United States? 

Des all that, the story contained in the Book of 
Mormon grazes remarkably close to actualitv as we only 
recently have been able to know it. Tt draws a picture and 
sounds a warning that are completely valid. And probably this 
was th intention of Smith and company after all. To the 
credit side. few then or now would be willing to suffer that 
kind of persecution and death for a deliberate, profiteering 
and damnable lie. I think they knew what they were trying ta 
do. However, we have no need ta rely upon story-weaving or 
invention. We have the truth, eventhough it is every bit as 
dangerous and unpopular. 

One curious thing is that at the time the Book of 
Mormon was "found", or was being written, a thing called 
British Israel was coming into vaque amang Christian circles, 
including as one of its early proponents Queen Victoria. The 
crux oof this theory was based upon miaration, It claimed ta 
held @vidence that not only had the nation of Israel migrated 
en masse aut of Egypt in the famous Exedus to occupy the new 
land @f Canaan, but that, following the Biblically recorded 
split, conquest and captivity, that same nation of Israel 
went on to migrate further, across the Caucasus Mountains and 
to settle primarily into northwest Europe. 

This would open Lic a cauldron of disturbing 
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It might indicate that when Jesus said he was anly 

to the "Last Sheep of the Hause of Israel". he was dire 

referring to these supposedly “last" tribes whoa were by his 

time alre enecoanced in new Euranean hanes. 

albeit » and harryin Raman Empire on its 

fein preparing ¢ wipe out their former 

Home. ‘ovince of Judea, 
mn all the apparent contradi 

ef Jesus’ pronouncements which so rank 

of what is considered to be Nertt 

> vantage point was from that of a congue 

&a people whoa had forgatten and foars 

and were now paying the price far its 

ortation, dispersion, cultural and genetic 

we as 4 peaple. Life and existence in the 

el 

Tt 

contained 

the 

EGU ap 

and dying 

their 

a Fy arid ong and the pagan beliefs the peaple 

had built far themselves reflacted that. 

yo were true, then the meaning of "Lost 

Sheep" would not have nearly so much te do 

with their being merely displaced as it would with their 

having, aver the course of this, forgotten who they were 

which led to their downturn af fortune and displacement in 

first instance. This then would render Jesus and the 

sangers with a reminder that what happened to 
Land” could happen just the same anywhere else 

the belief syatem fell odlax and went inte 

an. Though Christianity did ultimately sweep Europe 
unfortunately tock a “spiritual” aspect 

Taragtl of identity, there 

1, mak confusion resulted in true Isr 
imagining people left behind occupving Falestine, 

clearly identified in the Bible as Edemites and bload enemies 

of Israel, to be "Jews" and the "Chosen Feople" of Gad. 

Viewing themselves thus as "Gentiles" while viewing thes 
Edamnites as samething somehow "sacred", they placed 

themselves at an impossible, even fatal, disadvantage. Sa it 
stands to this day «as we see conditions in Eurape and the 
United States paralleling those of the late Old Testament. 

Only a few decades following Joseph Smith came Ignatius 

Donnelly, a contemporary and friend of Abraham Linceln, wha 

authored a book entitled, “Atlantiss The Anti-Deluvian World’. 

This work prob the myth as presented by Flatea and presented 

a powerful case for the core reality of a super-culture of 

vast antiquity. This seat of a world empire was gradually 

erased through natural disasters but passed its mantle on ta 

its old colony which was Egypt. Migration and 
‘Glonigation, again. 

The result of the decline of Egypt was the Evedus and 
the establishment of the United Kingdam of Israel. The 
decline of that a thousand years later resulted in the 
further migration over the Caucasus and the foundation of 

what would become the modern states of Eurape, or Western 

Civilization, Wether with its raval houses. As a direct and 
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legical extension of that. return to the Western Hemisphere 

and beyond. 
"Return" because great stretches of the Americas had 

been part of the Empire of Atlantis and remained close 

trading partners with the Egyptians and later the Fhoenicians 
who were but the Igraelite Tribe of Dan and still later to be 

known as the Vikinas. Columbus himself was quided by 

Fhoenician maps in 1492, at the end of the Dark Ages. Warld 

history was coming full circle. Though Joseph Smith couldn't 

have knawn it, Hebrew presence in North America was a 

reality. This was the very picture he was trying to paint 

with the Book of Morman. 
What had caused these Atlanteans, or Hebrews, or 

Vikings, or Anglo-Saxons to vanish then had not been, as 

Smith suggested, their slipping into barbarous practices. 
What happened to them was the same thing that happened in 

Eqypt and, later, ancient Israel: Annihilation ae 

amalgamation by or with aboriginal peoples. Ferhaps same of 

the Indian tribes did contain trace amounts of White blood. 

Again, what a weird twist! Only picking up and maving on had 

allowed what collectively could be called the Aryans ta 
survive as a people. Europe geagraphically provided the most 
magnificent separation where integrity could be maintained 
and culture could again come to reassert itself and flourish. 

Ameng the explorers of the Mississippi Valley region 

during the late Eighteenth and early Nineteenth Centuries 
arose rumors of "Roman cities" that soon were wiped out by 

the worst flooding and earthquakes ever recarded. And not 

until the late Twentieth Century did thinkers like von 

Daniken come to explain and place into perspective what 

probably was behind the myths of "angels" bringing praphecies 

and revelations to man. 
Smith, it would seem, was quite a visionary after all, 

way ahead of his time. 



74 THE CUF OF INTQUITY 

by Robert Burns 

ible for an atheist toa ag in favor 

ultimate and eternal retribution 
is known ta reliaionists "sin? 

ver bd "Super 

Li s Making a list and 

. » &# children, the mentalliv 

@e cre thc wh n't really concern themselves but wha, 
whatever Literloar reason, continue toa ga through the 

of this dead and hollow "religion". 

king for myself only, it ais due ta those very 
cited above that I have always been atheist ard anti- 

Whether humbug hypocrisy, there can be no room for 

: in) society. 
bet 

How is it op 

propoasi ti such . : 
Sumer or that 

ki sug 

ayed by carefully is 

things Meadern, contenporary athei 

Fr 

critical 

are united in idealizing and promulgat 

is poison to any healthy soc ty. At th 

time, they are ain synchas to who and what to condemn. What 

it matter whether one is motivated by "humanist" 

the other by "spiritual" oriantation if the 

results are to be the same? 

would suggest to mie jat, as per my original 

the religionists have ait all owreang but 4 

(ime of observation. the traditional crowd of 

t equally wre anly from the oppasite end af 
rte. An a2 oef the old shell game, ance 

: ‘ Both re i 

r th vir 

if you dis 

to hell. 

1 branches have put ta death millions of people 

art of their cammoan argumentative style. 

ted somewhere, with samething. That 
One. The appearance man oand the 

ligien, ar belief. Did he invent it aut of 

or was the an ariginal event? Was it anly the 

4 primal reaction to the fear of the unknown ar 

did it come about as a lingering but faded mammary 

hoa creator - or race of creators - concernedly 

and guidelines to ensure the well-being of 
2 

the very real wisdam and parfectly valid 

princiosle luded within texts untold thousands of years 
gid, To am inclined toward the latter concept. 

How then could it devalve inte something = 
meaning) * ag to be merely a tool for State control ar for 
LNScrupUlous money-makers? To have become even as Marx 
4 an “apiat of the masses". So much sa as toa have giv 

@ to an apparently logical backlash in the farm of atheism 

aven such things as “apostate” priests, etc. 

Any Message or signal, even one set down in writing, 

will face ane blue qi ven sufficient time, 0b 

debagsed and 
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on th T scribe or translator 

& OW to aid the 

thase him ain the 

awn misdir L 

[28 something and it fit Ante 

t~ “Polit ly carrect". Tt is nothing 

, 1@ identified and known through its awn pet 

eowhdeh | are pular fo6due ta their handiness 

na elit and their ience for the masses of 

h be damned. 

ineering in FeVerse. Sane cy 

iderment , either captured or given, 

herwise examined so as to reveal its secre 

and ota thus expand Faerie and development by leaps 

iment 
through 

who'd 

Hounds . Ins : a osmic truth, having ance been 

i rics and bastardized almost beyond 

: i fossilized into meaningless dogma and 

ritual. 

H it ever worked? Can it go any way but down? Handing 
heilliance and perfection to those who didn’t have the 

capacity ta nerate it in the first place. The challenge has 

alwave been to take it, hold te it and attempt ta keap its 

meaning pure and vital. But carn even that much be done? 

Apparently nat. 
However, there is another concept quite apart from the 

slippage of mere carelessness and that is af flying directly 
in the face of eskanding values. When things begin tea 

ab@ sc) fast that they move way out ahead af even the 

of the ald texts which have more or leas 

tandards of ac d a F for bh n 

there ists a very spec al kind of situation 
which comes svete only every once in an historic while. 

We today have the distinction of living in just ane 

such time. 
"Why, my Gad believes exactly the way Io do." The book 

lf has mow hecome a flat-out embarrassment for the 

nt-day adherents of F.C. “sasy~-believe" 

This atruck me when the topic of one discussian show 

Was announced as being, “Has Adultery Become Passe?" Perhaps 
€@a poor example of a mortal sin is adultery but it is 

nanetheless one of the "Big Tan". By a quick count 2 note 

th allo taut o - murdering and stealing ~- are no longer 

much of a concern far these laws today although these final 
two pase an immediate and dire physical threat to the 

survival of the society. 

it 
pr 

Wauld that be a coincidence or only the course of the 

natural progressian? 

Hasn't the attitude become, “Let anything arc 
ney evervthing else go to hell as long as nobody bathers me. 

Only after a lifetime of independent study, abservation 

and thought did I sit down by myself, an my own, and actually 
read the entire Law. It was shocking. IT had in effect 

returned hame in an instant, after having effectively already 
@ the same thing ay travelling full-circle. Not wanting ta 

cond-qguess the author, it did seam to be that sa many 



in the Old Testament 
in that "Top Ten" in place 
do. 

oO the whole Law would 

“¥ today ta be 

"hate crimes". And 

ignere one law 
Pt 

Jake one guess. 

question, "Haus 
it mean ne ane is doing it any 

many aee doing it so op 

the "norm"? Of course, its 

the s t,o Ut really gq 
seme to ne "p 

i af the act. 
with the conte 

» Only popular conceptian ha 

mpany. Sa mow i "okay"? Wha 

there are ta be any hard and ci 

ult. And not in seme "spooky" sense but 
social cost. Some may kid thems 

away with it" for the manent but i 
id where these things show up. 

adultery may be a poor choice ta cite 
ally, it is the perfect illust i 

in principl After all, wha c 

immediate damage? Obvious ta 
stity of marriage" went long 

Pal? Naturally the "easy" ones would 

q x 8 doawn-to- th 

When na one any Longer 

killing or leating, wher 

"Shy" youu Yo "but it'1l]l never come 
If yon dare take atrip toe certain = 

Third Weeele ae, F that matter, to certain "blighted" 
of U.S. major cities. 

There are "rules" and then there ar truths. This 
Syetem and this ciety have made a mockery out of both. It 

that khe 
asse" is the negative label and 

which rene 

they 

in” but, @s 

way thi 

fue 

i nded when the two are seen as the same thing. 
Hypocrisy. tt is becoming that, unless some cop is standing 
over you to pinch you af you do something you're not 

ar don’t do something that you are suppo 
fally anything goes. This is a situation upsid 
is enforced by the State. 

Ne corr 

sLIppasec 

toa dey 

“own 

tion for it, only attempts to throw more money 
problem and to hire more police and build more 

@ where its heading? 
can be made up. Truth is eternal. They 

arily compliment one another. As a people goes ro 
velop @ certain knack for justifying anything 

j Old laws and wisdom. 

according to itself - 

of all time. They're quite 
GAM Way and cansequences be damned. 

and mosh 

to have it 
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will 

(& already toa 
and his “cancer stick 

. OF course, when it does came 

Nothing "sSooaky" about the way that wa 
Ae ar Wns of & Conservative Republican background 

anid, later. a member of the Hard Right, I'd wondered for 

year when and where racy, all the 

i and find i end. This during th 3 

acd myself “atheist” and “amoral". Th is just 

and behaviors obviously will kill out a 

eople. 
Jeryone shares that outlook 

ing degrees. That is, aft all, your "right" in 

ty", Something ar meane evidently attempted to 
their “democratic rights" a lang time aga which led ta 

attle in Heaven wherein God expelled fully one-third of 

and canfined tham ta Earth. 
the Truth is concerned, there can be no variance, 

my favorite stories from the Old Testame i 

azzar'’s Feast. Babylon was tottering but 
rulers and the elite were confident enough of thei 

Tea aries and their fortifications to ignere matt and ga 

an with their revelry. The Fersians, who were right an Moh 

of them, waded in under the wall while the river was running 

lew, wnopposed. The proverbial "handwriting an the wall" 

appear i aming letlers but ait was mo goaod. The only 

thing ttered was when the Fersians suddenly burst in 

and slaue everyone. 
If anvene will chonse to deny that 

» then they anly pick t 

just as ¢ ly 3 
Flood af Noah. The 

and archecloay have es 

ric smoker 

late. 

or, if they do it is 
; y 

yin 

Nex myth . 

So when does "Gad" mave in to settle counts as only 
can? Oniv when the cup iniquity is full to averflowing. 

i | s it and there are no "innocents". 
Aplenty. Bub ne one’s li ning. Everyone 

ayer yes 
Warnin 

"hoowe (he 3 

And how can one knew when the cup is approaching full? 

When mortal sin has became "passe". When "“everybady’ doing 

it". That ’s close as you can get without really being 

there. Th the hour glass, that’s the measure. 
Your clock it for yourself. 
Tricky, again, because it doesn’t necessarily have to 

be sudden and drama "Going to hell" ar "gone to heli" can 

simply denate total collapse or debasement. In fact, that is 
the most conmon result, So common, so ever-present, that no 

one takes special note of it. It too comes to represent the 

"Hori 

At least no one seems to take it for what it actually 

represents. The religionists would have you pour oub your 

dollars on these peaple and these situations, in these area 

where they exist in perpetual misery and degradation as, ta 
them, it’s all just a matter of money. The ath weld 

have you do the same. be a Little “education” might 

ever: 
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helo... Anything except look aused ky a 

wh attitudes, led up ta this. Anythin a lesson 

like that and apply it to ourselves possibly avoid 
the same fate. 

The centers of high civilization and development 
thousands of years ago. Today, the centers af poverty and 

squalor, uwhkterly de d of hope. There must have been a time 
when they also ne doubt "knew better". The "wages of sin’. 
And death comes in many forms. What we are threatened by at 

Aresent is a living, mational death like these other areas 

that have fallen before. 

God's judgment, or only logical steps like one, two and 
threat? 

That part of the world where the Bible was written. 

Logk at it now. Coming to a neighborhood near you. The 

resentation of the Truth goes first, rendering the belief 
f useless. Finally, evil and confusion is ined 

upan the very faces of the people themsely 

mance then whatever of "repentance" or "salve on", 
whether here or in any supposed "hereafter". Jesus himself 

made ait clear that anyone nat having originated in Heaven 

will have any hope of returning to Heaven. 
The state vou find yourself in rested in the hands of 

some others. The state of your descendants is a 

responsibility now with you. Anything ta jeopardize that 
condition defines as a sin. 

Lase the purity of belief and the purity of all else 

will fallow. 
Eternal damnation an Earth, a living hell. 

And who and what is pushing for this? 



MAN AND ANTMAL 79 
by Robert Burns 
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All anyone needs toa know - 

‘ a ob ad, | a CTT 

to the effect, “Come, Tet us make man in 

own rma *  @nd there is the word “elohin”, which is 

Plural for "“gode",. The se Charlies" in these dudea~ 

Christian churches today write that off as reference to the 
mari foaled igths and amnicience of the one God. Or maybe 

in some or vce to their "Holy Trinity”. 
Aas a sild and as a young adult, that "Holy Ghost" or 

iq bothered me as it seemed to make no 

Yo owreote the entire business off as crap, the 
the Sup 3 and the unthinking. 

» it remains just that insofar as all the spooky 

“ned, But a little investigation and reflection 
ly and plainly t the facets of this "Holy 

» a8 @Qiven in the Bible itself, are only descriptive 

& qualities display by those intellec which are in 

egion of all-critical, uppermost extra twenty 

cue lligence quotient. 

af Bible not cammaniy in 
Genesis alec "the Beast of the Field” 

wearing sackcloth. 
differences hetween the various human 

and untenances aside, it could be safely 

that any created in the image of God would also 
his own behavior. Leaving any "spiritual" motion af 

"Haly Gpirit" thi 



ao'W mm" ote children where it belongs, let's instead 
consider 4a different dimension somewhere in Space And, 

j d of "angels" with feathered wings, rather ai highly 

advance rac of beings in posse on of technolagy we can 

anly barely imagine. The mythology as handed down to us fram 

ient times might have been expected to record sich 
2s in such canventionally stylized terms. 
day we ought to know better. 

While watching an. afternoon’s worth of wildlife 

pragramming as I usually do on weekends, it hit me. The 

precise point of differentiation between man and animal. Be 

warned, it isn’t where you'd expect it to be and the 

humanitarians aren't going to like this one bit. 
‘ From African bushmen to Borneo headhunters, ane can’t 

help admiring the way these are able to survive and exist 

campletely within mature. Even the presumably pre-approved 

and "F.C." narration pointedly commanted that they in 

affect, were still living in the Steane Age as of the present. 

Nothing wrang with that, per se, except that it would tend ta 
rule out what commonly is thought of as any kind af destiny. 

No development, Static. Dead end. 

God im the Bible put destiny far his people first, 
above all other things. This is what prophecy is all about. 

God, having come here from "Heaven", or Space, thraugh 
the use of high technology, emphasizes the destiny of his 
offspring as eventually coming to re-join him in "Heaven", or 

Space, by the same means. And to accomplish this before 

before the planet which gave them birth, together with its 

solar system, Could die. Or —- 

Or before, through human folly and wickedness, the 
machinations af "Satan", the "Adversary", such worldly things 
as animal lust could produce the results of cross-breeding, 

i.e., the pollution of the godlike strain by dark and 

primitive genes, thus destroying all possibility of achieving 

any great destiny. Stagnation and regression. How many 

beilliant civilizations over untold millennia have been 

erased this way? 
He’s still out there, beckoning us on. And with all the 

time in the universe. While we flounder around. 
Never within recerded history have we been closer to 

realizing this destiny by reaching out into Space, “te teuch 

the face of God.” And never before has the light of 

civilization been in such grave jeopardy of going out forever 
all over the Earth. 

Ferhaps simultaneously . then can the real difference 
between man and animal be understood and appreciated as wall 
as what is entailed in the Book of Revelation with the 

meaning of “End-Time” . 



WHO GOES THERE? 81 
by Robert Burns 

This was the title of the original novel that inspired 

the science fiction classic and its remake entitled, “The 
Thing’. The creature from another world was what the author 
termed a “polymerph”, meaning it could take over any 

i assume any shape. The shape, the form could be 

the new comtent would be a thing alien and 

‘ous. Through this physical deception then, the 

&t to fool other life forms and take them 

over, itoerally atserb them. 

to the chase, we have. always had aur 
on Earth: The Jews. They can be "pol ymorp here among us 

anything but, at bottom, they remain Jews. Alien to sur blond 
and having their own alien agenda for the rest of us which 
they “t by passing themselves as part of our society 

ng to control sll sensitive areas thereof. 

&s members of the Movement, we know this well but tao 

aften we lose full sight of their methodology at work, and of 
the constant principle behind it. 

As Aryans, when a Jand or a civilization in ages past 

want or : the genetically and instinctually healthy 
elements picked up and migrated out in order to pravent their 
own absorption into the darkening mass and to establish a 

resh, new ee for themselves. Tt has been a process 
fching back farther than we can trace. In fact, all the 

as far as that may go. 

nificant change in th process has occurred 

* theee thousand years however that we need to 
of, Priar tot : time, process of 

seen to be atcidental and requiring many 

centuries its destructive course. Prior ta that time, 
there were ru = as we know them today. 

recent bastard product that we ourselves are 
7 by our own lack of genetic hygiene back 

time when we dominated the Near East. These 
then infiltrated our society there, poisoning it 

ming it so off base that nothing of it remains and 

for 3 very long time. 
a race survived that disaster only by leaving the 

area en B ep and falling back on the isolated confines of 
cold anc raggy Europe. We didn’t bring the bastards with us 

mor the poisoned and ruined belief system. Left behind us was 
the former "Holy Land" - mow only an ugly place full of ugly 
people - and the monstrously “morphed” version of the ancient 
Hebrew Temple —- now known as “Judaism” 

The lesson? History would tend te rF gut tha form 
may be successfully salvaged ance it 2S been thus ected 

and ruined. So much for concepts such as “conservatism” and 
"reform". Not to mention “compromise”, as this is the very 

means by which the “polymorph" comes to invade and take aver 
the hast form without a struggle. 

Our geni 4 
these brilliant 

Aryan B1 can create 
are utterly susceptible to 
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society can be easily documented as being 
thusiastic grave diggers. 

rm ever that, we have arrived where there no 

any place left on Earth us to retire to in 

to regain or retain our racial and cultural integrity. 

are headed now for the big, final round-up. 
Tainted forms 2 what we oeed te understand and 

recognize. Most ef us today will know the fallacy of the old, 

J of "Fatherland". 3 lec of out-mode 
i who 

things faryans can 

any tract no patter how inhospitable, and 

it flourish y their own inherent genius, energy and 

d we can design societies and governments for 
easily as pulling rabbits sut of hats. 

G tay on that land, to hold to those political 
ndly, unthinkingly, cut of "habit", once they 

s 
bli 

to bheve passed over from being Recaps and of 

e race and to where they are killing us is plain 

indicates fatal 
The oe 

trouble with the very belief 

". When ferrm comes to represent 
feortent ar Fé: then it means 

g and the spirit. 
all t point. The 

"polymorphs" among us have done their insid work well and 

it is all now only a me of time. 
Watch out far They may contain anything or 

they may be absolutely hollow. 

Try to get this: With regard to the work of our 

nemesis, the Jews, what they fill any form they come to 

infect with is essentially the lie. Very basic and unchanging 
ie the concent of the lis. Confusien. Better get it clear in 

your mind why anyone would deliberately want to confuse 

Unfortunately, the truth also has in all of the past 

come to be confined - to "move" - within set, physical or 

conceptual forms. "Frozen", as it were. Hitler's National 

Socialism the best and mast recent example of this. Always 
in the past, when playing according to the enemy's terms, the 

ferm of the lie has triumphed over the ferm of the truth. 
Minus such solid and recognizable vehicles, neither has been 
Ss to exert itself over the affairs of man and it has been 

picnic and a field Cay for the lie. 
Prohably because such things af artificial containers, 

and material vessels, are wholly unworthy and 
ef the truth hee this process beer unavoidable 
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after all. At any rate, it just about has run its full 

course. Something tells me that this has been the idea all 

along. 
The ali-dominant lie can masquerade as truth with its 

competitors silenced, discredited and out af business. Is 

this not the case as we have it at present? One problem: No 

matter what form the lie assumes and regardless how it 

presents itself, it remains a negative lie and can only 

survive so long as it may feed upon life, vitality and truth. 

That well is rapidly drying up as we can witness all about 

us. The “polymorph” has very nearly conquered its targetted 

victim completely. 

It is the good news that this process is 50 very rapid 

now as compared against times past. For it will mean that the 

lie will expire before it has consumed the last of Aryan 

blood. When the foul and rotten means of its sucking its 

nourishment from the rest of us perishes — and that is this 

form of government -— it will be done with. 

In order to dominate and obscure, cenfuse, the truth, 

this invading lie must employ a very high-maintenance network 

via one more form: Money, economy and materialism. When all 

ef this collapses sxactly as it is alluded to in Revelation, 

the truth - which has only been defied and ignored, never 

beaten -— will automatically rush in ta fill the vacuum. 

So who's kidding who and for what purpose? 

Remember the line from St. Paul about putting away 

childish things. This is the moment to do just that. And in 

the context of what we see as being on the way, this would 

imply directly these same forms I have been referring ta. Do 

not even stoop to the enemy's level by imagining he can be 

countered according to means similar to his own, more 

artificial, man-made gimmicks designed for the moment and 

hopelessly vulnerabls to being taken over and used against 

us. 
Get instead into the Thought, the Word, the Truth. 



84 LEGEND OF THE VAMFIRES 
by Rakbert Burns 
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of things 

and what is in 

utterly lose one’s victim: To 

af them. 

an earlier paragraph was the vampire’s 

aversion to daylight. This is a direct allegory to the nature 

sy criminal conspiracy which must remain hidden fram its 

sded victims lest they be alerted ta take measures to 

defend ‘themselves against it. Hidden in nature from all 

& those who have sold out te it, it could nat survive 

the light of day. The Jews have taken care to have 

dominate all farms of media 8a be able ta 

paint darkness as light and relegating their 

Truth is attacked as "hate". 

The vampire can’t stand his own 

reflection. He i 

lie, A cer. The onlaoker 

may be fooled but the mirrar cannet be. Hence, the vanpire 

will seek to shatter any mirrors he can find. In precisely 

same sense then is this present world order, all of these 

"ideals" and "values", all that passes for "reality", 

ble lie, the fabric 

Vampire's 

fa 

ian ef dews whom it is intended 

rve. And we of the Movement are the mirrors. Note the 

Y "Hate Laws" becaming enacted now where all the slander 

and stonewalling of the past have failed. 

Dracula’s objective? To invade the West, of course. 

His seduction of the women. Satan's seduction of Eve. 

He knaws where to strike. 

Remenber that when Stoker was penning his novel the 

Jews were just completing their grip over the inner-warkings 

of the great nations of the world. Not only did "Dracula" 

appear during the 1890's, sa did "The Frotacols of the 

Learned Elders af Zion". These were the minutes of a meeting 

eld in Switzerland of the top-mast international Jews ta 

out their blueprint for moving on ta outright 

cal control of the Earth. 
Now that too has become accomplished fact. 

Tf you've naticed the society in which you live seeming 

alittle weak or anemic lately, or diseased and repulsive, 

can’t figure out why, go back and carefully re-read 

novel for further clues to the mystery. 

maybe you'd still prefer the "safe" fiction over my 
dangerous reality. 

You can ga back to sleep. 

Nighty, night! 

polit 



88 WHOSE IS THE MASTER FLAN? 
by Robert Burns 
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worshipped the dragen which gave power ante 

the Beast: and they worshipped the Beast, saying, ‘hina Is 
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oa 324. 

The Fe of those within and without the United States 

who may cor into oppasition with its policies ar who may 

‘ : to remove themselves fram them? Fersecution and 

The Beast, even in death, the unchallenged power an 

Re 

Earth. 

Even direct reference to “the synagague of Satan, which 

says they are Jews, and are net, but do Iie.” Revelatian 2:9. 

The end? “He that Jeadeth into captivity shall qo inte 

caotivity: he that pileth with the op must be killed mith 

the word, Here is the patience of the saints.” Revelation 

3:10 
“And he that overcemeth, and keepeth my works unte the 

end, to him Io will give power over the nationsi”s Revelatian 

With awareness should come an increase in not anly 

patience but ina irance. Not so much "faith" because such a 

partion of it has already come to pass. How could 

anyone doubt tha outcome? 

Who possessed the master plan? Those wha contrived toa 

dethrone order —- and succeeded - ar that which foresaw it 

from the beginning and set forth its oukcame way in advance? 



AL TENS 93 
by Robert Burns 

¢ one 

en reading the campanioan 

k: 2 itis int 

terrestrials. “kh 

ionary. If one has be 

ene. he'll alrea 

we are ¢ rina 

‘ described in the prose of the 

see could in no wav be considered 

Now mak 

goad dic 
——: 

the 

very excellant source and authority on the 

fareth - did make it his life's business 

out tous the deadly danger posed by actual aliens 
and are in our midst. These he called Jews. Again, 

has been keeping up with these essays, he‘'ll also know 

lilo another of our peimaey theusts is that it is t 

are known today, wha were long 

those today known as Jews were 

ub breeds who happened to be 

Habrenw Taemole. 

me anc t place, ai.@., the Holy Land 

several centuries before, there just were 

know them now and so the stary picks up 

terms ga, and can be studied in i 

Our 

dealings with ali 
Always cue own mistake whenever having 

races. Always our detriment and downfall. 
Qnivo throuch cant with the "Wagst’., that ais, with 

th making up the Third World taday 
Ws and much of cure 

roe i ine wh hey'’d be had we ald al 

ful oto heed God's command and have absolutely 

go with them? Their numbers would be negligible 

reat would tbe mil. 

But amona all oof the alien races we have encounter 

the millennia, none came close to having the impact 

wielded by the Jews. 
No other foreign blood has come to soa infiltrate, rise 

toa the top and thus dominate White life as have the Jews 

since fi t they were taken inte White society in ancient 

Israel. Sometimes we have escaped them, as with the great 
tigrations out of the Middle East and over the Caucasus 

Mountains into Europe. Sometimes we have expelled them, ag 
during the period known as the Renaissance when they were 

banished ta the East. But whenever they establish themselves 

ng us, it amounts to a hidden, parasitic organism latching 

itself onto our very bowels and nervous system. 

This piece might even be viewed as a sart of "benefit 

of the doubt" insofar as Jewish motivations are concerned. It 
mioht alsa be cangidered as an attemmt to define what evil 

actually is. It could accurately be stated that evil is as 

¢ Sa why then do Jews work evil? 

dismayed at the more awake and enlightened 

pes who patiently await that day when God cpens 

Sluding those of the Jews who will then be turned 
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5 ag anc 
. in the 

himsel + 

yr nefarigus wavs a 

humanity, This by i 
id in the Bible 

scussed. “A ler 

ti 

ae 

ard cannot chars 
said that he and the Jews 

uldn't hear him’ for 

2 to unders 
ers, that they 

TOE eneNmorS net heing 4 

d sill ay 
cial references. Commonly then 

"Hhite" within White so 

ali F 

Nw, accepted 

havi a "samewhat different" set of beliefs th 
only underscores what terrific 

can be carried in differences nowhere nearly so 

the outside as on the inside. 

“goin advance what the outcome would be of any 

weer cuesel ve i those peaples of Canaan and 
whe would J a became "Jews", God nevertheless Mao 

antly plain that we were to have me yo ta da 

we a fa to drive them all aut or . 

did nat pnd only upon being absorbed by us and our 

cue se) 

signifi 

twee 

knowledge and neat 

wo blood thrauch lage, 

threat which they were and are. 

ioawn Sins upon us. 
a ma x eed race. A mixed psyche, I've posed it before in 

How could a pure spirit ever be housed in an 

iing added. Soamething missing. The drive and the 

invade, climb and, again, to dominate. But the 
inability to act for the positive, with any ting good. 
T "the the parasites ining ; 

ti host un sickens and dies, thus 

elling also the death of the parasite itself. They are a 

winx and God never intended there should be mixes and, 

therefore, moa ngs ever are to be farthcaming their way. 
slaking of the ible, all 

g the Holy Land and declaring faith in the 
referred to as “Jews", Pt a stated that God 

who bless them and curse those who cur 

: @ the k ho oof the matter reflected in 

land which is a White land and any land which is a colore 
land. Racial Jews being smart enough to know which sj t 

edo an wi fail or itate ¢t lands th 

Dr Os per’ cus. rrows begin. Confusion of 

the is thugs should be @liminated., 
Adolf Hitler said in Nein Kamp? that being Jewish was a 
of mind. This is so tru that it goes r t over the 

if Not a true race, after all, but a certain 

wghk oon by & Crossing of genes against the 
God. The evil then is in the results upon the 

qwence. 
@,. this mindset can and has infected all 

netically White society and it is this and 

ch is threatening ta destray them completely. 

ido oin the Bible they are spiritualiyv “i he 



what is meant. They aire 

that which would harm then. 

all intelligent in t tim i 

acle of those in society who got 
sional. sensitive, cine 

ho such “qualific 

positive, 

prac 

the very first ta cite this as he i 

the New Testament. They had 

minate his world and to twist it ta their 
As oaichild and as a young adult, it made 

ka me at all why this man whe only wanted 

hated by the world around him that he was 

fh and)6ohis followers, likewi 

hounded underground. He WAS “palits 

in t 

infil 

to doa good we 

Ly eck 

div 

he was racwal about it. Most vious of all, 

ive about it and was promising to overturn the 

ass and restore the proper order. The Jaws 
* steps ta guard their interes 

Stemning fram them having a differant father than his 

own, in his own words Satan as opposed to God himself, it 
was within them to clace emphasis an the details of thather 

as opposed to the higher, governing principle. Fickina a 

thing apart, going through the motions, going by the book, by 

th ng absolutely lost in a 
i Seite 

ean this way, to 

gets turned im upon i 

hing. No high pur e. 
the Church, “dudeo-Christianityv’. Meaningless, 

uicidal nonsense! 611 the millions of fools and 

Pe whe swe by a thing that th dar’ 

and. They don’t understand ait becau it makes mo 

But it’s all very well embled into a tight picture 

ist be "learned" and "repeat after me". They dan‘’t even 
1 the Bible tells them that God will be required to 

ts of the superstitian they 

be “the will a¥ @ 

F It appears 

ham and a disaster 
their mind, an anthill would repre ideal 

performance and structure af a society. Buk this is contrary 

to the and spirit imbued ta the White race by God, its 

creator. Taking it kward, of course, all that is needed is 

some “education” an the matter, some "restructuring" and, 

should all else fail, some ferce as applied by the State 
apparatus the control over which they have usurped. 

Ioshould add right away that it is no different in its 
than the scenario as it is under the concept coined 

ame time by rl Marx... Capitalism. 

Same say it is because, again due toa this "blind spot” 

elf and 

See 

cone and save them fram the 

have fallan inte, believing it 

Lin at Communism, Marwxd 
tuk was and is mothing but a 

furctian. 

pa 

tdi 



I they haggen to 
Gad" aise they infected and 

brew Taeaple that we bailed out af it 

hollow wre ge) and o 

oo EE play whatever devious, Means 

ye bt of the peoples of the world, riding upon f 

teed. But the Comminist d 

do than even this. 

Tr brain their 4 de ric 

mtly than this. "Ged" would but, ain 

hag fact, they only do what is in their nature ta da. They 

vk it out, they hatched it, ait proceeds fram them. 

j hae to be right and mu be made to wark, 

despite anything. This is the Jewish outlook. You can’t tell 

me you don’t notice this prevailing sentiment in all of 

ay whith you are subject ta. 

ght, ju : i plain camman have no 

an artificial and impossible arrangeme 

Whites as their 

tually mey 
af th 
that it ig a 

le any 

c igs heing 

4 oouk painfully and clumsily. The workings of the 
they first came ta invade ~ insofar as they still 

5 ~ are utilized to implement this metamorphosis 

» in working practicality, are destroying themselves in a 

futile athempt. 
( ention to the superficial ta the denial of the 

id profound. In this mess they have made there i6 a 

ahlem between civerdgent caces of people wha, ance 
do farbid should ey be tagether in any cantext. The 

subtle 
read ge 

again, 

Jew 

my 

di 

° Forced integration resulting in miscegenatian, 

ding, leadin 

and the 

eraguce of 

"The anly 

to the ev 

no oof one brown creatia 

ait 
in arid 

the EA, ar 3 abion. 
Howey er 4 bedng aware they themselves are 

of what significance then to them could pure ra 
crt tier than a stumbling block to their own 

only the way it works, only the way it 

Action and reaction. A neat teick that 

-~ the Bible - could so snudqly wrap around all 

incidence? Too much of a coincide , t 

But it ais sa very ey to geht last when dealing in 

"good" versus "evil". No, samething bigger is going 

were to think otherwise, guess what... We ‘a 

juet like Jews. 
» That’s one of theirs. God created nature 

of nature there is no such thing as "fairness 
is what leade toa survival and there is what leads ta 

Tf vou don’t rip the weeds out of the gq “ad 

order choke out all the plants. How "fair" is that? 

it te crass yourself out of the equation 

‘lly because some “expert” says it is the "fair" thing 

au is 

framework carding ta somecne’s "ideal" and 

praceed to make everything canform to that. If that isn’t 
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nid the definition. Tt 

ate. The State didn’t 
ie 

To mis 
created the 

The State doesn’t order us." 

» CEES is ar impossible 

of enforced, perpetuated confu 

on of “equality”. Another impossi 

the confu of bloadlin of rac 
onamics . : idea of speculation - of 

3 of high in “usury” as the 

it @ven as it forbid se. ALL Jeawish in 

nature. All tyrannic Eel) All disastrous. 
You've mati Vathitude" the officials, wheth 

oy be Whi colored Jewish. ide from getting 

pare through presenting the right paperwork or gaing 

muah the right mations once having gotten there, it seens 

read "quali in mon are the abilities 

ant, domineering and averblawn. It is a dewish 

ene which ha : on generally ag the society 

nore and mare lective of its real masters 

Carruption and perversion, These are universal 

conditions. They are seen and accepted as such. Go for the 

and the pleasure can buy. See what has come about 

their seizing control of education, entertainment and 

gia aC wy ago. A national population "andrmdtual 

Jaws", And ill babble about "morals" and "values" 

You headin a@ glimpse «a the driving, preval 

atmosphere Within this all goodness has approximately the 

@ praverbial snowflake in hell. 
in eae: taste and don’t get caught at, 

” i for ob i] a 

‘, ri fir 

mublic : ned and canditianed 

Foul EOL ATTY mortal sin, is perfectly "a 

Be order 

: oF 

& Qua 

iplinenkary rok 

th 

th 

th 

ary, 

toa 

Q tablished and "pro 
presumptuous thing, after aAllaws 

ating what's really "right" and "wre 

of what od has stated in the Bibl (Ory 
pite what the lessons of history have taught 

tio a healthy penple.) 
i trouble because we're infected by an alien 

Gleaning the results of this. They may be 

uniformly labelled as evil". But we mist remember always 

at evil doesn’t see itself as evil. Just “good, coming from 

erent direction". The only important thing is that that 

ion is mot eur direction. What evil then? How about 

Hi ES) when it is elevated to “wisdom anc then J by 

enirit. And we’ 

State authority? How could any results from that be anything 

other than what we see? 

The end can be seen Loomi 
d 

iqooup quickly, It was 

etail in the Bible. And this predicted in its most munuee 
can in no way be sean i neidence. A higher source, a 

higher principle, a higher purpose... a Aigher power. 

Feople agonize and speculate endlessly over the 

possible siaqnificance "666" ag mentioned by John in 

Revelation, Ta me, the best guess at thie is that it 
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avmbolizes the amimperfect system oF man. Seven being the 

number which Biblically symbolizes perfection, or that of 
Godly inspiration, and six falling short of that. Not much of 

t 
a difference, ane might think. But as this piece began, ar 

7 
differences can be carried in seemingly small — a: 

Qutwardly - variations. If it were not so, I doubt we’d ever 

» te stick our hand inte the have beaqun, much less cantinue 
fire. 

The word then is alien. Alien infiltration, alien 

influence. Don’t accept my word oan it. Consult Jesus as he 

confront es 2 people as recounted in the four Goepels. 

word, alien, had v to be coined then but read 
ully his extensive orose as he strains to expose the 

ss af this one major dilemma of all mankind. 

Jews th \ undoubtedly would call this 

“ecapeqoating” o- "defamation". That’s how their minds run. 

What about y oe] 

@x gu 

ar ee 



wo wo 

The author on the Main St. Bridge, Pueblo, Colorado, which overlooks the Arkansas 

River and the levy upon which hundreds of murals were painted, including this one of the 

Stars and Bars. 



199 THE ROYALS 
3 by Robert Burns 

fant oan the 

when chief sour 
iomed at the very ta 

ure, I ‘y nok to p 

‘and its 
fran t 

raliat by me 
a Kennedy aor oa Windsor might do with their private 

but, instead, what they're daing far the peaple they're 

rul ad ko) repress 

atian but 

natter? Howey g, what did wien the nmakion is 

arid aring while tha aces continue tea 

ne tt peivileo of the cammar 

generally ai bime of shame even while certain 

$s tao close in. 
sition of the British Royal House is at pr 

ause for some years now the question has 

to the public whether oor on t min 

lished. And the answer to the affirmative 

ally high, Is this but one more 

Is it p ble to ta valid position 
cet the 

the 

id 

in any « 

ie be Glimir 

playbays that the 

¢ very auperficiality that all 

ain thensel ve to beware of. In g 

with the same media. Someane said t 

te five percent of what's going on and 

In the public eye recently have 

directly upon the matter of B 

carrying part of the anawer toa the 

tion: Is there nything contained in the 
on that ght yield some light on an 

sub ety 

and mecia it included: The release 

"Braveheart The reamaval af the 

tlandgs 

mo ireland during 
Lin 

one” from Westminster Abhey ta 

round oof an-gaing troubles in Northe 
reportage of a curique sign showing an open 4p 

f caver a gix-pointed « could be moticed. What 

Whe knows, who cares? Lit 2 things count. It 

[| the media deesn’t tell you... 

start with that one which the medi aniy th 

ro: 



pened, 
Fha Es 

rec cord, Zs 

doesn't 

108 splat, 

and two desce 

yd heading the royal he 

ively, Calcol had made 

treland while went by way of Troy, giving 
Str ai af De nelles, his offspring only 

itain about the year 100 &.C. 

Troy by the Gres 

» all of this w held until most latels 

of myth and fabl Only & century ¢ 

hy H wich Schliemann and that cu 

it to Nart nN Ireland and re 

One pec 

a 
yrians 

captive Tribes of Is , Camber ir 

either return tai J nce 

an fifty th nade the return. 
m pick up at about the 

Europe of ans 

sash, To my own great frustration then 
ant, their point of origin was ther unkoeari 

Only that they seemed to have come from the 

ef the Caucasus Mountains, on the borde 
Asia, from which Whites today take their 

lowing & 

million, 

iy ee" 
Our 

AP ANnCe 7 

ied half of the stary is permitted 

he generally KNOW « Half Al wy is sometimes na stary at 

&rnicl , sirily, all a lie. 

The reat the first half and that park 
why é ; q h as 80 ¢ 

migrations F du Vy andals 4 Goths, 

etc., repr nd of a long pra ian out of 
the Near and those peaple known today as 

Anglo-Saxans. They join their kinsmen already 
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the naeth 

Ls] » that in 

as late as i0¢ 

Ringdem of | with its Twely 

inadom of England, Mates 'g janGhant arid 

began ta 

for example, that the name Britarn 

Hebi Brith meaning “covenant” and arn 

nd" wi nding for "people". The ’ 
and Scotland - Hibernia, 

and Caledonia ~ also share Hebrew origin. The alde 

the 3 Gaelic, Welsh, Carnish and E 

ta original Hebrew. The heraldry is 
with ancient Terael:s The Lion of Judah: T 

phraims The Harp of Davids Even the Ox which we 

in "dohnm Bull". The own of St. Edward 

nam for YTreland, Wal 

ive as adorned the bre plate of an 

highs &, representing each of the Twelve 

whica watched and were moved by the film 

eught toa recall the major supporting character, 

» In the year 1320 he issued to Fope John xXxIT 
one known as the Scottish Declaration of 

and Lord, and From the 

gath that sanong ather 

eeene ar oF 

rom, Most 

Spain anong the mast D 

of time could, nowhere be 

aps hag and coming thence 
lone 

popte however 

hundred years 

they, by many vi 
the 

News also was the maving, with great ceremany, 

ne of Scone, ar the Stone of DBestiny, from 

ABBEY where it has hundred yea 

a few Sioned tha 

| be the Biblical "“Jaceb’s Pillow" fram 

fable? 

behind the stery is that having already 
the people of the stone was 

avery of every Israel for 

until 2 of Jerusalem and the sacking of 

by the Rely? Gna ahi Tt was later taken to Eqypt by 

remiah, who AP et about the year S65 VC. , 

scribe, two daughters of the 

Wah, Ze 

Treland the arrival wa 

-—— 



rded 

lied him, 
iat 

ana & 

s] “Oliam Fodhia”’ as the Trish 

of his they. led “Brug”. ao prince 

Their route from 

eland. The fet a ght 

King of *y, a Prince of 

ah reaoin the British 

passec to Scotland with F 

“England when James VI of Scotland 

Spain 

aya i 

had followed the blood line anc of =F 

Says y “Judah, thou art he whom thy brethes 
: re x fdr en 

} 
¢ 

thy father’s hall baw 

gptre shall not dé Judan » 

vetmeen Nis Feet, until Shileh come.” 

n't stop there. 

i i ly following the crucifixion of 

frimathea ~ the man who had suppli : 

the Last p his awn tomb four 

alang Frilip vd t . 

in Erit 4.0. They built rans 

Glastonbury and had with them t cup 

the "Holy Grail". Joseph had been a albthy 

in the area of Cornwall, His 

aread in i127 b ing the inscription, “2 Cane 

After I Burded Christ. I Taught. I Rest.” 

and overlooked as well is that in December 

conclusion of the Biblical period of 

the Trib of Israel of the 

Len was libe ted from th ly 

the hid 

ad kin min 

hanks we 

To the B 

Tit. 

POT? at 

ang who 

today are an unworthy and 

arid ded caver t 

watched as that group of people 

eized control of the Holy 

and today they appear content 

while England is overrun by Third World 

land already gone its separate way while 

land @ their awn strong secessionist 

All while the royals disgrace themselves and 

lat, able 

Bible as 

~ "False ‘Jew ot 

the significance? 

of Kings are listed all of the kings of 

of Israel, following the split after the death of 

lomon. & total of thirty-six, evenly divided. Only in s 

se, ar barely one-fourth, did dood in the ey A 

“seven, ar a majority three-fourths, 

the Lord.” So it remains to Visi day. 

is not the point. 

drt that this unbroken line of Judah ; 

c 3 occupy the Throne of David until Jesus himself¢oo- 

a descendant of Judah and of David through his mother - 

th 

Lord” while twent 

eval in the eyes 

That, how 

The pf 



he will be 

authority. 

claim ait forever. One 

to os the abuse and 

stheless, there 

With all oof this having sunk goa low, the talk of 

abolishing the monarchy, the br ng-up of the union, the 
1 wering with the Stone of De yy, @te., it would tend toa 

though the moament of that return couldn't be long 

Or hadn't any ef this oecured toe you End-Timers? 



DID JAMES BOND EILL FRINCESS DI? 105 
by Robert Burns 

Vi 

hur 

ligence. leming growina 

Western Civilization and 

lowing the conclu af the 

doin his Bond stories. 

the identities given ta Fleming's 

Blofeld, Elebh Dr. No. etc. He 3 

ars something.  Whil Flenir 
Bond. mod after himself, w 

behind—the anes battle to hold the 

gainst the encroachment af one-warldism 

isquised overtanes of Bolshevisin. 

ond as far - cf us, however, its been a 

@ st lv with sell-out politicians at the head 

carn nations pulling the wool over the eves of 

ts while letting the enemy in through the 

Y Bnemy-controlled media has thornughly 

and the values of these same peaple wha 

tion te the point where they can’t tell 

friend and foe. 

all the “intelligence” and "count 

7 Bebe se MWe Fu pe ard 

less against the gradual and insidious 
vege rats in the pilings. Everything is rotting 

de, out. Tt would stand to reason that thev’d 

wernt [Bap you an guard against some external anemy. 

eymp tan of decay had long ago reached into the 
1 Family and most lately have played themselves 

the public with the sad story of Frincess Diana. 

ing already practically flattened the institution of 

the common masses, creeping liberalism broke 
the House of Windsor, the present gene anf 

ya with the diverce of Frincess Diana fran 

within 

British rayalt 
Frince Ch 

The absence of Jove and the presence of infidelity has 

never been anything unusual. Yet, a sense of duty and 

responsibility had previgusly demanded that the marriage be 

maintained f the comman good, for the sake of the structure 
of the soci v, of the family, of the children, af the future 

itself. Wow all that has been discarded and the philosaphy 

has became "co what thou wilt." 

That Leosenina of the oautiook plus the liberal 

upbringing itself which inculcates into the brain af the 

individual that a suicidal attitude is somehow a4 virtue. To 

dedicate oneself to pouring out their care and cancern., their 

resources and energy upan people and situations that amount 
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batktamle 
vitiv is 

fram the 

te and d 

Diana 

her divorce 

pair. This very 

d came to be ide 

until the hime af 

damina & resulted in the most vile 

hypocrisy an the of all the people but especially the 

j * "Folitically correct" ais one thing but natural 
instinet and werking practicality are another. OF Fic 

i Lvs ces dec by the alien power behind the scenes 

holds bhe pur etrings and pulls the wires, all 

"Love", "brotherhood", " and one-worl di 

even as all the puppek rul ced by the people 
the sake of their own wealth and prestige, have literally 

their own peaple to the dicta of these suicidal 

» an infrastructure of "reactian” and "racism" yet is 
redoin oareder to keep the show running and hald tk 
together . 

» th foul cancepts which are hailed as great 

are taking a terrible toll upon the people and the 
at all levels. 

Wl alright toa raise the girl, Diana Spencer, 

poigened in mind and «spirit by all these liberal dogma. It 
was alright to cast her off by ai divorce. It was alright to 
see her now caverting around as an international call girl. 

It was alright to have her image splashed all over the 

tabloids, pictured in the arms of wealthy Third World 

playbovs. A magnificent example for the millions of other 

"Dianas" in the world. 
Then it was learned she was about toa marry the Eqyptian 

alright for all the other "Dianas" of the 

lowith ever ig the corney 
er, for centura toand right up 

all coins of the British Commonwealth 

of the monarch, is the title “Defender of around the 

the Faith". 

Time: 

tunnel , 

rty had tie 

about ota ok 

etenp-f athe 

In 

¥ following the fatal incident in that Faris 

yyvptian press was claiming that Diana and her 

7 wo by Breitish Intelligence because she was 

j a Moslem into the extended Royal Family, as 

to a future king. 

tliy, it was the French paparazei whoa were blamed 

for the cr and then it was the chauffeur whoa supposedly 

was drumk at the time. Both claime have been brought inte 

question, Now extra car parts and paint scrapings have been 

found in the tunnel. Eyewitnesses have cone forward 

testifying to have seen one or even two more cars speeding 

away from the eh site. 

3 British Intelligence may be capable of, 

we know they draw mo line at murder in foareian countries. 
Perhaps the best example of this in recent years was the 

killing of Rudalf Hess in Berlin's Spandau Prison in August 
of 1987, 

had been Adolf Hitler’s deputy in the Third 

was aman in bis nineties, who ha been the lone 

Spandau since 1944 when the rest of the Nuremberg 

Fled oh 

innate 
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so, all of them having be confined 

official version by the British who 
were rel 

= in cantr uoat the time, was that Hess had 

comiitted suicide by hanging himself. 
T 

Th 
taward “glasnost" as 

they knew the 

Hesea family in Germany never accepted that. 

e Soviet Union had been around that time feeling its 

first ten to an ¢€ ‘le awn 

nviet system was going ta 

of rélea for Hess had been 

former Allies who continued 

i] FPrigan. Anytime the suggestion 

made an the basis of simple humanity, co ently, ane 

of the governing nations would veto it and the 

announced that when it was mext their 

would let Hesse walk. turn & suypy 
Tt had been 

solo ta England as Hitler’s personal emissary in arder toa 

Parliament as a last-ditch measure to avoid the 

tion of tern Civilization shauld World War Two go 

conclusion. 

bf owas the very intention of the hidden wire 

that this should Occur. Indeed, they had a 
able investment made in their puppet Frime Minister, 

Chu ill, and his war party ta engineer a sp 
eatian and so Hess was immediately arre 

Jed incammunicadoe upon crash landing his Mes 

stland. 

After the War, Hess was brought to Nuremberg to 

“war criminal". He wae duly 
2 i fey The powers felt coantid ; 

oon die in confinement and that would be that. 

ory would never be told. 

But ihe old man was touoh and he fooled them. Now, fram 

being an embarrassment to their cruelty, he suddenly became 

an imminent threat to the security of their world conspira 

He etrangled ta d h to prevent his talking in 

of which makes one wonder at the actual purpose of 

at the hospital room of the single survivor of 
that killed Diana. To "protect" him or to ensure he 

did none of the wrong talking. dust as Hess wasn't supposed 

tin five. this man hadn't bean expected to live, either. 

How inconvenient. 

A situation very similar to the unhandy presence of Lee 

Harvey Oswald after the Kennedy assassination or that of 
Marilyn Monroe earlier. Always ai "plausible excuse" but 

alwave a victim with a dynamite story to tell. 

Diana was killed before she could commit a supreme act 

omination in the eves af the entrenched British 
ishment. She had became a dangerous loose cannon. Just 

A ith Kennedy after his murder at the hands of his own 
masters, the same System that killed Diana could feel 

absolutely free to permit her dead corpse® to be idolized by 

an adoring - if duped - public, harmlessly. Let the people 
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Mave their cheri illusions if it helos hold them in their 

a chai The armies f mourners all identified with the 
despicable, liberal causes Diana had given herself over to in 
life. All sympathy to her and that Egyptian woo. Fine 
example, again. 

Amazing, actually, an assassination of this sert and 

for such air on in view of the monarchy having presided 
over the dismantlement of the empire, the invasion of Britain 
by hardes of Third Warlders, the knightheeads for a veritable 
rogues gallery of ratten bastards and their full support of 
the New blorld Order. Unless the monarchy had nothing to do 

with it. 
Unless some element deep within the British government 

Saw this as too much and took it upon themselves to act. Same 

large element had been eager and receptive for the message 

and offer Hess was carrying over fifty years ago which would 

have preserved the empire. That plan was only narrowly 

prevented. 

Did James Bond - or the spirit of James Bond ~- kill 

Frincess Di? 
If so, it was an act motivated by a consciousness and a 

will that should have unleashed itself a very long time ago. 
Someone or sane group apparently took "Defender of the Faith" 
very seriously. More seriously in fact than the royal family 

itself. 
If,by faith, we understand it to mean that which protects 

the well-being and integrity of the people themselves as 
appased ta the popularly accepted brand of pure crap that 

only helps spread the disease of "tolerance" and one- 

worldism, the very thing that led Diana and countless others 

like her to their destruction. 



THREE LIES 199 
by Robert Burns 

Many things are always produced by war but lies are in 

that forefront. It’s "qo for the win" at all cost and that 

inciudes the truth when it is trampled or discarded in the 

course of wartime propaganda campaians. Tth’és understandable 

after all. Must villifv the enemy, must generate solidarity 

at home, must get the soldiers primed to go and kill, all in 
the name of morale. But is it possible to over-da this and ta 

ull for one’s own propaganda to the extent where it becomes 
gel f—-defeating 

: Francis Parker Yockey, writing in Imperfum, said that 
one either fights a real enemy or he fights himself. On the 
basis of that then, no propaganda should be required ta 

her inform a people to its danger or whip up hatred toward 
yone else, Soneoie also said that "an enemy is anyone who 

attacks". Twice in the Twentieth Century the United States 

b parti ted in World Wars totally unnecessarily, with 

propaganda filling the gap in place of a natural and mortal 
VUE NVY a 

Is there such a thing as a "white lie", a helpful or 

beneficial lie? "If it’s in a good cause", you say? One would 
have to ask. of what need would any truly good cause have for 
the weapan of lies? Under any circumstances. Thase millions 
upon millions whe ga to kill and die, believing their world 
is in same kind of imminent danger, are doing so under false 

pretenses, Somewhere along that line a case of mass murder 

ablished. A piece of white granite in a military 
Ss mall thanks for having been duped inte fighting 

battle for them, for purooses never fully 
Sec » 

This was brought to mind, perhaps addly enough, during 

newecast in duly of 1997 when it was 
ly announced that it had just been released that 

the famous band leader, Glenn Miller, had not been missing in 
action over the English Channel im 944 but, instead, had 

died in a Farisian brothel. Included in the report was that 

this fact had been withheld all this time, and certainly at 

the beginning, for purposes of "morale". 

The disclosure had no effect upon my appreciation of 
Miller’s music. Of course, things were far different then. 
Miller had also been an Army captain and in charge of the Air 
Force Band which had G.1.'s who were then marauding all aver 

Eurape marching ta the tune of W.C. Handy’s "St. Louis 

Blues". Somehow one just cannot envision how James Stewart 
and June Allyson would have played "The Glenn Miller Story" 
shortly after the War with the truth of the matter intact. 

And oon the reverse of all those record albums of 
Miller’s tunes that were still being released through the 
1960s and beyond, in the liner notes, that tragic, mysterious 
and legendary ending ~- "last over the English Channel in 
December of 1944" ~ made it seem as though Miller might 
somehow still be there, in action in ghastly form, unchanged 
fram the days when his sweet brand of misic was in vogue even 
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as the world was tearing itself apart and most of the 

were youriga 
ncerely duped even offered "explanations" of what 

place the day he was lost. Fram ice an the 

plane to a bomb indiscriminately dropped fram 

idly fighter, 

ta let s Germans have the blame for his la 

to allaw the \ erans to have their lavely illusions. 
T wonder what the annguncement of the actual truth 

tay have had upen those very elderly survivors from the 

periocd wha may have heard it. Far too late now in any event. 

if obscure, lie but ai definitive example 

4 gq that the gavernment does lie. Only that, nat 

much more. Mekhing really affected then or now, No fuss, Few 

really even give a damn, 

Ui the ale of possible significance where lies are 

is che story everyone is familiar with: Fearl 

Have to cue a 7th, 1941. The day Japan "sneak attacked" 

the U8. Navy and precipitated American entry inte Warld War 

Two. "Remember Fearl Harbor", as the popular song went. Wha 
could forget the dramatic intonation af Franklin Roosevelt as 

he addressed Congress? "A day which will live in infamy.” 

But Yo persenally grew up with one mare most curious 

thing. My awn father had been in the Navy and aboard one of 

the ships stationed at Pearl Harbor. He related ta me the 

story of how his ship, the cruiser U.8.8. Boise, had received 

orders to leave Pearl Harbor a faw days before the attack, 
along with the rest of the cruisers and aircraft carriers. 

Enraute west toward Manila in the Fhilippines, the ship 

sighted a huge, blacked-aut fleet maintaining radia silence 

and headd bt. Reports of the encounter made at t hime 

and woo rival in Manila were ignored. IT still have his map 

pine-pointing the sighting. 

Since that time volumes have appeared, authored by 

reputable scholars and historians, revealing that the 

Japanese military codes had been cracked and were being 

regularly intercepted and read. The Roosevelt regime knew the 

time, date and place of the Japanese attack and dic nok warn 
the military at Pearl Harbor aor anywhere else, The absolete 

hattleshios were deliberately left there as sitting ducks, 

along with the men on board. "Morale" ar murder? 

The fact is incontrovertible. Fitking ait into place 

puts an entirely differant slant on the Second World War. The 

4 © Little bit of sifting now reveals that it was 
Roogevelt’s deep and urgent desire to get the United States 

invelved in the War. This despite the fact that he had gane 

on radio to ré@assure American mothers that, "I hate war”. He 

fe ino oarder to pull the U.S. economy out of the 

gion where his own "New Deal” policies had consistently 

to da so. And, more than that, he wanted war so as ta 

be able ta came to the military aid of the Soviet Union, 

hatterec and staggering under German blows, as a crucial 

linchpin toward establishing the "New World Order". 
The American people did mot want ware. They well 

remnanhered the scam and hokum which was used ta draw then 

Cerne 
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the First World War and the terrible mess that came out 
bee Fowarful U.S. political figures were leading the 

ent ta keep America neutral. Charles Lindbergh among 
i said at the time that if Americans allowed themselves ta 
tricked into acing toa fight for the liberty of others 

ny, they likely could end by losing it at home. Frophetic 
de. A ruse was required. 

Fad c] his attempts to goad Germany into attacking 
first, by conducting open warfare upon German ships in the 
Atlantic in 940 and 1941, he succeeded by imposing 
anbargoes, sanctians and ultimatums against the Japanese. The 
propaganda machine took it fram there and the duped American 
public fell all aver themselves ta go to war. Quer guys were 

ng overrun in the Pacific, running aut of ammunition, as 
' 

the bulk of the effort went against Germany. In the end, they 
a helpless and prostrate Japan as "retribution" for 

Harbor, What w gained was half the world under 
f @ Korean Ware, the Vietnam War, the Cold War and 

the "New World Order". 
boaks which carry this information are readily, 

@agily available. Among even amateur historians this is 
conman knawledge, Apolagists can only dance around it with 
weak es" and "perhaps". During the televised ceremanies 
cammemoraking Fearl Harhor's fiftieth anniversary in December 
of 1991, IT watched as two elderly veterans. one American and 
ore J¢ » Who had been there in 1941, addressed the 
meamcay t ta the dead. The American openly cursed Roosevelt 
anc criminal regime in Washington for having been the 
Ones BS Mes 

deliberate, overt lie. You decide the 

You decide whether the cause was a good one. 
But, before yeu can do that much, you must first determine 

ko the cause actually was. Are you capable of doing that or 
there tog many other, as yet unrevealed lies obscuring 
truth just like so many unexploded land mines? 

But nate, just like the story of Glenn Miller, there is 
no flap, mo outrage aver this, no one spilling into the 
streets as they did after December 7th, 1941. The truth is 
laying there for anyone to pick up. However, it’s been well 
av fifty years and what’s done is dane. What can be done 
about it now? Ferhaps that was the idea at the time, just ag 
with the canmissian of any crime, 

stly, we move inte the realm of what truly could be 
labelled "The Big Lie". A lie so huge, of such magnitude that 
a table pelagron” or "faith" has grown up around it. 
This to the { that, in some places, to even question its 
authenticity get you fired from your teaching post, get 
you barred from entering certain countries and even get you 
thrown in pri This one, or rather its unmasking, is no ho~- 
hum matter pure dynamite, 

Not until decades after the end of World War Two did it 
receive its familiar label which the entire world knows: The 

caust. It doesn’t matter that people on the spot at the 
time, as well as competent revisionist historians all along 
have been exposing it as the fake that it is. 
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Her & I can share and appreciate the outraged 

incredulity of any person newly confronted with this counter- 
ion. What about all those pictures and newsreels? What 

about all thase “witnesses and "suevivors"? Six million 

dead people is a lot of people. But would you know the 

difference between ai photo of a pile of five hundred dead 

hecdie nd a photo of five thousand? Would you know who they 
Ta who killed them, why and how, unless sameone told you? 

: ics show that at no time did the Nazis have within 

roreacth as many as six million Jews. 

Arguments of logic can make a powerful case against the 
idea of ai "Holocaust" oan the part of the Germans. While 

holding aff the weight of the world, would they devote so 

much time, attention and vital resources to such an obviously 
‘nmad" pursuit as the liquidatian of masses of men, women and 

children? Or would the highly practical and canny Germans ~ 

as they did in actuality - put these people to useful 

purpose, aiding their war fart laborers? 
"Burk why concentration camps?” Everyone has employed 

concentration camps. The United States against the American 

Indians and the British against the Boers. The United States 
ain in the Second World War against its own Japanese 

gens. Not nice but sametimes a perceived necessity. 

"But what about the gas chambers?” Aside from just 

blueting out “gas chambers", their ever having existed cannat 
be established and, indeed, never has been. (The mack~ups 

ade after t War notwithstanding. } 
"What about the Zyklon-B, the shewer reems and the 

teria?” What about them? A delousing agent, bathing 

and means for deposing of the deceased. 

af all those piles and heaps, fields and mits 

Full oF eo E alties due to the effects of starvatian 
and typhus. all ingide the final ninety days of the War, all 

as a result of Allied disruption of German transport of 

necessary Iipplies. 

Sa wt then are the facts? 

Especially following the collapse of the Saviet Unian - 
which had overrun the se-called "death camps" - and the 

availability of the captured records kept by the 

meticulous Germans, we for example know conclusively that a 
total of twenty-four thousand persons died at Auschwitz 

during its entire existence. We are able tea accurately 

a 
eitd 

g@etimate that two hundred and fifty thousand persons 
altogether died in German concentration camps. That is of all 

causes, including Allied bombing, and none of them 

attributable to "gassing". And, of those, only approximately 

half were Jews. 

"Bad @naugh", you say. But a far cry from six million 

and an even farther cry fran a deliberate program of 

"genocide" as ait is claimed. This can’t be dismissed as a 
slip of the pen. Especially since stringent laws have heen 

anacted to "discourage" anyone now fram even attempting ta 

investigate any further inte this. Someane is lying, they 

know they are diving and they are taking méasures to protect 

their lie. 
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You need to ask vourself why they would do this and who 
has the power ta da this. Glenn Miller is dead, Roosevelt is 

dead, a lot of people fram World War Two are dead. It 

happened a long time aga. Can there be a significance for 

today in any of this? 

Yes. 

The same force that instrumented all those lies then 

remains alive and in power today. And as pervasive as it is, 
miqghtn’t it be reasonable ta assume that it alsa affects 
directly you and your future, personally, and in ways you 

cannot even imagine? 



114 WHAT'S BEHIND GUN CONTROL’? 
by Robert Burns 
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The author at home on Harvard Avenue. The flag was a gift from the widow of Ed 

Reynolds = a long-time comrade - who passed away in April of 1998. 
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by Robert Burns 

Having previously established how a conspiracy has set 

itself up over us, in our midst, and also what effects its 

presence is having, it would be well to devote some space to 

just how it works in its routine dealings because it is here 

that each individual may certainly expect to become involved, 

sooner or later and uncoubtedly more than once. 
First, a canspiracy by nature must maintain its secrecy 

or else it is mo conspiracy. It must use stealth because to 

let its presence and purpose be known to its intended victims 

would not only cause them to resist it but, more than likely, 

to kill its participants in righteous wrath. So therefore its 

existence must remain unknown and in order for it to 

implement its agenda it has to make it appear as though it’s 
your idea or, at the very least, to be the “popular will” and 

leave you thinking you‘’re just out of step. 
In essence then, the conspiracy has no real power. Only 

that of the proverbial "smoke and mirrors". But it does go 

further than that. The terrible power of money. The 
conspirators themselves declared a very long time ago words 

to the effect, "Give me control of a nation’s gold and I care 

not whe writes its Iaws.” That‘’s step one, of course. Step 

two is getting the target populace to become crassly 
materialistic, to get them “morshipping ather gods” in the 
actual working of things. The new god being Mammon who is but 

the face of the conspiracy itself. 
Now the people have become thoroughly corrupted = and 

compromised — enslaved, actually -— and can be bought and sold 
readily, cen be Jled around by the mose. They are for hire. 

This includes all officials, everyone. Those controlling the 
gold own the law-makers, own the police, etc. It goes well 

beyond even this. For any conspiracy, it is well to have 
their finger-puppets bought and paid for but it is better 

still to have their slaves firmly cenvinced that what they 
believe in and what they do not only is their own idea but 

that it is the right thing ta da. 
find this same gold also was very quick to act a century 

ago to buy up the media and the educational system. Control 

the information, mould the very thoughts, form all opinions 
and your control is about as total as anything can be. For a 

safety, you still hold the chain of material possessions to 

yank anytime anyone looks as though they might be getting out 

of line. 

This leads to a very obvious, if unpleasant, conclusion 

that in order to realistically buck the System, you must 

first renounce materialism. The words of the Bible jump into 
stark relief at this point when one recalls Jesus’ 

admonishment to eschew wealth and John’s beseeching us to 
“come eut of the Beast.” Only with the most recent 

developments of this, the latest of times, have these words 
assumed a perfectly practical meaning instead of the mildly 

weird and silly connotation they carrisd in times not long 

past. 
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Having gone this far by taking this huge, personal 

step, ane may be out from under direct System control and he 
Hay be awake and in possession of himself. However, at the 
same stroke, he has made of himself a target. He may be sure 

he is in the computer along with a red flag. It still remains 

that the conspiracy requires your cooperation in taking you 
out.. 

Take you out? Isn‘t this utterly paranoid? How can they 

or anyone else just come after an average, law-abiding 

citizen who happens to not believe in them anymore and knows 

his reasons why? Besides how, why would they want to bother? 
Tt cames down to this: With even one pin-point of light in 

existence anywhere, the darkness cannot with absolute 
assurance call itself light as is its wont to de. It can and 
will attempt to ignore you most strenuously, it will punish 
you most cruelly with poverty and isolation but it will never 
be able to rest easy with your continued presence. The fear, 
the dread is that the light may spread. 

The trick to holding the truth is that it is only 

entrusted to those whe are going to do something with it, 

something about it. Otherwise, it is not worth having. 
Neither is the individual worthy of having it. Here are sown 
the seeds of inevitable conflict. At the very same time, the 
conspiracy is on guard against this and yet is most welcoming 
of it. It is by this that the extraordinary individuals will 
expose themselves and, usually, provide the conspiracy the 
opening it needs to move against them using the guise of “Jaw 
and order” to eliminate its opposition. 

The old truism that “a little knowledge is a dangerous 
thing” can be seen to play out again and again these days as 
first one then another brave and dedicated soul goes off on 
his own banrvaz or kamikaze mission against the dominance of 
the conspiracy, more of late in hopes of awakening his 
fellows to the presence of actual resistence in the 
expectation of generating more of the same. 

Due to the absolute control of the media, we can‘t 

accurately gauge the degree of the success of this most 

desperate of measures. But we do know quite well the way the 

conspiracy takes it and uses it. Maintaining always the mask 

ef “rightness” and “authority”, they seize the opportunity to 

paint the fighters for the truth as “terrorists", 
"extremists", "haters", etc. Tragic? So it has always been 
whenever confronting a dominant evil. Masses of people being 
what they heave always been, the death sleep goes on largely 
unbroken. 

A win for the conspiracy, for its System? A loss for 

the cause of truth? Only superficially. The evil System gets 
to grin and chalk up one more. The life of the brave 
individual is severely affected, if not destroyed. But the 
course itself remains unaltered. The conspiracy goes on from 
one victory to another, all the way to its ultimate defeat. 
And, as the ancient adage goes, “the blood of the martyrs 
builds the church.” 

The workings of this are these: With all its apparent, 
dreadful power, the System is still greatly handicapped in 
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that it must dally around with charades before it can move to 

take out its perceived enemies. In order to accomplish this, 

it has toa enlist your full cooperation. In other words, it 

cannet afford to appear ta be what it actually fs. You must 

willingly assume the role of the “bad guy" so that it can 

then fulfill its role as the "good guy". This is exactly 

where that incomplete, imperfect knowledge of the truth can 

get a person killed. It can get you to sell yourself too 

cheaply and, at the same time, permit the evil System to 

paint itself in glowing colors as "friend of the people”. 

In its intricacies, as I have often witnessed even from 

within System prisons, etc., it never stops. I have seen that 

if they feel they don’t have you well enough or deep enough 

in their clutches, they‘ll certainly endeavor to cause you to 
dig yourself deeper. Feople talk about being “set up". I 

suppose there are such things but I’ve never seen a real one. 

J] have always maintained that there is no smoke without fire. 

You simply must aid them in their work if they are to 

succeed, It could be as simple as your own impatience at the 

lack of any action. Or it could be a case of one of their 

lowest-of—-the-low guards or other hacks "geting in your face” 

and prompting you to “go off" thus placing the ball in their 

hands to add more charges to you. 
Now do such seeming contradictions as “turning the 

other cheek" and even "loving your enemy" take on sudden new 
Clarity? The conspiracy and its System of lies, in effect, is 

like a vampire. With no life of its own, it has to draw from 
yours. And it does this in a myriad of ways. You must learn 

each of these ways and block every one. 
The hirelings of the System are aware that their 

iniquitous actions are calling for supreme retribution. They 

know this. Yet they are too weak and miserable to rebuke 

their master and relinquish their personal power, prestige 

and comparative wealth and security... all of which stem 

directly from their continued allegiance to the System of 

Satan. "They mill flee even when none are pursuing.” The 

cumulative effects which result in a mood of paranoia, a word 

that had yet to be coined when the words of the Old Testament 

were penned. 
Bo you see that it is this that will destroy them, not 

any actions on aur part? God, quite literally, is going to 

get them just as he said he would. 
Jobn, in Revelation, posed the question, “Hho can war 

against the Beast?” This is the question we need to carefully 

reflect upon for ourselves, today. Look at the results and 

weigh the cost. Has anything been achieved? And only now do 

his words, “He whe Tives by the sword shall die by the 

sword.”, take on immediate relevance for us in the present 

circumstance. Concern over gun control? Let them take them! 

They only give ai sense of false security and make of the 
Owner a target for some over-zealous 5.W.A.T. team member. 

Remember what they can least afford is to appear as 

what they actually are before the people they must keep duped 
in order to maintain their control. This is their "Achilles 

Heel”. And soon enough they will be forced by circumstances 
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of their own making to make just that very same fatal error 
as things become so bad as a result of their policies that 

they, through their paranoia, feel compelled to move 
wholesale against those of us outside of their fake world of 

unreality. 
In order for one to get themselves on that list, they 

need only to stand forth for the truth and rebuke the System 

of lies. That is action and “crime” enough. One who is the 
least bit astute should be able to see it coming even now. 

But they will be on their own in this action, we will 

have not played into their hands to help maintain their 
facade., This will signal the moment alluded to in Revelation 

just prior to the destruction of the Beast System. For those 
who want action, who desire to see the situation heat up, 

it‘’ll get plenty hot in those days, as we are promised. The 
biggest job, the biggest challenge, as it is stated, will be 

to hold up under this persecution and wait... 
I love to repeat the words of John in Revelation when 

he says that, “Satan will grow ever more wrathful as he 

senses his time growing short.” 



THE ELEVENTH HOUR 127 
by Robert Burns 

Sane while aaqa I wrote 4 piece entitled, Fourth af 

July in reference ta the findina of fresh significance 

for dates upon the calendar that are still marked as holidays 

hut whose meaning was lost long ago. My cantention then and 

now being that this is one of the surest signs of death and 

decay im anv civilization: When even the hallowed holidays 
have become mneaninglegs. 

Eleven o'clock. on the eleventh day, of the eleventh 

month, i918. When the guns fell silent by pre-arrangement an 

the Western Front in World War One. "Srmistice Dav", the end 

of the "War To End All Wars”. Certainly a date worth 

reneqvearing. 

One problem however: The fighting never really stopped. 

Terrific battles continued across Russia as part af that 

country’s civil wary territorial conflicts involving restless 

Poles, Czechs, Serbs, ete., throughout Eastern Europes; the 

Turkish persecutions of Armenians: revolution and counter 

ravalution within Germany and Italy. Throughout the Twenties 
and Thirties, @vantually with the fires converging into a 

Second Warld War. 

At that time it became a war to "Make the World Safe 

For Democracy". Then Korea, then Vietnam, @tc.. ete. 

This is net intended as a history lesson, save ta say 

the whole premise of "The War Toe End Wars” was baloney aven 

at the time, a FP.R. blurb for the poar fools who were to go 

and do the fighting, bleeding and dying - and for the 
fami ls they left behind, or never began in the first place. 

ths christening of World War Two, this disparity 

s inescapable to all and so "Armistice Day" had ta he 
adjusted inte "Veterans Day" eventhough this cauntry already 

had its “Memorial Day" te honor those who'd been killed in 
the Civil War. A broadening redundancy needed to cover a 

sanctified lie, 

A quickly evaporating pool of the very elderly may yet 

attach something to these dates, recalling as they do the 

best vears © their lives spent deveted ta killing their 
brethren in Europe and overturning the foundations of Wastern 

Civilization. Their children and grandchildren probably care 
alot tess, strung owt on their drugs and “hip-hap" music as 

they are, SO much for the "better world” all the terrible 

sacrifice suppasedly went far. 

Commemoration af sacrifice in the service of a lie? 

Serey, but that’s not my kind of holiday. 

The world didn’t knaw ait, the broad masses of peaple 

didn’t know it but the basis of their universe had just heen 

shattered ta bits. Existing outward signs, the left-oavers, 
the previous habits and customs were still evident to provide 

sone reassurance that all was not lost but the core and the 

direction were gone. Over time, these things would make 

themselves painfully manifest but the suicide had been 

committed already. It were as though this had been done in 
such a "qood cause", the disruption of the natural order 



to mention the cast in 

ake. And so onward... 

mor of shame and ugliness was anly 

the orice ta be p such "goodness". Lies, all lies. 

That the living symbol of all this, a prophet for the 

shaulcl) also have been barn on this date in 195 

even be seen as  f than coincidental. The advent of 

Ts 

& che ko mark, pregnant with living symbolism. Lat 

have inspired ji lies may surround it, lies may be wha 

ring inte the minds of most at its mention but truth 

mains teuth, regardless whether anyone is able to recognize 

2 

Buch tetal and =maqnificent clarity and polarization. 

They have you loving the lie of "Veterans Day" and hating the 

truth of Charles Manson. Take voaur side: The Beast Svstem ar 

i mn. Everything represented by Habylan’s Whore or Manson. @ 

Y a venetrating look inte yourself and decide which you 

ine. closely identify with, which cantains most of vou and 

vi versa ~- the § am or Manson. The Satanic System, which 

controls all media, all opinion, all taste, all thought, the 

very concert of day and night. represents itself as "goad" 
while representing Manson as the living embodiment of "“avil". 

Haw deeply da yau buy inte that worldview? 

The unfailing, familiar pattern of slander. The 

"nobody", the "misfit", the "criminal" whe, despite all, 

becomes a world ican in his lifetime. Truth will manifest 

itself invariably as miahty social phenomena. All the 

gavearning power of lies can do is use their image-maki 

media apparakus ig regent it. 

If he hae in the total truth in the middle of 

an age ruled by total lies, nobody might ever have noticed. 

Mit othe darkness cannot stand to be disturbed, not even by a 

n-point of light. Darkness may call itself light but anly 

long as all true light can be effectively suppressed. And 

Mangan, guilty of no real crime, mist remain locked in 

maximum security prigon. The truth and the Light. 

Just as the outward appearance seemed ta belie the 

reality in 1918 and again in 1945, so too did a soriety 

descending sonewhere in mid-proagressioan to hell in 1969 - the 

of the "Mansen Murders" - most certainly deride and 
Lanare Manson's statement to the Court to the effect, “These 
chiddren ceming & you with knives are your children. You 

vaiseged them, # didn't.” 
And totally blind and consumed by the lie, they today, 

a generation later, can’t make the correlation between that 

statement and the officially inaugurated phenamenon of the 
"Super Fredatars" - youths who are redefining what violence 

and disorder are all about. But a lie can never admit itself 

te be a lie mor can those who hold it take any truly remedial 
measures. Tk and they can never "da the right thing” as that 
would automatically mean ending itself, their base of power. 

So by giving Mangan all the blame all will be well, 

right? 
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T¢ the children are the oroducts of their parents’ 

hicunes y af the media and the schools, « ey What then was 

Manson a@ proaduct of ? OF the very government-run facil es o- 

erectional institutions” and "reformatories” -—- which 

doto rep ent and inculcate law, order and the 

: citizenshirn. "The Hallways of the 

ers te th places he was ly 

? Obey the rules and all will 1 

iy the cover. the screen for the real, 
Gcipate in the lie and you may share in actual message: Pa 

8 rewards. 

Mansan emerged fram prison and into a world in uphe 

in i947, the "Summer of Love". A strona and profound 

schism, blind and instinctive, among youth in reaction 

against the moral bankruptcy and hypocrisy of their parents’ 

world. Tragically, this very reaction had been foreseen and 

false avenues and boous personalities were placed by the 

powers in canter toa ensure that nothing could come of any of 

it. Basically, it amounted to "more of the same". Whereas the 

barents only paid lip-service to the tenets of the lie, the 

offspring would mow totally embrace it. Gasoline on the fire 

hailed ag "idealism". 

1oOWwtk access to media, minus the blessings of big 

erved exclusively f servants of the lie), Mansan, 

the I yattering sanality, could only affect those 

with whem he had direct cantact. And they dropped the lies 

; with him. Song and daughters of the professianal and 

whe had been lost, Bets were on everywhere that 
was about to erupk inte race war in 1968. Marson 

tao the des (. fh Valley, not only for 

feky but spiritual purity - “out of 

itt 

money (r 

i 
the Beast’. 

But 9 leave the Beast is ta deny the Reast. To 

willingly @exigt Gutside the Beast, however humbly, toa survive 

without C lessings", amgunts to that very pin-point of 

light which the Beast cannot tolerate for fear that others 
might see it as well. The darkness was too powerful and 

peaple a weak. Things went awry. The forces of the lie ware 

provided the opening they required to rush in under the quise 

af "Law" and destroy the Family aut there in the desert, 

What ensued was a circus for the media. "Hippies", they 

weee labelled, Reactionary America felt vindicated under the 

illusion of the lis. The “New Left" thought it had found a 

hera. That was until Manson carved ai Swastika inta his 

foreheact. ing supremely aware as he was, he refused ta 

allow him f to be misrepresented and co-opted in this way 
hy the &, to be used as part of their awn gigantic ruse, 
to be caught up in the System's own game. 

fan sees it and assumes its burden, then it at least has 
umecd earthly, physical form and the dominant power of 
ss has been split. If it must be one man against the 

power of the world, then so be it. The fulfillment of all 
praphecy i8 ain the “T tald vou so” as the power of the 
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lige cantinues to crack ever more as it lurches on toward its 

owr demise. the physical impossibility of itself in a 

universe where immutable physics ultimately rules. 

Fram his cell, don’t you think Manson sees ard knows 
all of this and is content with his own immortality? 
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by Robert Burns 
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by Robert Burns 
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by Robert Burns 

Religious division, the bane of the White race. 

Unbecoming enough sut within the mainstream but the stuff of 
which utter fools ars made when found within the Racialist 

Movement. After all, we claim to “know better". And yet there 

is the huge division roughly between those segments of the 

Movement identifying with Christianity and those with 

attachments to ane form or another of paganism. My concern, 

as a realist, is this: Among those who are sincere and 

devoted tao the furtherance of the rate, are these heliefs 

mutually exclusive to an irremedial degree? 
T Rave long maintained that one doesn’t even need 

religion in order to be aware of what the trouble is in the 
world as it concerns the White race. There simply are certain 
laws of nature, of physics and of history that can be 
positively isolated and applied and cannot be disregarded, 

that is unless one is determined to commit suicide. 

However, two very critical considerations have surfaced 

over the past couple of decades within this Movement that 

pertain directly to why the lack of hard success that one 

might expect to attend a political movement geared to the 
salvation of a people. One, that there is no political 

solutian to this: And, two, that this has come about through 

a spiritual failing of our own. 

Both of these conclusions are correct. Next, to find 
the answers. 

Backing up for a mament, I personally rejected popular 

morals and values on the basis of the way they were 
represented by, supposedly, their Own institutions. 

Specifically, the Church. And I instinctively gravitated to 

the “racist" cause, partly cut of instinct, partly on the 

basis of its being condemned by these same rotten but 
dominant values I myself had previously turned my back upon. 

So far, so good. 

What a shock I was in for once I had fully enjoined the 

Struggle, ance IT had fully immersed myself in the "Radical 

Right". The twisted and distorted image given to it by the 

controlling media had the effect of attracting to it all 

manner of kooks, weirdoes, derelicts, deficients and 
deviants. It was a case of misrepresentation and its logical 
effects. 

The job was and remains to sort the truth. 

Then 4 difficult but logical realization came over me. 
How valid really is it to absolutely accept one thing on the 

basis of its being rejected by a badly misled majority while 
rejecting absolutely another thing purely on the basis of its 
acceptance by the same deluded majority? Misrepresentation is 
misrepresentation, regardless from which end of the spectrum. 

With a life-long background in atheism and asa 

committed National Socialist (which, by the way, brought me 
into simultaneous and favorable familiarity with Odinism, 

etc.}, also being well-steeped in revisionist history, I 
found mself as of 1995 embarking on a three-year prison term 
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and with lots of time on my hands to read, study and write. 
Thad already solidly rejected the Church, as I have 

said. T had been acquainted with Christian Identity since 

1949, spon after joining the Movement. And I was even 

presented an unsolicited ministerial certificate in Identity 
during 1977 but I considered it at the time to be no more 

than a novelt But then, in prison at the age of forty-two, 

I first read the Bible for myself. 

T knew Io was onto something from the first. Altogether 
T suppose I’ve annotated no fewer than half a dozen Bibles in 

the ensuing three years and I am convinced I know what is 

there better than most. The critically necessary key ta the 

"decoading”™ of it only comes with the kind of background as I 

had gained over the course of my previous lifes. It all jumped 
out at me. 

The most misrepresented and misunderstood collection of 

works of 231] time. And for very good reason. Yet, with the 
peoverbial "syes to see" and "ears to hear", the whole 

gutline is there, just as we in this Movement have been 

straining to put into words and distribute these many long 

decades. Stunning, breathtaking and a little frightening. 

No one can seem to see it on their own and it is easily 

taken and twisted into the philosophy of suicide that we long 
have been willing to assume it to be. But look at what they 

make out of the philosophy of National Socialism. It is 

forever on us to discern truth and reality. This is the very 

means by which the few, from out of the many who are called, 

wil] answer. 

Each one needs to ponder the question: How far can 

anyone antes while he is separated from his God? 
ly as I can, realize that the Biblical Exodus was 

bit : nigration of Aryan stock from out of 4 

manure! bz ect ara decaying Egypt. They left for the sake of 
saving themselves racially. An earlier migration had founded 
Sryan India. Another previous one had included Odin, Thor and 
Freya. Factors of gsographic isolation from colored 
populations saw the latter migration thrive while the former 
one degenerated and died just as did Egypt. 

Get a King James Bible and begin te read. It is laden 
with errors in translation, half the books that belong there 
are missing anc some of the books which are present don‘t 
belong there. But with the background of a Racialist and a 
knowledge of true history - plus the eye of the realist - 

this won’t matter. The shattering truth will emerge in an 
unmistakable pattern. 

The Whites (Hebrems, Israelites) are commanded to kill 

# entirely all those inhabitants of the land of Canaan 
ich they are now taking for themselves as a new home lest 
£s 

7 

im) 

ick 

inter-racial contact eventually detroy them. They do not 

, all of them off but put them te paying tribute, enslave 
em, eventually and gradually assimilate them. Finally, a 

bastardized society and belief system. Division, collapse, 
conquest and foresign captivity. 

Historic fact is that as these Aryan tribes were 
departing from their Near East captivity, the Aryan 
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“barbarians”, the "pagans" were entering Europe over a path 
that caused the whole to be known to this day as “Caucasian”. 

The pathway, the timing and the Identity 211 add up to mean 
that the exit of the one and the entrance of the other are 

but the transition of the same people. 
Frightening that befare this process was even 

completed, it was recorded that this wat to be the means to 

renewed greatness for these tribes. By this they would be 

purged of the poison —- genetic as well as spiritual — that 
hac infected them through infestation by these afore 

mentiongd "strangers". (The "strangers" clung for the time 
being to the old land and the old and now thoroughly 
bastardized religion that they themselves had caused to 
become poisoned. They materialize by name halfway through the 

Bible as what they remain known as today: Jews.) 

Egypt dying, India dying, Fersia, Greece, Rome, etc. 

Everywhere except Northern Europe where the tribes had made 
their way. Frightening again that the prophecies contained in 
the Bible all relate to the greatness that awaited these 
reconstituted tribes over the next two thousand years, 

collectively to be known as Western Civilization. And, yes, 
the return to debsasement and degeneracy, brought about, 

again, by these very same Jews -— “the accursed”. 
Painfully clear to me at once was the reason for the 

apparently irreconcilable disparity between Jesus and Odin. 
Tt is in the reason why Hitler’s tactics don’t work for us 

here today. In the fresh North of centuries ago, Ayan belief 

could fully flower and express itself. In the Palestine of 

y — just as here today - if you were White, you had 

cautious. 

ace et imple truth heres teday is practically a 

Grininal offense. It teday amounts to "heresy" or “blasphemy" 

and is certain to bring down the wrath of the Jewish powers 
that be. We know what happens te all of our leaders. Is it so 
much of a ¢ctretch to see this very thing happening back then, 
in that place? 

"But they were all dews”, most might say. The single 

biggest point of confusion in the White world today and for a 
very long tim] past. Yes, and we are all "Americans" here 

today. There you have it in a nutshell. Should = an Aryan 

remnant succeed in breaking out of and leaving this mess 

behind, they’d become something new while the "Americans" 
would come to be represented solely by the ever darkening and 

degenerating mass remaining. 
Jesus nearly made it to state power. Hitler nearly made 

it te world power. Jews enlisted the help of the duped 
“Gentiles” around them to go do their dirty work for them. 
Then the respective persecutions of the followers after these 
twin catastrophes. We in the Movement today might as well 

have been there then, two thousand years ago. Read the 

Gospels and the Epistles and you'll get the feeling that you 

were and it is. 
Odinism then is the philosophy for an ideal and organic 

society among all Whites. The pronouncements of Jesus are for 
the same folk, except now trodden down by an alien 

Jesus’ 

to be Ya 

the =f 
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establishment, overrun by racial aliens in their midst, 
contaminated by a poisonous philosophy and hopelessly divided 

against one another. Far from hailing and idealizing these 

things, the message contained deals with how to survive them, 

retaining one’s integrity, until the inherent rottenness of 
it all brings it down. 

The two standpoints are in no way mutually exclusive. 

Be on guard against misrepresentation in all things. 

Take careful note of how all this was outlined to its 

complete conclusion in the pages of the Bible. The uniqueness 

ef that factor surely is what prompted the earliest zealots 
to risk their lives in order to get that message up into 
Europe, to their Aryan brethren: The Lost Sheep of the House 

of Israel. 
Tt would certainly behoove the Jews to infiltrate and 

attempt to derail this from within. They've done a pretty 

good overall job of it exactly as with the defamation of 
Adolf Hitler. 

They had me fooled for a long time too. But no longer. 

Hitler’s struggle was the same as that of Jesus, for 

the same people, against the same enemy. 
If that’s not enough to convince you, let the same 

Jewish hate for both settle the rest. 
But Jet’s once and for all understand this so the 

division may be stopped. 
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by Robert Burns 

“YT don’t want to learn it. I want it te instruct me.” 

So said Adolf Hitler about the studv of history. As to the 

whole education process itself, Hitler added that the object 

was to retain the essential and toa discard the non-essential. 

He was speaking of the ability to recoonize and comprehend 

patterr and principles, to be able to see them at work 

regardless of the ever-changing names. dates and places as. 

without thie. there is no understanding and, according to the 
famaus saying, people are doomed to repeat the past. 

On the subject of Hitler. how many are they who make it 

their avocation to study the Third Reich period in Germany, 

right down to all the names, dates and places, the orders of 

battle, e@tc., and can recite these fram memory as though part 

of church catechism - yet know nething of what it all means? 

They've "learned it", alright, but they have gained no 

ingtreuctian from it. 
How many of us deveted years and decades of our lives 

ta intensive political activity within the framework of one 

or more "Neo-Mazi" group, so taken were we by the Hitler 

mystique that we shut out the entire context in which he 

lived and moved to the point where we approached irrelevance? 

So badly removed from working reality that we didn't realize 
this wouldn't have been the course he'd have chosen for us 

under the new circumstances. Hitler copied no one. he fit his 

atmosphere perfectly and yet he was in a spirit which is 

cangstant and eternal. 
The religious. Stuck in the letter of the ancient texts 

ef the Bilt they literally can quote you chapter and verse. 

The man with his long hair, beard, robe and sandals. 

Approximately as out of place in today’s world as Hitler with 

tis moustache and uniform. But two thousand years ago he was 

sca camnmon for his time that it required a “Judas kiss” to 

betrav him to his enemies. Yet. due to a unique spirit, he 

was able to meet a certain set of circumstances which keep 

recurring and ta do it in such a wav that his name has lived 

ona 

Sy 

Well and aood to lock back upon and admire all that 

devotion among people, places and times so distant from us as 

to beaqin to appear as myth. But it was real to them. Among 

these fans and supporters today, who would face the fiery end 

in Berlin or death upon the cross? As “glorious” as the - 

legend may be now, it represented only personal death to 

them then. 
Feople, ait ais clear, would far prefer ta latch onta 

something safely in the past, to refer to it only when 

satisfying and convenient. Then put it away to go on about 

the business of blindly existing, essentially serving 

whatever power it is that sits in control of present-day 

reality. Why this phenomenon of belief systems that are 

detached from present-day practicality? If one wants to 

retreat into the past, at least call it as such but don’t 

oretend to affect the present or the future by it. 
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Tt's ari apparent human trait that seems ta be 

inescapable. They forget. They never learn. They can’t see 

the same thing reoccurring even as it surrounds and envelopes 
them. Great suffering, then a4 climax, then @ new age. Then 

they forget again. Each time a Hitler or a Jesus is summoned 

toe answer oun for oan entire people. Then they enter common 

legend and even their awn, personal significance is lost with 
the rest. They become "icons". 

It's disturbing to see and know these "experts" on 

matters such as the Bible or even Mein Kampf. The ability ta 

quote lines is useless unless one can fully know what it is. 

That thé two are even regarded as separate, even conflicting 

fields savs it all. The reality is that they are the same. 

They tell the same story, sound the same warning, ta the same 

people, offer the sane salvation ~ except an entire age 
apart. Time and again. The dynamics never change, anly times 

and manners. How should such trivial considerations - like 

these of a costume drama ~- disquise an eternal cycle coming 

gack around aaain? But they do. 
Greatness and fall. greatness and fall. Of the same 

people. for the same reasons. With all the same earmarks. 

with the game results. Even the same enemy. Why is it that 

only we foroaet? 

Human nature - man's curse. If the Bible has any 

special significance it is because nothing else does a 

better, mare poignant job of pointing that out and making it 

plain. It’s set to happen, it’s known to happen, it was seen 

ta happen. And there gs an cutcome. Finally there comes an 

end when awareness arrives in full, never to depart again, so 

that areatness and well-being may never anymore be disrupted 

or lost. 
If the e@xc@rience af Adolf Hitler has any special 

sianificance it is to underscere bevend any doubt that the 
“age of miracles" does not lie hopelessly far back in the 

dusts of time, bevond contact of modern man. That it is here 
with ous - Gor ous with it - in the present time despite 

anyone's inability tao grasp it. That even in the midst of 
this most common and mndane of times - in reality no 

different than any other ~- great things can happen to upset 

and topple the march of destruction and of death as a people. 

Above all, not a matter of "faith" but af principle, of 

ohysiese If oaniy the individual can see and know all this 

then it, or the awareness af it. can be for him a bottomless, 
unguenchable source of strength and assurance, This was the 

identical message of both Hitler and Jesus. The one’s message 

told to his faithful as he strove in a deadly dangerous 

anvironment dominated by his enemies. That of the ather as he 

dictated his wards to one of his faithful while confined ta a 

peigon cell, charged with "high treason”. 
Events have always, will always, take it on their own. 

Masses at peaple Will be swept alang. A tiny few 

raordinary personalities, in possession of high awareness, 

horare courage and ability to speak and act, will catalyze 

ese events. It might be unremarkable had not the conclusion 

icusly been foreseen and recorded. 
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That by itself might be of no benefit to us today as we 

suffer and endure except that this same awareness I speak of 

allows us to see and know that what was "near" two thousand 

years ago is today imminent. A spot flare-up here and there 

across the globe over past centuries, only to move on and 

repeat itself, indeed, seemingly without end right up to the 

present. Time and again. But we were warned ta pay little 

heed to these "rumors" consistent to all times. 

That was until the last of these more or less familiar. 

historical incidents plaved out in 1945 in Germany. Since 

then it’s been a global lock. Same people, same enemy, Same 

dynamics. Except now. for the first time ever, it is world~ 

wide and not a sideshow. Never before. 

Magic is about to replay. Should the enemy. oF rather 

the dull. dead arind of existing in a world of his making, 

have managed to convince you that all is dead, dull and gray, 

that all is contained in his financial bottom line. ta the 

point where you can’t even ao on in ope, then he has 

achieved a major portion of his agal. But an intelligent mind 

should) be able to view all this in one of two ways - or 

perhaps both: 

Fhvsically, practically, this can’t endure as it can be 

seen to be feeding upon itself now, even as former areatness 

and health have been all but consumed. The "cup of iniquity" 

aporoaches full as hypocrisy and folly have full rein, about 

to reap what they have sown. It’s almost full circle. 

More than an unmistakeable cycle that the astute might 

be able to spot for themselves. to be able to draw their own 

canclusions from. sameone knew it would come toa this and 

cared enough to detail it for us many thousands of years ago. 

i next to none can see its meaning - that much was 

iuwded also. Despite any ignorance or even resistance, the 

pattern and process of birth, death and rebirth won’t be 

denied. 

We are given the distinction of living to witness the 

last great playing out of this cycle on a world-wide scale. 

For those who have longed to know the secrets of the 

beginning. most if not all of them will he revealed now, at 

the end. This time. so it is claimed, they won’t be last. 
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bv Robart Burns 

The complacent. clueless masses are going wild looking 

for "Satan" under every rock, every bed. Especially where 

their children are concerned. whether it be the misic they 

listen to or their mode of dress, Exactly as when I was a 

vouth. the parents are upset over the ever-steepening 

downward trend but oanily are able to moan and bewail the 

Lat outward manifestations of a deeper problem This 

generation is as alienated from its elders as the previqus 

one was from tt Se 

Whiv? Because whatever "values" the older ones mav 

somehow yet cling toa are patently, uniformly hollow, 

hypocritical and rotten. They go in search of something. 

anything that seems at least real. Unfortunately, the same 

SOU that destroyed the traditional values alsa took care 

yo eavery sort of gimmick and trap out there to snare the 

lost and searching. A deliberate set-up. 

The worse-than-useless churches are of course leading 

the crv against "Satanism". The Red Devil with horns, pointed 

beard, tail and pitchfork who waits in Hell to tarment you 

through eternity following a life of dissolution corresponds 

well te the bearded dJehavah seated an his throne in Heaven 

with his ledger of good deeds. Twin "super-spooks". It has 

the same ring of crap to it as any of the rest of their 

garbage and, by the unbroken trends, it is having the 

carresponding effect. 

That's what happens to a people when its belief system 

degenerates ta total superstition: The people themselves 

ake next, Throwing more superstition at very real 

gocial problems is like thrawing gasoline on ai fire in 

attempt to douse it. Unfortunately, it seems as though that 

if ever people do depart fram these childish motions it is 

only to abandon the concepts altogether as non-existent. That 

there is no good and no evil. 
Iocan assure you that these concepts are real and 

infinitely more profound and “for keens” than these 

simmlistic allegories. But if we're going to talk about 

Satan, let’s at least try to do it intelligently. 
The first thing to try ta maintain firmly in mind is 

the principle af the forces actually at work as distinct fram 
images, individuals or groups in the margins of society wha 

may be attempting to affect this or that for reasons of their 

own. The one has no bearing upon the other. 
It was in 1966. in Gan Francisco, that Anton LavVev 

founded his Church of Satan. I’m very proud of my 32 1/5 
album of his "Satanic Mass" and my inscribed copy of his 

"Satanic Bible". I quoted LaVeyv extensively in my first book 

and a number of my closest and best friends are bona fide 

aieh ts in LavVey’s church. 
an permitted myself to be billed as a "Neo~-Nazi 

Satanist" to appear opposite radia evangelist-for-profit, Bob 

Larson. If they want me toa be "evil", I’1ll be "evil" far 

them. Evil selis. evil excites and electrifies. Knowing the 
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jaded public will respond ai lot quicker to him "fiahting 

Satanism" riaht on the air than to him merely shoving the 

tired. old "peace, lave and brotherhood” crap, Larson tackles 

"evil" live in exchange for your monev. But take careful 

noter What is it they have linked in the title of that 

encounter with @evil but "Neo-Nazism" and "racism"? 

Fav a ntian to what's going on here: According to not 

only Larsan but the whale value system of the society. “evil” 

is @ bijective thing and can change according to the times. 

place and which direction the wind is blowing. So it 

Logically would follow, if you are able to prop up a suitable 

"bogeyman". it’s a cinch to stand in opposition ta that and 

make yourself out to be the "Good guy" automatically. A fun 

game, perhaps, but aven while it’s being played. things in 

general continue to slide into a very real Hell. 

Good and evil are working principles and do not change, 

ever. What we really have is a people stricken with 

blindness. 

That's what's been done to peaple’s perception of these 

opposing poles. They literally don’t know which direction is 

ug. That’s a major part of the trap. A world deliberately 

turned upside-down. LaVey himself vehemently attacks those 

who give lies for truth and truth for lies and in this he 

borrows straight from the Bible. 

For LavVey it works like this: Going on the basis of 

what "God" has popularly come to represent in this sick 

gsocietv, would it nat be expected for it to occur to an 

intelligent mind and healthy instinct to at least give 

"Satan" second look? If "“acod" has come to stand for 

Wer shame and suicide. then miaht not "evil" be warthyv 

of a e ypraisal? If "Ged" and the Church are today the 

damain of the rich and the hypocritical, then perhaps the 

Infernal might properly be the place of the common yet 

sincere. 

But "Satan worship" in the modern age? Isn't that sort 

of like askina for trouble? LaVey has showmanship strikingly 

reminiscent of George Lincoln Rockwell and knows how to use 

shock and svmbolism to defeat the news blackout. to reach 

people's minds and to shatter preconceptions. Remember that 

there is what's real, what’s actually going on, forces which 

are dominant - and then there is whatever any of us miaht 

want to believe. Two different things. 

Realizing the System media will never give you or your 

ideas fair and equal representation to the masses, which only 

they can reach, you opt to proceed on the basis of 

sensationalism in hapes of achieving some measure Of exposure 

even if it must come in the form of smear and slander. 

LaVev’s Church of Satan, Rockwell’s American Mazi Party. From 

that point, having attracted a small number of the intrepid — 

laced with a propartion of the unbalanced ~- you might have 

the foundation for an organization. 

There’s an important give-away here. The System with 

its opinion-farming media knows why it links "Satan" with 

"Nazis". Incorporated within LavVey’s creed are heavy 

references to Ragnar Redbeard’s "Might Is Right", sa very 
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"YVikbina”’ in ite nature that it cauld even provide a common 

philosaphical link between his and Rockwell's group. Flaying 

inte System hands or just playing a double game? The Norse, 

the Vikings. the doctrine of strength as opposed to weakness — 

evervthing that this System, its State Media and State 

Religion brand as “evil”, Names and labels are nothing. If 

gamething rings true, go with it and pay no heed to whatever 

slander may be flung ak vou. 
Such are t waters in which all who find themselves 

out of the Syvstem loop must swim. No use trying to "sneak" 

vour ideas past the masters of censorship and psychology 

through palite and sensible arguments. Tt won't works 

You‘’ll end vour days spinning your wheels, doing great 

disseir a to your cause through endless compromise. May as 

well asgume the head-on approach and allow the chips to fall. 
The @® will respond. The remainder hardly matter. 

One final striking similarity shared by LaVey and 

is/was their absolute insistence upon strict 

among theie respective memberships. Flain qood 

enship. This so as not te allow the ever-waiting System 

Olay the "criminality" card in order toa put you out of 

business and at the sane time pump themselves up as the "goad 

quys". 

The LavVey crowd are realists, praqmatists. They 

positively canneat abide the phoniness of this society and sa 

they chose the image of "Satan" - the "Adversary" ~ as their 

gsviakbol of this apposition. 
That’s one face of Satanism. 
The second face involves the truly anti-social types 

which are bueaeonina in the land and which most capture the 

ca the public. Richard Ramirez, the "Night 
r'. ig the perfect example of this type. Youna, 

disenchanted, disaffected, disenfranchised, full of violence, 

resentment anc very frequently non-White. A former paramour 

of mine had been closely acquainted with the Night Stalker 

and through her I discovered that he could be most charming 

and personable. She mirrored his own division af personality. 

hernia ecually capahle oF extreme belligerence and 

destructiveness. 
Here we have the "jokers", the “wild cards" of society 

who are intent to do “evil” exactly the way that society 

defiras ait. Gratuitous crime, viclence, "“weirdism", the 

torture of animals, the abuse of children, sexual perversion, 

etc. These types are to Lavey’s groug whak the younger and 
more impulsive Skinheads are to the older and actually 

conservative Nazis: An embarrassment. But thev fire the 

imagimatian and at st other youth by their exploits. 

What is Ramirez in reality other than a philosophical 

forerunner of what they are already calling the on-coming 

qeneration of thorauaghly alienated “Super Predators’? 

The two groups are distinct, not remotely mutually 

admiring and in direct opposition. Strange? A cantradictian? 
Not at all. We have LavVey on ane hand, a very conscious and 

careful reaction ta the phoniness of the System. While on the 

other hand we have Ramirez, archetypical of the real 
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nightmare people who are products af the System. its oun sins 

ming solid form to come back upon it. 

But whether highly intellectual or highly emotional, 

these two argqups are manifestiy human. Despite names. 

castumes. symbolisms or dogma, if we are seeking Satan's 

vowe'll have to look elsewhere because the ane thing 

these two faces really have in common is that Satan himself 

towld hardly be less cancerned aver their existence or 

activities. 

While the cods rage overhead in conflict, we in the 

margins maintain our pretenses largely for purposes af aur 

own edification as the broad masses go on totally oblivious. 

But it is to determine the destiny of those same masses that 

the struagle is being waged. To say, "ZI am evil”, "I hail 

Satan", «@ » is to ensure alienation from these masses. No 

power, no influence, no fooling of anyone. In point af fact. 

ta do so is to be remarkably truthful and forthright. 

Directness is not a hallmark of Satan. 

It is not Satan’s goal to enlighten or to liberate 

anvone,. He seeks to seduce and enslave. Ultimately his goal 

is to remove anv chance of eventual salvation. If you have as 

your vision of Hell one of "fire and brimstone", then you 

miss the aark. If vou have been led ta accept that Heaven and 

Hell exist only in some "hereafter", you further are lost. If 

vou think that the key ta one or the other lies in "do- 

goodiam", you've been duped. Who would have an interest in 

your believing thus? And who is in the singular position tea 

be able to so influence your thinking? 

John Ssbt, “You belong to yeur father, the Devil. and 

you want to carry out your father’s desire, He we & murderer 

from the beginning, not helding the truth. for there is no 

teuth in him. When he lies. he speaks his native language, 

for he gs a Jiar and the father of Ives.” 

Revelation 2:8, "I know the slander of those who say 

they are Jews and are net, but are a synagogue of Satan.” 

Finally, if you suppose that it would be Satan's object 

to look and dress funny or to pull endless gags or practical 

jokes, you're really at jeopardy. The object is to destroy 

God’s highest work. The methodology? Satan’s only pawer is to 

det you to thinking it’s been your own idea. To do that he 

must became "responsibility" personified, "leaqitimate 

authority’, to gain your full confidence and willing 

participation as he literally leads you over the precipice. 

The master stroke of the master of masquerade is to 

step in between you and God and get you worshipping him as 

"God". He will dinvert "“qood" and “evil”. knowing that you 

will want to be found on the side af "goad". And when it’s 

all been done there‘’1ll be no refunds. 

No silliness, only arim business. Satan has no time for 

playing in the margins. He‘’ll go where the power is. This is 

no Halloween party and Satan is “the man in the gray flannel 

suit." 
There vou have it, the third and actual face of Satan. 

The “Big Eroather" System? No. It’s the Beast System, the 

Whore af Babylon. the Satanic System, right here and now. All 
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Power. evervthing. is gathered solely in the hands of the 

System. Reaardless what anyone may think, say or do, only it 

controls the trends which are inexorably leading straight up 

to Apocalypse. The omnipresent corruption, the philosophy of 

qenetic suicide, not ta mention the fanatical and 

irresistible drive ta ferce all this without variance. No 

accident. no mistake. 
Certain belief has it that Satan assumed outright 

cantral of the world in the year 1914. Only one serious 

breach in that take-over has been made and that was in 

Germanv, between 1933 and 1945. For the rest. dark night has 

been descending remorselessly over mankind. And who does the 

System paint as the most "evil" man to have ever lived other 
than Adolf Hitler? To the System and all thase locked into 
its mindset. the most hated symbol but the Swastika? Far more 

so than Christ’s Cross because they haven't been able to 

compromise the Swastika and turn it to their own use. 

So. to anyone serious about worshipping Satan. the 

steps to take would be ta do whatever is necessary to blend 

inte his Svstem: Get a university education, enter big 

business or politics, make big money, become “respectable” 

and certainly attend the "church of your choice". 



The author at the antiquated and obsolete computer upon which these articles were re- 

edited through his stay in Pueblo. 



154 © WORLD BEYOND 
by Robert Burns 

That was the title of a book which came recommended 

me aver twentv-five vears ago, written by a woman who claimed 

to be a psvehic in conta with the spirits of the dead. At 

bo otime ino my lifa I was than skeptical af all this 

sart of thing. In fact. I was a militant atheist. Readina 

that baok : however a first for me in that it marked the 

ivide bk mere skepticism oar dismissal ani a Cane 

wherein Toy able to discern deliberate deception. 

The ! 3 af the world are burgeoning, taking in 

fA} Lott of people and raking in billions of dollars. ry 
rier contact of mine who was a be ESS persan once pointed 

to me that. @van in the worst o ecanamic times, you'll 

high-rises and churches being built. 

ooked" people hedging their bets between 

ance! ?) 

‘tuition teld me that if the message and works 

ches was truly on the mark, what with the vast 

as at their command, this would at the very 

do oon oan upswing rather than teetering ever 

are the dard of the abyss as it is. 
Tearing 4 "Nass taste" I was by then familiar with 

even chough "“solitically correct" had yet to be coined. By 

13 I knew all about media. moanapoly and thought 

Now I was seeing and examining its effect at wark 

point Io was deeply into what was beir 

history. (And that term, revisionist, i 

by all the hainstreamers being 

eho eaflect agenda wher we ald 

ware taught in mol otha S represented ain the 
history books was the etraight stuff. At the very least, 

getting @ on histary from an apposing slant shauld 

facilit i fomulatinag a mare complete and balanced 

conceptions would be aif that’s what the actual object 

is.) 

cof L 

care i 

af oth chur 

wealth and regour 

st be a wor 

ronkre 

Cartainly at 

added “revi 

bill widely 

It ig tragic that practically everyone is subject ta 

this riaqid aking via this information blackout. 

Saneone anc [Orme aur @cl the human mind to a camputer: 

Regardless how saphisticated or powerful, if critical data 
can be withheld from it. or if misinformation can be fed into 

it, valid answers cannot possibly be forthcoming. 

T, @8 a dyed-ine-the-wool conspiratorialist. maintain 

that that is p iselyv the aim. 

Feoagle in the main anly can qo on what they have to go 
on. Ta th then can a very large measure of the mess the 

world i in be ascribed. In this particular instarice, 

aAWEr ene of the principle enabled me ta penetrate the mask 

of ane more “Geceultist" scam. 

True to the old stand-by, "pie-in-the-sky" of churches 

and oocultis alike, the author of this book want ta some 

length ba © paint a beautiful, idyllic picture of this 

“world beyond". The “brotherhood", the "tolerance". the 

"Love" preached by these types, so elusive here on Earth, was 
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ee", reality "over the 

illustrate this she cited in detail an 

> apparentliv was able to overhear between Adalr 

d Martin Luther King. The mast complete opposites in 

be af friends on the oather side, they were 

a enjoying all the "equality" only latent in the 

flesh but given full bloom in the afterlife 

Of course it didi there. It was that the "evil" 

“misquiced" Hitler had happily awakened into the 

iass of the generally-accepted position of King. 

very reassuring. 80 Heaven is politically correct 
ny that, if "F.C." governs the Earth. ag it surely 

then we ought by riahts to be experiencing "Heaven on 

But it ain’t necessarily so. 

The woman who authored this touching scenario was but a 

of the ech tional svetem which raised har. Moulded 
fashion of a sincere liberal type. in order to make 

herself on a popular bandwagon and possibly make a 
inta t 

a Tame 
few tp off the sales of her book, she decided to become a 

"osyc » But anvone tapped into the amicient consciausness 

ont cosmos should at least be as well-informed as any 

novice revisionist. Instead, she brought with her into this 

venture just what state-of-the-art bunk as she herself had 

heen taught. And she used that as she attempted to convey ta 

the credulous what "Heaven" must be like. 

Had she been in possession of the rast of the balance 

sheet, she'd hav TOWN, & did J. Edgar Hoover (himself no 

Li ko Mago Luther King had been a hiaqhly-trained, 
ado oagent of the International Communi st 

task heing ta l 1 his fellow Bla 

er theme : and toward that c 

y with the destruction of the 

vision from Hell than fram 

Pad vp 
giracy, 

abionha i 

White 

a] Mo being 

One themselves how, in plain practicality, 
this jut after these past decades of being 

into official, Lake policy. 

é have known that King was a loathsome sexual 

and was surrounded in his organization, the 

Christian Leadership Conference” , ly ICH” 

Conmunists and perverts. So much so that the degenerate 

Hoover at one point advised King ta commit suicide. 
She'd have been aware t it was King’s own basses who 

had him liquidated after it had become obvious that his 
lea ship wa being ed by an increasing majarity of 

4 who were more interested in nationalism as opposed to 

2 one-worldigam that integration pramiged. After which his 
killers elevated him to the status of a "god" to their foul 

“jdeals", one which would be of infintely greater use ta them 

in death than the living persan had been. 
Had King awakened into some hereafter, some universal 

free of all lies and deceptions, he could hardly be 

to remain clinging to the same, old dialectics 

ad into him by his former Comintern masters, especially 

ing they had ju snuffed him for all his trouble and 

‘akion. 
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exigts anv such hereafter to awaken inte 

have gained admittance to it are other 

point entirely. 

3 of the book knew moathing of this and it 

clearly showed through ino her work. How many readers were 

taken in by it all, g ified and re-enforced that their awn 

pref al notions were being so nobly edified? The 

cyclon formation feeding upan itself. 

ond that the "pop" concept af Hitler as evil 

incarnate. The mosh cursory reading of “Sein Kampf" would 

have revealed ta yar 0 orl anvane @lse the importance Hitler 

placed om the preservation of — th British Empire and the 

Catholic Church, his committment to the humane removal of the 

Jews ~ a stubbornly unassimilable minority - from Eurape 

where they weren't wanted and safely toa land of their own, 

af Madagas © being «& heavily favored 

time. The absolute urgency Hitler placed 

upon Military destructian of World Communism. The 

Dyrig t laws which were among the first passed in the new 

Third Reich for the orotection and humane treatment of 

animals, And after the rest of the world had declared war on 

him for having removed Germany from the grip of the "New 
ther sought ta develop what he cansidered 

to be inhumane weapans, like the atomic bomb, moar did he 

utilise the ones he currently had, like poison gas. 
The mo lied-about man in history has had innumerable 

velumes wei against him alleging every foul thing 

investigation - revisionism - none are found 
Lo apposite is the case with the treatment 

nm Luther Kina. 

the man mor is ith 

wh at. individual represents to tf Pe : 

which is fully capable of m ig darkness appear toa he light, 
ugline appear aS beauty, enemies app to be friends, etc 

Im as aikey tool for the instrumentation of a 

or wh 

Queskia 

prod 

1 Wortd Order", he ne 

a ane. It 

interests of the pine 

an YOu conceive the kind of power that this is? The 

degree of control? Above all, why lia? 
Truly & "world beyond". 

I living in & world removed from truth and reality any 

inceedible than living or existing in an entirely 

ferent dimension? Or might they even equal the same thing? 

Semething I hate. It is one more aspect of the 

the truth and the truth will make you free." In 
a Enawledge of eased truth not only exposed a 

ak truth is always far stranger 

on. But while knowing the truth even when the power 
af lies 28 in daminance may make you free mentally and 

spiritually, it will also bring you into direct contention 

with all the phiveical force that t lie has at its disposal. 

The great secret: of it all is revealed by this: Instead 

of falsely concentrating on making ait appear as though the 

Eternal ais in support of all this insane monkey-business on 
Earth, better to realize that this unholy nonsense stands in 

direct defiance of the Eternal. 

lie. 
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omnipotent God somewhere in an 

of nature and of physics 

With or without an 

ied. Either way, it cannot 

intangible is the la Heaven, ik is 

which are being flouted and den 

last nor can it go unpunished forever. 



158 TOTALITARIANISM 
by Robert Buueris 

poassiole 

to qo along with. 

ind’. When 1 

ae 

y likes the concept 

i echoal it was 
imple af the 

ta rk 

allen , by 

those of most of Asi 

Buk wher > really came dawn to as far as our 

} {6 Were concerned, it was Adolf Hitler 

Third Reich that as the supreme example ; 

tobhealitarianism and all that was bad about it. The Sa 

j a runnercup. This enthoaugh Hi 

the past w 

satened by the 

a thing 

directly t 
in general. 

onal anc simplistic examples aside, in 

anism was dissacte 

of freedam of choice id the imposi 

dominant autharity unrepresentative of 

ving & popular will, Folic state, prigar 

hig, theawgh sham "ele Haney, 
Through the 

his ie i (LASS. 

ng 

by 

Lookin 

ef the Gavi 

this? 

t Union, where might one 

anything ait 

require : 

That ‘s only 

alitariand 

ng 

af & per 

a reg eect an meg ay Stalinism, 

ing. 

its. hare: care eing 

of phil 

AY 5 ; “over 

will and without the nein eee 

ship, ae Will have long aga 

but oF 

» aed will owese or 

le which 

ping i 

people ow 

al 

in the nm 

wpa t 

the trends 

in cantrol 

despite the 

Republican 

The dictatorship 
the ai j cof 

no affice of 
Democrats. This re 

beli pevaing they Te LSet to kee 

there may 

liw-outs bu 
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they were 
Thak os 

ro tokalitas 
3 . ter 

the Stat 

and other. @nunked ea, Lensibl 

provide those hile 

e perfect worl 

cceeded im ali this 

i dear 

‘omise and 

and 
pr 

and oth 

teal intent, 

promi lie all = al 

ely of the a 

Been "had". Sorry, no refunds. 
Selah eos Labelling. A game for children if not for 

game is for glab aetakes and the fate of 

elitariani "dictata ip". Darky 

words. 
Haicl considered the value of freedom of chaice when 

all the "c "are manuf ured and managed Looky & 

ewer ariel aphy as fanatical, rigid and implacabl io 

ancl add oh “ile and alien ~ as anything | 
any Stalinist regime? A vf SnTOne 

y Literally shell-game,. If eh. 
168 power, that "choice" you never rece 

perp 

ive 

about a government or a leader who 

im the tht place, at the ri 
f peaple, whe sure enough 

ae LO any intrus 

impale 
gime whe will 

society to 

safeguard anc 

aka a@ that, anything 

tatorship ‘id dm grave inj ta 

rightne af the cause and the people 

thermare, it would be an apen invitation 

a and apportunis to ance again infiltrate, 

and muddy the issue and to quietly manoapolize things 

in i the detriment of all. 

= thing T constantly stress is that one would 
pay atbhention who and what this System 

ng finger at and consider source. The 

lation im os Gt qui Dlain that evil will be 

in the world prior to the end and if that doesn’t 

dire ly with the enthonement of the present "New World 

neoaple thinking badly out of whack. Sa 

this System ar any who sub to its values and 
to to hurl any evil epithet at anyone, past or present, 

igwld be taken by the astute person to signify a golden 

of he 
oe w 

et 

ehoove ourselves in that new light to tak 

Ada@lf Hitler and the Third Reich. Sa badly off at 
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chai 
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Furth 

s “The 
tate doesn’ 

also 

kine 

order us. He 

that. 

prince 

ys Arid, £ L 

PATTY « Th you it 

Totalitarianism, dictatorship. 

red the same ion, oniy in 

able tLerms. 

ble, God and/ar Jesus made 

Ly would be a marrvage betw 

Themselves as the groom and the 

These are only the words «af 
of my Gan. But one ought t 

simple wards. Given the 

be readily ke e@cuat 

woo ths 
theirs 

ratLians of 

thought, they 
yY Gan meaning. 

ion | divorce 

bt the wife must 

igs equally clear in 

vd justly, with righteousre 
should not tolerate any rivals or 

to do $0 would dishonar khe marriage 

ved mash 
implicit 

clo se : then, in the modern and BE ‘ 

when Viewed againgt this backdrop - is @quive nto ota the . 

J y" and “infidelity” alluded to aleo in the Bible. As 

anand couples, i i ians. The damage it 

J as ely bring » the 

Just what we see ourselves 

put forth by George 
swell oth “tt gsn’t how mech government but how 

government.” And for ai truly goad leader or governme 

allaw for ‘ i 
Le nS » 
thi 
a 

mM ‘1 
3 

itself ai cantradiction in 

lity. A weakling may permit 

cut 

efully defined things this far, it remains tea 

vat what prevails today is the very antithesis of 

right and proper. But note carefully that 
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fusion, that canditian 

ource which shares no 
lil verv conscion 

ended toa be kept in 

diy enforced 

ambivalence of the kind. 

delibera It is only you 

dark. 

And here, again, is the very essence of conspiracy and 

of the power of lies. 

Whase ‘ clearly nails the 

"Pathe 

this, I‘d use them. 



162 AN UGLY FLACE FULL OF UGLY FEOFILE 
by Robert Burns 

Never out of the news is the Middie East. From the 

on of the First World War. throuch the Second World 

ah <4 an War. through Vietnam, outlasting the 

has been turmoil in the Middle East 

ch bubbd cauldron and, at times, boils over, 

nad a world c flagratian, 

Centered upon what is referred to as the Holy Land. or 

the nation of Israel, or Palestine, depending on whe vou are 
arid where yaur sympathies lie. "Holy" to three major 

religions yet in working reality the symbol of everything 

unholy. The focus of hate, wae, repressian and terrorism. For 
ali the talk of "peace", there appears ta be no hape of this 

and no future unless and until one side ar the other either 

vields or is annihil ad. 

if ever there was a festering sore an the face of the 

globe, this is it. Fram Biblical times to the Persian, Greek 
incl) Roman empires. Through Arabs, Turks and Crusaders. Into 

our own time with the British Mandate, the Zionists, the Arab- 

Jewish wars, the Falestinian Intifada, right to the present 

dav. 

War. ther 

War, 

Aunique spot upon the map. A sliver of land between 

the Mediterranean and the Dead Sea. The literal crossroads of 
theee continents. More hotly contested than any other place. 

The formerly dispossessed Jews, though offered as a national 

4 ‘ tracts with the Saviet Union under Stalin and 

) island of Madagascar by the powers of Europe, 

Joupon taking Palestine ~ accupied and setkied 

Ae Ww ti and rmechri ning it “Terael" ky 

nmtical means of terrar 1946, using the ide then that the world 

media bewai and candemns now when used by the Arabs. 

"TIerael", they - the Zionists ~ insist, is to he the 

i one-world government that is to come, 
promised to them by their God in the Old 

No other location will do. To them it represents 

the center of the world from whence the Jewish Millennium 
will 3 forth. If the Biblical “Armageddean" should be 
trigc do by this self-fulfilling prophecy, then so be it. 

Beliet. It would seem that no one group can lay 

legitimate claim to the Holy Land as being theirs by virtue 

of ancestry ~ at least no one mare sa than anyone else, Sa it 

is belief and to what lengths any respective group may be 

willing to go on account of it. Also, at what cost. 

Determination, resources id whe’ll give quk first. From a 

pre ical and historic perspective, the pasition of the Jews 

there todav makes a very close comparison to that of the 

Crusaders of ao thousand years go with their "Kingdom of 

Jerusalem". And we know how that ended after scarcely a 

hundred years. 

Barring a world war as a result of this contention, any 

outcame at all won't matter a single damn as, regardless, 

it'd) remain an ugly place full of ugly people. The supreme 
obiect lesson of the folly of religion and the power of 
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tition in the absence of all real meaning and positive 

Let's look briefly at those three beliefs for which 

that narrow corridor of real estate is so sacred: 

The Jews. It is stated plainly in the Bible that God 

gave the land of Canaan (yet another name for the aread to 

the people of Israel ae her ne had reneved them fram Egypt. 

ever, the story doesn” at is @qually well- 

aided, thaugh not in the same Bible 

‘ly, haw Israel sng to it all for granted, 

ting the Law, going corrupt, ‘dividing against itself 

and being conquered and deported to other lands. Fewer than 

fifty thousand of these people returned there after the 

ray vity and those were mixed. During the period of 

ee hivity, the conquerers imparted foreigners to fill the 

vacant land. That plus well over 90% of those calling 

themselves dews today are descended fram an Asiatic tribe 

Khazars - who only cenverted to Judaism in the Middle 

Ages 
Belie?. Does a change of mind ar the location of one’s 

birth place one in line for the Biblical covenant, which, in 

anv case, has already long ago played itself out? These Jews 

of today are “tically as alien to the Hebrews. i 

Tesraelites, of thousand years aga as would be any 

Chinese or Australian Aborigine. Yet they fanatically cling 

to this belief. But does fanaticism necessarily equal trath 

ans. desus and the Disciples, tagether with 

tk surrounded them, all are rooted in the area 

i aH on for ait) and sa, 

i Place of pilgrimage and reverenc 

the Crusades have they been sa foolish as to 

sither necessary or practical to go and occupy think 

it. 
Belief again. Christianity is wide open to anyone who 

wants to call themselves Christian. Whatever else that may 

entail. it has only to do with some afterlife according to 

wh the Church has devalved into in this modern age of 

political cerrectitude. Though the area is a place where much 

he ned, where many Significant people lived and died, where 

many special sites exist, it is questionable how much real 

connection any of this has with what modern Christianity has 

cone to represent. Though, in the main, the "Judeo-Christi mI 

West seems content ta stand behind the bandit state of Israel 

against the Arab world. 
The Moslems. The legend goes that Mohammad, upon 

reading in the Bible exactly what God had to say about the 

ally mixed, threw his copy down and fled in panic. Being 

lthy and powerful man in his own right, Mohammad saw fit 

create a new religion, ae its own prophet, tailored to his 

own people, and soa wrote the Karan. And as such it has been 

fabulously successful. The Biblical link is previded through 

Ishmael, the wayward san of Abraham, father of today’s Arabs. 

By sheer default the whole place is theirs. Four 

hundred million Acabs can’t be wrong. This is only a fact of 



in its fas » at cannat be changed and ta 
to inv disaster. The eventue gutcome of 

clear, or should be to any realistic nme as 

But realism seems to be a starce commodity, with 

tian standing in its stead. As with the dealit 
the 3 go are the dealings involving all 

the Earth. Focus of values is 

and in entirely the wrong ha 

ched in this light, tt heli 

1 popping one spot alse govern the millions around 

the world that are ‘subject ta them. Noa wonder at all then why 

thir the way they are and with little or no haope of 

i nee 

All this importance placed upon the Holy Land is 

affectively the equivalent of the irrational importance 

doby the millians wha pilgrimage annually to Graceland, 

the former hame of Elvis Fresley. Terrific symhoalism and 

skional impact but of what real meaning apart from that of 

a SOUVENL Es cold and material? Elvis is dead. (Though it i 

ironic to note there are thase who will insist he still lives 
even more who go ta great lengths ta imitate him.) The 

reliqiang are no different. What of the lang cealumms of 

who still wait in the freezing cold of Moscow sa they 

file through Lenin’s Tomb? That his experiment fell flat 

doesn’t seam to matter. 
The sada of the Holy Land may be summecd up thug: If one 

will read and comprehend the words in the Qld Testament and 

apply what knowledge our modern age has gained, one will kn 
in favor i Saas oo) thak those people who abandoned ee 

what ‘ 
\ ICHAT 

this same racial 

royed Egypt later destr é fing 

gid all the civilizations of Worth Africa, 
all the way ta India. 

Simp ds put, those who couldn't muster the will toa 
‘@, to migrate, were absorbed into what today is cemmenl y 

called the Third World. Only the rocky and isolated 
at Near Suroape prevented the process fram being 

there caver time. The story of Adam, ta Anan any Lo 

So Moses, to David, Soloman and to Je is 

wey cr 
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ALL myth. 

th, Weird 
MOS USS » 
the mere 

ea a PLS 

bices. No futu ands 
cathedrals, synagogues - mere trappings, 

voing h of empty motions. All reason and purpa last 

and £ There is no “Holy Land", anly a Hely Race, and 

ae there anymore. 
arly the “Land of Milk and Honey", now arid for a 

past the symbol of literal hell on earth. There is 

in that which goes way beyond praying at the Wall, 

c] d Mecca or retracing the footstens of Jesus, The 

worth of ab act belief versus the geographic separation of 

races, Look at Europe, particularly the northwest fringes, 

then look at Falestinge. Both approximately as inhospitable 

®, three thousand years ago, the latter was much the 

the former is today. Then the Whites left, the land 

d to desert and all the religion in the world is of mo buene 
We 

r still, pay close attention to right here in 

in the present. It’s been often said that thase 

whe dan’t learn from the past are doomed to repeat it. It 

required a lang time for th Mid-East to ga to hall. Some 

esti have dit that the Arabian world was nominally 

"White" until the 1600s. Whereas, migrating out of there, we 

luable problem behind as we took up new residence 
in coming to America we actually imported the 

ime deadly threat into our midst. 
a bel: that hae already became 

meanfusecd anc zed the overall 

diank or : 

wer iad pre on Sho a 2050 ~ which we 

have covered half already - will see the United States having 

gone fran overwhelmingly White to straight to hell. There are 

wer "belts" expanding over the globe: The Brawn Belt 

arid Belt. Third World and Deforestation. Masses of 

Werpopulation, backwardness, poverty, misery. 

ence. Third Warild., great rudir of dead 

ations. What actually produces this irreversible 

y is what passes as today’s philosophical “ideal". 60 

heart of any major city and witness the pracess in 

coloreds, 

the 
action. 

Ie it the fate of the entire world to become ane,big 

ugly pla full of nothing but ugly, brawn people? Yes, if 

such remains the “ideal” and is supported by State power and 

media, What any coloreds may believe is unimportant as they 

are already genetically lost beyond all hope of redemption 

anyway. What Whites may believe is of critical importance as 

they are the only ones with anything toa lose by it. 

One final word as regards the religious element. Each 

one tal much about the concept know as “sin". What really 

n? The answer that should be oabvicus by now is 

sing that would contribute to the scenario I’ve just 

outlined. Each religion talks about "good" and “evil”. What 

is good? The pristine state of Creation. What is evil? That 

which motivates toward, again, the scenaria of this article: 



ization, bastardization. At the same time, 

Hell is: The final and irrevocable arrival 

ion, mangre 

wer Lo wh 

rk point. 

Knowing that, vou also are able to know what real 

virtue and Heaven are. 
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